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Multigenic diagnostic and prognostic tools can be derived for ordinal clinical outcomes
using data from high-throughput genomic experiments. For example, one may wish to
classify tissue samples as healthy, pre-malignant, or malignant using data from a microarray
experiment. Here, the goal is twofold: to develop an accurate classifier of the ordinal outcome
and to select features that play an important role in the tissue’s progression from a healthy
to a malignant state.
A challenge in this setting is that the number of predictors is much greater than the
sample size, so traditional ordinal response modeling techniques must be exchanged for
more specialized approaches. Existing methods perform well on some datasets, but there is
room for improvement in terms of variable selection and predictive accuracy. Therefore, we
extended an impressive binary response modeling technique, Feature Augmentation via Non-
parametrics and Selection (FANS), to the ordinal response setting and developed software for
implementing the extension. Through simulation studies and analyses of high-throughput
genomic datasets, we showed that our Ordinal FANS method is sensitive and specific when
discriminating between important and unimportant features from the high-dimensional fea-
ture space and is highly competitive in terms of predictive accuracy.
Discrete survival time is another example of an ordinal response. For many illnesses and
chronic conditions, it is impossible to record the precise date and time of disease onset or
relapse. Further, the HIPPA Privacy Rule prevents recording of protected health information
which includes all elements of dates (except year), so in the absence of a “limited dataset”,
date of diagnosis or date of death are not available for calculating overall survival. Therefore,
increasingly survival is collected as a discrete event time. We previously demonstrated that
a penalized forward continuation ratio model can be fit to discrete survival time data in
high-dimensional settings, but this model does not incorporate censoring information. Thus,
we developed a method that is suitable for modeling high-dimensional discrete survival time
data while accommodating censoring information and assessed its performance by conducting
a simulation study and by predicting the discrete survival times of acute myeloid leukemia
patients using a high-dimensional dataset.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Physicians are faced with difficult medical decisions on a daily basis. Oncologists, for
instance, need to personalize treatment plans for their patients. If the desired results are
not obtained after a given amount of time, they may need to consider switching therapies.
These choices are made based on expert medical knowledge, intuition, and past experiences,
and each decision they make will affect their patients’ survival times. Consequently, two
independent, equally qualified physicians may make different decisions about what is best
for the well-being of a patient. A more objective method for making certain medical decisions
is to use data collected on past patients to build a predictive model that can be applied to
future patients.
Consider the case of a breast cancer patient with three treatment options. The physician
will choose one of the three options, the patient will be given that treatment, and then the
physician will assess how well the treatment worked based on characteristics of the residual
disease. The success of treatment can be measured using the residual cancer burden (RCB)
index, an ordinal measure (RCB-I < RCB-II < RCB-III) that takes into account primary
tumor bed dimensions, cellularity fraction of invasive cancer, size of largest metastasis, and
the number of positive lymph nodes [1]. Alternatively, data on patients who have received
each of the three treatments could be used to build a regression model. Then, the patient
would be given whichever treatment the model predicted will result in the best outcome. In
this situation, neither the physician nor the data-driven model are going to make the best
decision 100% of the time. Ayers (2007) argues this by stating “In the end, super crunching
is not a substitute for intuition, but rather a complement [2].” By super crunching, he is
1
referring to the practice of using large amounts of data to make informed decisions. He
then goes on to say, “Traditional experts make better decisions when they are provided
with the results of statistical prediction. Those who cling to the authority of traditional
experts tend to embrace the idea of combining the two forms of ‘knowledge’ by giving the
experts statistical support [2].” Our goal in developing methods for fitting predictive ordinal
response models is not to replace a physicians decision making, but rather to support it with
additional information. The methods we developed utilize high-dimensional genomic data
to predict patient outcome, whereas physicians typically make decisions based on standards
of care that are often developed by clinical knowledge, not rigorous analyses of experimental
data.
Predictive ordinal response models could also help in simpler situations, such as de-
termining the grade of a particular tumor, which is a relatively subjective procedure done
by examining the microscopic cell appearance. Tumor grade is taken into account when
deciding on a treatment regimen, so it is important to make an accurate assessment. Gene
expression can be taken into account through a predictive model to improve the accuracy of
a pathologist’s diagnosis [3].
1.2 Analysis of ordinal response data
An ordinal response is unique in that there is an intrinsic ordering to the possible values
of the response, but the distance between these possible values, called classes, is unknown.
For instance, the four stages of cancer are ordered (stage I is less severe than stage II; stage
II is less severe than stage III, etc.), but we cannot objectively measure the quantitative
difference in severity between each of the four stages. Thus, ordinal variables are somewhat
of a hybrid between a nominal categorical variable and a continuous variable. Ordinal re-
sponses are ubiquitous in biomedical data. For example, in cancer research, discrete survival
time, tumor grade, and the degree of regional lymph node involvement are all ordinal mea-
surements. Furthermore, the severity of many conditions, such as heart failure, Alzheimer’s
2
disease, and chronic kidney disease, are defined by an ordinal stage of disease [4, 5, 6].
1.2.1 Ordinal regression
Ignoring any aspect of the ordinal response results in a loss of information. For instance,
modeling an ordinal outcome using multinomial logistic regression, given below, ignores the
ordering of the classes.
log
P (Yi = k|xi)
P (Yi = K|xi) = β0k + xiβk, k = 1, ..., K − 1
Given p predictors, this model estimates a different set of p coefficients for each of the K− 1
logistic regression models, and as a result, it is difficult to interpret and is not parsimonious.
Another approach for modeling an ordinal response is to assign each class an integer
rank (i.e. 1, 2, ..., K) and use traditional linear regression to model the response. However,
this method makes the unrealistic assumption that the distances between adjacent ordinal
classes are equal. Furthermore, assigning integer values to the ordinal classes is arbitrary. For
example, one could instead assign even integers to the ordinal classes (2, 4, ..., 2K). Finally,
a linear regression model assumes that Y |X is normally distributed. This assumption will
clearly fail when the response is ordinal because the response is discrete and predicted values
are not restricted to be between 1 and K.
Proportional odds models are a class of models that are appropriate for modeling an
ordinal outcome. Models in this class only estimate p coefficient estimates by taking advan-
tage of the ordered structure and making a simple assumption. For example, for observation
i = 1, 2, ..., n, the cumulative logit model is given by:
log
P (Yi > k|xi)
P (Yi ≤ k|xi) = αk + xiβ, k = 1, ..., K − 1
In the estimation procedure, a constraint is placed on the class-specific intercepts, or thresh-
olds, such that α1 < α2 < ... < αK−1, which preserves the positivity of the class-specific
probability estimates. The thresholds are the only outcome-specific parameters in the model,
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Fig. 1. A cumulative logit model with a single predictor and an ordinal outcome with K = 3
classes.
so K − 1 parallel logit models are produced. Further, this model is a type of proportional
odds model because the cumulative odds ratio is proportional to the difference between two
vectors of predictors. The cumulative odds ratio, which is defined as the odds of Y > k
given X = x1 compared to the odds of Y > k given X = x2, is given by:
P (Y >k|x1)
P (Y≤k|x1)
P (Y >k|x2)
P (Y≤k|x2)
=
exp(αk + x1β)
exp(αk + x2β)
= exp(αk + x1β − αk − x2β)
= exp((x1 − x2)β)
which does not depend on k. The proportional odds assumption is displayed by the parallel
logistic curves in Figure 1.
Other logit-link proportional odds models include:
• The adjacent category model:
log
P (Yi = k + 1|xi)
P (Yi = k|xi) = αk + xiβ, k = 1, ..., K − 1
• The backward continuation ratio model:
log
P (Yi = k|Yi ≤ k,xi)
P (Yi < k|Yi ≤ k,xi) = αk + xiβ, k = 1, ..., K − 1
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• The forward continuation ratio model:
log
P (Yi = k|Yi ≥ k,xi)
P (Yi > k|Yi ≥ k,xi) = αk + xiβ, k = 1, ..., K − 1
Furthermore, alternative link functions can be used for these models. For example, instead
of the logit, the cumulative link model can utilize a:
• Probit link: Φ−1(P (Yi>k|xi)
P (Yi≤k|xi)) = αk+xiβ, where Φ is the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the standard normal distribution
• Complimentary log-log (cloglog) link: log(-log(1− P (Yi > k|xi))) = αk + xiβ
1.2.2 Maximum likelihood estimation
The length-n ordinal response vector y can be reformatted as an n x K response matrix,
Y as follows,
yik =
 1 if observation i belongs to class k0 otherwise
Then the log-likelihood can be expressed as [7]
L =
n∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
yiklog[P (Yi = k|xi)]
Pratt (1981) and Burridge (1981) showed that the log-likelihoods of the cumulative link
models are concave, so a unique global maximum exists [8, 9]. However, a closed-form
solution does not exist, so an iterative algorithm is needed to find the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimates of the parameters, β and α1, ..., αK−1. One such method that is commonly
used in low-dimensional problems (i.e. p < n) is the Newton-Raphson algorithm. Let the
vector of all parameter estimates be denoted by θ = {α1, ..., αK−1, β1, ..., βp}. The gradient
of L, which consists of the partial derivatives of L with respect to each parameter, is given
by
g(θ) = (
∂L
∂θ1
,
∂L
∂θ2
, ...,
∂L
∂θp+K−1
)
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and the Hessian, the (p + K − 1) x (p + K − 1) matrix of second-order partial derivatives,
is denoted by
H(θ) =
((
∂2L
∂θa∂θb
))
a,b∈{1,...,p+K−1}
Let the iteration number be denoted by s. The Newton-Raphson algorithm begins by spec-
ifying starting values for the parameters that are to be estimated, θ[1]. The update at the
next iteration and each of the subsequent iterations is
θ[s+1] = θ[s] − (H(θ[s]))−1g(θ[s])
The algorithm continues until convergence, which occurs when the difference between suc-
cessive log-likelihoods, L(θ[s+1])− L(θ[s]), is negligible.
1.3 Microarray experiments
The central dogma of molecular biology states that the genetic information encoded in
the DNA within the nucleus of each cell is transcribed into messenger RNA (mRNA), and
the mRNA is then translated into proteins in the cell cytoplasm. Genes are the regions of
DNA that encode instructions to produce proteins, and proteins are “used to support the
cell structure, to break down chemicals, to build new chemicals, to transport items, and
to regulate production [10].” Put simply, genes dictate which proteins and how much of
the proteins should be synthesized, and proteins control cell function. Thus, along with
environmental factors, genes determine the characteristics, or phenotypes, of cells and as a
result, the entire organism [11]. Furthermore, aberrant cell function can lead to a host of
diseases, so interest lies in detecting which genes are involved in causing the problem.
We can measure the activity of a gene (called gene expression) by quantifying the amount of
mRNA that is transcribed from that particular gene. A microarray does this for thousands
of genes simultaneously. There are many assays developed by different companies, but we
analyzed data from two of the most common platforms, Affymetrix GeneChips and Illumina
BeadChips. The technology involved in the two arrays is quite different, but the goal is
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the same: to quantify the expression of the tens of thousands of genes present on the chip.
Each gene is represented on the array by a set of short sequences of nucleotides called
oligonucleotides. Each chip is used to measure a single patient’s gene expression. Thus, a
typical experiment involves n microarrays and the goal is to detect differences in expression
between groups with different phenotypes (e.g. cancer patients and healthy patients).
There are a multitude of statistical challenges that arise from microarray experiments. The
data are inherently noisy because there are many sources of obscuring variation, including
from array fabrication and image processing [11]. However, we will be focusing on the
statistical challenges that arise once the data has been cleaned and normalized: namely the
fact that there are far more predictors than samples in a typical experiment, i.e. p >> n.
1.4 High-dimensional classification
Traditional methods for fitting classification and regression models require the number
of subjects, n, to be larger than the number of predictors, p, and they assume that the
predictors are independent. However, in high-throughput genomic experiments, we cannot
safely assume independence of the predictors (often called features in this field) and p >> n,
which results in a host of complexities. First, the design matrix will not be full-rank, which
eliminates the ability to find a stable, unique solution. Second, with a large number of
predictors relative to the sample size, a subset of the predictors is likely to exhibit collinearity,
which will lead to unstable parameter estimates. Furthermore, genomic data is typically
sparse, meaning out of the thousands of features, only a small proportion are associated
with the response, which complicates the process of discovering significant features. Model
building tools such as forward and backward stepwise selection are not feasible given the
huge number of predictors.
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1.4.1 Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
Recently, penalization (also referred to as regularization) has stood out as an effective
method to combat the issues that come with high-dimensional data. There are several
popular penalization methods, but the defining characteristic of them all is that they shrink
the absolute coefficient estimates towards 0. As a result, bias is introduced into the parameter
estimates in exchange for a reduction in variance. In cases where model parsimony and
interpretability are important, the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
penalization method is effective as it shrinks parameter estimates deemed unimportant to
be exactly zero [12]. LASSO models are fit by maximizing the likelihood of the data minus
a penalty term, as given below:
βˆ = argmax
β
(
L(β|y,x)− λ
P∑
p=1
|βp|
)
The tuning parameter, λ, controls the balance between bias and variance. Traditional max-
imum likelihood estimation occurs when λ = 0, but as previously mentioned, when p > n,
there is no unique solution. Therefore, the parameter estimates will have minimal bias but
will be highly unstable (high variance). As λ increases, the parameter estimates shrink to-
wards 0. As this happens, more bias is added to the estimates, but the variance decreases.
As λ increases, the number of nonzero coefficient estimates decreases, which leads to a more
stable and interpretable model.
Hastie et. al showed that the Generalized Monotone Incremental Forward Stagewise
(GMIFS) algorithm solves for the LASSO solution in a penalized logistic regression model
[13]. The algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Enlarge the predictor space as X˜ = [X : −X] , where X represents the standardized
predictors.
2. For step s=0, initialize the components of βˆ
(s)
as βˆ1 = βˆ2 = ... = βˆP = βˆP+1 = ... =
βˆ2P = 0.
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3. Find m = argmin
j
-δlogL/δβj at the current estimate βˆ
(s)
.
4. Update βˆ
(s+1)
m = βˆ
(s)
m + , where  is a small step size, such as 0.001.
5. Repeat steps 3 to 4 many times.
The design matrix is expanded with its negated version to avoid the computationally bur-
densome step of calculating the second derivative, which would have been needed to find the
step direction in step 4. The final coefficient estimates are given by
βˆj = βˆj − βˆj+P , j = 1, ..., p
The GMIFS method was extended by Archer et al. for fitting logit, probit, and complimen-
tary log-log link ordinal response models (cumulative, adjacent category, stereotype, forward
continuation ratio, and backward continuation ratio) to high-throughput genomic data[7].
We discuss this method in detail in Chapter 4.
1.4.2 Component-wise gradient boosting
Another method for fitting a logistic regression model in high-dimensional data settings
is called componentwise gradient boosting [14]. According to Hastie et. al, boosting is “one
of the most powerful learning ideas introduced in the last twenty years.”[15] It is one method
in a class of ensemble schemes that combines multiple weak function estimates to form one
aggregated estimator. The aim of boosting is to estimate a function, f ∗(·), that minimizes
the risk:
R = E[L(Y, f(X))],
where L is the loss function chosen dependent on the structure of the response[14]. Gradient
boosting searches for the solution by following the steepest path down the gradient of the
empirical risk function, 1
n
∑n
i=1 L(yi, f(xi)) in function space. Gradient boosting can be
applied to many different estimators including regression trees, generalized linear models
(GLMs), and Cox proportional hazards models, but we limit our discussion to GLMs. Most
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often the loss function is the negative log-likelihood of the response distribution and f is
assumed to belong to a parameterized class of functions, f(x,P ). The component-wise
gradient boosting algorithm for GLMs is as follow:
1. Center the predictors and set m = 0.
2. Initialize βˆ
[0]
= 0, where βˆ
[0]
is the vector of initial parameter estimates of length p.
3. Initialize the function estimate as fˆ
[0]
= argmin
c
∑n
i=1 L(yi, c), where fˆ is a vector of
length n.
4. Increase m by 1 (m represents the number of iterations).
5. Compute the negative gradient of the loss function with respect to f and, for each
observation, evaluate it at the estimate of the previous iteration, fˆ
[m−1]
(xi):
U [m] =
(
U
[m]
i
)
i=1,...,n
=
(
− δ
δf
L(yi, f)|f=fˆ [m−1](xi)
)
i=1,...,n
6. Fit each predictor, xj , separately to the negative gradient vector U
[m] using a “base
learner,” h(xj ; βj), j = 1, ..., p. A base learner in this context is a simple linear
model, and the coefficient in each model is estimated using least squares. Each of the
p models will result in a different estimate of U [m].
7. Select the model that fits the negative gradient best as determined by the residual sum
of squares criterion. Let Uˆ
[m]
represent the vector of predicted values for that model
and assign the estimated coefficient of that model to βˆs.
8. Update the current function estimate and parameter estimate:
fˆ
[m]
= fˆ
[m−1]
+ νUˆ
[m]
βˆ
[m]
= βˆ
[m−1]
+ νβˆs
Note that ν is a pre-specified small step length factor between 0 and 1. Also, βˆ
[m]
is
the vector of coefficient estimates, while βˆs is a single coefficient estimate.
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Repeat steps 4-8 until m = mstop, where mstop represents the stopping iteration which is
generally chosen by cross-validation or an information criterion. Furthermore, the choice
of ν is not highly influential; any small value (e.g. ν = 0.1) is fine[14]. A cumulative
logit ordinal response model can be fit using an extension of component-wise gradient called
proportional odds boosting [16]. We will discuss this method in Chapter 2.
1.5 Measuring model performance
We are interested in assessing the models’ ability to accurately predict the outcome of
new observations as well as their ability to discriminate between important and unimportant
features in the high-dimensional feature space.
1.5.1 Prediction
To assess prediction in a classification setting with a binary outcome, the misclassifica-
tion rate, which is defined as
#
(Y 6= Yˆ )
n
is often utilized. The misclassification rate is a useful and simple measure. However, in the
ordinal response setting, the severity of the misclassifications is lost. For instance, the same
penalty is applied if an observation in class 1 is classified to class 2 or to class 4. Therefore, a
better method is to examine the misclassification rate separately for each class. The resulting
K measures are called the class-specific misclassification rates.
Another useful metric examines the association between the observed and predicted
values in terms of discordance and concordance. Let ya and yˆa be the observed and the
predicted ordinal response variables, respectively, for subject a. Given a pair of subjects,
if the subject that has a larger observed value also has the larger predicted value, the pair
of subjects is concordant. If the subject that has a larger observed value has the smaller
predicted value, the pair of subjects is discordant. Now, let C represent the number of
concordant pairs in a sample and D represent the number of discordant pairs. Define TY
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as the number of pairs in which the two subjects had the same observed response value
(i.e. they were tied with respect to y). Somer’s D is an asymmetric measure of association,
meaning we cannot treat the two variables interchangeably. We used Somer’s DXY , which
measures how well X serves as a predictor of Y [17]. Here, X represents the predicted value,
or yˆa, and Y represents the observed outcome, ya. The sample version of Somer’s DXY is
given by:
DXY =
C −D
n(n− 1)/2− TY ,
where the numerator represents the difference in the number of concordant and discordant
pairs, and the denominator represents the total number of pairs that are untied on Y . DXY
ranges from -1 to 1, where DXY = −1 indicates a perfect negative association, DXY = 1
indicates a perfect positive association, and DXY = 0 indicates no association.
1.5.1.1 10-Fold cross-validation
One way of assessing performance is to fit a model to the entire dataset, predict the
outcome of the observations in the same dataset, and then estimate the metrics described
previously using the predictions. This method gives overly optimistic results and does not
estimate how well the model’s performance will generalize to independent data. One way of
overcoming these shortcomings is to use 10-fold cross-validation, which proceeds as follows:
1. Split the data evenly into 10 equal partitions.
2. For m = 1, 2, ..., 10:
(a) Fit a model using all partitions except partition m.
(b) Predict the outcome of observations in partition m using the fitted model.
(c) Estimate the performance measure(s) using the predicted classes of observations
in partition m.
3. Let nm denote the sample size of partition m, and let n denote the total sample size.
Also, let wˆm denote the performance metric estimated using the predicted classes of
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observations in partition m (e.g. Somers’ DXY ). Estimate the 10-fold cross-validation
estimate of the metric, wˆ, as
wˆ =
10∑
m=1
nm
n
wˆm
1.5.2 Feature selection
Let the features that are truly associated with the ordinal response be deemed important,
and we call the features that are not associated with the outcome unimportant. To assess
feature selection in simulations, where we know which features are important and which are
unimportant, we estimate
1. Sensitivity = Number of important features selected
Total number of important features
2. Specificity = Number of unimportant features not selected
Total number of unimportant features
In gene expression data analyses when we do not know which features are truly impor-
tant and which are truly unimportant, we can examine the features selected by the model
in the literature in an attempt to validate model findings.
1.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have provided the necessary overview of ordinal regression as well as
methods for fitting penalized classification and regression models. In Chapter 2, we introduce
the method we developed, Ordinal Feature Augmentation via Nonparametrics and Selection
(FANS). This method is compared to other methods suitable for fitting high-dimensional
ordinal response models in Chapter 3. To that end, we examine prediction accuracy as well
as feature selection in a simulation study and several gene expression data analyses. Next, in
Chapter 4, a novel method for performing discrete time survival analysis in high-dimensions
is described. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the methods developed as well as
future work in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
FEATURE AUGMENTATION VIA NONPARAMETRICS AND SELECTION
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Ensemble learners
In a supervised learning problem with a discrete outcome, the goal is to use a training
sample of known outcomes and predictors, {yi,xi}n1 , to build a classifier that accurately
predicts the outcome of a future observation. An ensemble learner is composed of two
or more classifiers, with the idea that the combination of classifiers should produce more
accurate predictions than any of the individual models. However, the constituents must
be both accurate and diverse in order for an ensemble to be more accurate than any of the
individual classifiers [18]. Here, an accurate classifier is defined as one with a misclassification
rate lower than that of random guessing, and two classifiers are said to be diverse if they
make different errors on new data [19]. In the ordinal response setting, the misclassification
rate of random guessing is equal to K−1
K
, where K denotes the number of classes in the
outcome.
There are several methods for constructing an ensemble learner that can be applied to
a variety of classification and regression algorithms [19]. One method forms an ensemble of
classifiers using manipulated versions of the training data. Breiman (1994) created one of
the first ensemble schemes in this way [20]. The method, called bootstrap aggregation, or
bagging for short, generates multiple decision trees using bootstrap replicates of the training
data. To build a decision tree, all observations begin together in one set, called a root node.
The observations are then partitioned, or split, into two distinct sets, called nodes. Each of
these nodes is then further split into two nodes. This process continues until some stopping
criteria is met. At each step, to determine the optimal split, we need a set of binary questions
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which are defined such that [21]:
1. Each split depends on only one predictor.
2. For ordered (ordinal and continuous) predictors, the question takes the form, “Is x ≤
c?”, where c is in the set of observed values for that predictor.
3. For nominal predictors, the binary question takes the form, “Is x ∈ A?, where A is a
subset of the observed values for that predictor.
Bagging begins by sampling n observations with replacement from the training data of
size n to create a bootstrap replicate. Then, a classifier is built using the bootstrap replicate.
This procedure of sampling with replacement from the training data and then building
a classifier using the bootstrap replicate is repeated many times. When the outcome is
discrete, the classifiers are aggregated by plurality voting. That is, each classifier returns
a prediction for a new observation, and the class with the most “votes” is the predicted
class [20]. The performance of the ensemble generally improves as the number of constituent
classifiers increases. However, at a certain point, the performance stabilizes and adding
more classifiers does not help much. With bagging, Breiman succinctly states that “what
one loses...is a simple and interpretable structure. What one gains is increased accuracy.”[20]
Manipulating the input features is another method for constructing an ensemble [19].
For instance, Cherkauer (1996) trained an ensemble of 32 models based on 8 different sub-
sets of the 119 available features and 4 different tuning parameters [22]. This method for
constructing an ensemble only works well when the predictors suffer from collinearity [19].
A third technique for building an ensemble learner is to manipulate the outcome variable.
A method called error-correcting output coding randomly partitions the K classes of a
discrete (nominal) outcome into two subsets, A and B [23]. The training data are re-coded
so that the outcome for all observations whose response is in A is coded as 0 and the outcome
for any observations whose response is in B is coded as 1. Then, a classifier is built using
the binary outcome. The steps of partitioning the outcome classes, re-coding the multi-class
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outcome for each observation in the training data, and then fitting a binary response model
is repeated L times. For a new observation, each of the L classifiers will predict whether the
outcome is in A or B. Each time a classifier predicts the outcome is in A, the classes in that
subset receive a vote, and likewise for subset B. Then, the class with the most votes is the
predicted class on the original multi-class scale [23].
Finally, a fourth general method for building an ensemble of classifiers is to inject
randomness into the learning algorithm [19]. Random forest is one of the most common
ensemble schemes and it improves on bagging by injecting randomness into the tree building
procedure [24]. At each step in the tree-building procedure, instead of considering all features
when searching for the best split, random forest considers a random subset of the features.
This helps to reduce the correlation among the classifiers (trees) that are aggregated, which
drives down the variance of the ensemble learner.
2.1.2 Feature Augmentation via Nonparametrics and Selection
Feature Augmentation via Nonparametrics and Selection (FANS) is a two-class modeling
procedure that has shown promising results in high-dimensional learning problems [25] by
building an ensemble of classifiers in a unique way. Suppose we have n feature-outcome
pairs in a training set, T = {(xi, yi)}ni , where yi ∈ {0, 1} and xi ∈ Rp. We begin with some
definitions. Let g(x) = P (X = x|Y = 0), f(x) = P (X = x|Y = 1), and pi = P (Y = 1).
The Bayes classifier, which minimizes the probability of misclassifying an observation, assigns
observations to class 1 if P (Y = 1|X) > 0.5 and to class 0 otherwise. Thus, the Bayes-
optimal decision boundary is defined as
{x : P (Y = 1|x) = P (Y = 0|x)}
⇒ {x : pif(x)
pif(x) + (1− pi)g(x) =
(1− pi)g(x)
pif(x) + (1− pi)g(x)}
⇒ {x : pif(x)
(1− pi)g(x) = 1}
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If we assume equal priors, i.e. P (Y = 1) = P (Y = 0), then the Bayes decision boundary
becomes
{x : f(x)
g(x)
= 1} = {x : logf(x)
g(x)
= 0}.
Thus, given a single feature, x, the best univariable classifier of y is [25]
yˆ =
 1 if log
(
f(x)
g(x)
)
> 0
0 if log
(
f(x)
g(x)
)
< 0
The Na¨ıve Bayes classifier assumes the p features within each class are independent,
so the joint distribution of features in the two classes becomes f(x) =
∏p
j=1 fj(xj) and
g(x) =
∏p
j=1 gj(xj). Consequently, the nonparametric Na¨ıve Bayes decision boundary is{
x :
p∑
j=1
log
fj(xj)
gj(xj)
= 0
}
.
However, this independence assumption is too strong in most cases. For example, in
a gene expression microarray experiment, each feature is designed to interrogate a gene (or
part of a gene), and we know that genes interact in biological networks. Hence, non-zero
correlations exist among some sets of genes. Thus, assuming the features from a microarray
experiment are independent would be ill-advised. The FANS method attempts to account
for dependence among the features by adding optimized weights to the Na¨ıve Bayes classifier
to form the following decision boundary [25]:
FANSD =
{
x : β0 +
p∑
j=1
βj log
fj(xj)
gj(xj)
= 0
}
.
The method combines the best univariable predictors in a linear and additive manner
in an attempt to create a powerful multivariable classifier. Note that the decision boundary
based on the original features is nonlinear, which makes the classifier more flexible. However,
since FANSD is linear in the coefficients, we can rename the transformed variables (i.e. zj =
log
fj(xj)
gj(xj)
) and apply any binary linear classification procedure to estimate the coefficients.
When p > n, the model is overparameterized, so penalization/regularization techniques are
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required to fit the model. These methods shrink the coefficient estimates towards zero, which
adds bias in exchange for a reduction in variance, leading to improved model performance
[15]. The FANS classifier uses penalized logistic regression [25] and is fit using the following
algorithm that utilizes data splitting and prediction averaging to build an ensemble learner
[25]:
1. Randomly partition the data into two sets, (D1, D
c
1), analogous to splitting data into
a training set and a test set.
2. Using D1, estimate fj(xj) = P (Xj = xj|Y = 1) and gj(xj) = P (Xj = xj|Y = 0), j =
1, ..., p by kernel density estimation. Denote the estimates as fˆ = (fˆ1, ..., fˆp) and
gˆ = (gˆ1, ..., gˆp).
3. Use the data in Dc1 to calculate the matrix of transformed variables, Z, where
zij = log
[
fˆj(xij)
gˆj(xij)
]
, xij ∈ Dc1
4. Using Z and y ∈ Dc1, fit an L1 penalized logistic regression model.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 L times to obtain (D1, D
c
1), ..., (DL, D
c
L). However, the partitions in
step 1 are formed differently for odd and even numbered iterations. For odd numbered
iterations, the training set is randomly partitioned. For even numbered iterations, the
roles of the partitions in the preceding odd numbered iteration are reversed. That is,
the first partition estimates the marginal densities for odd numbered iterations, but
for even numbered iterations, the second partition estimates the marginal densities. In
general, (D2l, D
c
2l) = (D
c
2l−1, D2l−1) for l = 1, ..., bL2 c, where (D2l−1, Dc2l−1) is formed by
randomly partitioning T and (D2l, D
c
2l) is formed by reversing the roles of D2l−1 and
Dc2l−1.
In order to predict the outcome of a new observation, xi = (xi1, ..., xip), we must use
the densities and models estimated from the learning set. For each of the L partitions, we
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obtain a different estimate of f and g, and a different fitted model. Thus, for each of the
l = 1, 2, ..., L partitions, we can use fˆ l and gˆl to transform xi and obtain zil = (zi1l, ..., zipl),
where
zijl = log
[
fˆjl(xij)
gˆjl(xij)
]
, j = 1, ..., p.
So, we end up with L vectors of transformed features, one from each iteration of the
FANS algorithm. Each one can be input into the corresponding fitted model from step 4
in order to obtain a predicted probability, pil = Pˆ (Yi = 1|zil). The average of these L
predicted probabilities, p¯i =
1
L
∑L
l=1 pil, is used to classify the observation according to the
Bayes classifier: if p¯i > 0.5, predict class 1; otherwise, predict class 0 [25].
In step one, the roles of the data used for the density estimation and model fitting are
reversed from one partition to the next in order to ensure a balanced assignment of data
for the two tasks [25]. Partitioning the data multiple (L) times and averaging the predicted
probabilities makes efficient use of the data and ensures the procedure is robust to arbitrary
assignment of data to the two tasks [25].
Several simulation examples were reported in the FANS manuscript [25]. The first three
simulations generated the features in each class from a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
The first let the two classes be linearly separable with an autoregressive (1) correlation
structure among the features. The second simulation was the same as the first except the
correlation structure was changed to be compound symmetric. The third generated the
two classes to be separable by a nonlinear decision boundary with a compound symmetric
correlation structure. Finally, the fourth simulation used a nonlinear decision boundary but
generated the features using a uniform distribution. The FANS method performed as well or
better than the competing methods including penalized logistic regression (PLR), penalized
additive logistic regression (penGAM), Na¨ıve Bayes (NB), and support vector machines
(SVM) (Table 1) [25]. The most competitive method to FANS in terms of misclassification
error was penGAM. However, the median computation time for the simulations ranged from
3.4 to 6.6 seconds for FANS and 243.7 to 4811.9 seconds for penGAM, so FANS seemed to
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Table 1. Median classification error (%) on an independent test set with standard errors for
the simulation study. Different values of ρ were used for each example.
Simulation (ρ) FANS PLR penGAM NB SVM
AR (0) 6.8(1.1) 6.5(1.2) 6.6(1.1) 11.2(1.4) 13.2(1.5)
AR (0.5) 16.5(1.7) 15.9(1.7) 16.9(1.6) 20.6(1.7) 22.5(1.8)
CS (0.5) 4.2(0.9) 2.5(0.6) 3.7(0.9) 43.5(11.1) 5.3(1.1)
CS (0.9) 3.1(1.1) 0.0(0.0) 0.2(1.4) 46.8(8.8) 0.0(0.1)
Nonlinear CS (0) 0.0(0.0) 50.0(1.3) 0.0(0.1) 50.4(2.2) 31.8(2.4)
Nonlinear CS (0.5) 3.4(0.7) 50.0(1.3) 3.7(0.8) 50.0(2.1) 19.8(2.4)
Nonlinear Unif 0.0(0.0) 50.0(10.7) 0.0(0.0) 41.0(1.1) 0.0(0.0)
be much more computationally efficient [25].
The authors also compared the predictive performance of FANS and the other methods
using a lung cancer gene expression dataset. There were p = 12, 533 features and n = 181
observations, where the number of observations in the training set, ntrain, was 32, and the
number of observations in the test set, ntest, was 149. The aim was to predict whether
observations in the test set were adenocarcinoma (ADCA) or mesothelioma [25]. With
L = 20 partitions, FANS obtained a 0% misclassification rate, while the other methods
failed to do so [25].
In order to independently verify the predictive performance of FANS, we coded the
method in the R programming environment [26] and compared the performance of models fit
using FANS, penalized logistic regression, and Na¨ıve Bayes. We applied the three methods
to a publicly available lung cancer gene expression dataset, GSE4115, where there were
n = 163 observations after removing samples without a definitive cancer diagnosis and
p = 22, 215 features [27]. We split the data into a training set and an independent test
set. Given the fact that the training set is partitioned into two sets in the first step of the
FANS algorithm, we wanted to ensure there was enough data in the first set to estimate the
marginal densities. Therefore, we assigned 2
3
of the data to the training set (ntrain = 136)
and the remaining 1
3
to the test set (ntest = 27). For the FANS model, we set L = 2, 10,
and 20. The aim was to predict whether subjects had lung cancer or not [27]. The model fit
using FANS with L = 20 achieved a 0% misclassification rate on the independent test set,
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while the misclassication rates for the penalized logistic regression and Na¨ıve Bayes models
were 25.9% and 18.5%, respectively. Therefore, we also identified FANS as a competitive
algorithm in the binary response case. With L = 2 and L = 10, the FANS misclassication
rates were 14.8% and 3.7% respectively, suggesting that the data splitting and prediction
averaging scheme in the FANS algorithm is effective. For L = 2, 10, and 20, the runtime
for FANS was 31.29 minutes, 114.63 minutes, and 312.09 minutes, respectively. Meanwhile,
the runtimes for Na¨ıve Bayes and penalized logistic regression were 0.96 minutes and 0.293
minutes, respectively. However, we did not apply parallel programming techniques when we
coded the FANS algorithm, which would have significantly reduced the runtime.
2.1.3 Extending FANS to the ordinal response setting
In the binary response setting, FANS models the class-conditional marginal density
ratios,
zj = log
P (Xj = xj|Y = 1)
P (Xj = xj|Y = 0) = log
fj(xj)
gj(xj)
.
Because there are K > 2 ordinal outcome classes, the augmented features must be redefined
in the FANS algorithm to accommodate all K class-conditional density estimates. One
approach to create the ordinal augmented features is to consider the decision boundaries
between adjacent classes, which would result in K − 1 augmented features for each original
feature:
z
(1)
j = log
[
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y = 1)
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y = 2)
]
z
(2)
j = log
[
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y = 2)
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y = 3)
]
...
z
(K−1)
j = log
[
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y = K − 1)
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y = K)
]
.
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This approach reduces to the binary FANS method when K = 2. However, one issue
is that the augmented features do not use the whole training set. Furthermore, the density
estimates may be poor if there is not a sufficient number of observations in each class. Thus,
the augmented features will be defined in a way that avoids these issues:
z
(1)
j = log
[
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y = 1)
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y > 1)
]
= log
[
fˆ
(1)
j (xj)
gˆ
(1)
j (xj)
]
z
(2)
j = log
[
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y ≤ 2)
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y > 2)
]
= log
[
fˆ
(2)
j (xj)
gˆ
(2)
j (xj)
]
...
z
(K−1)
j = log
[
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y ≤ K − 1)
Pˆ (Xj = xj|Y = K)
]
= log
[
fˆ
(K−1)
j (xj)
gˆ
(K−1)
j (xj)
]
.
(2.1)
This way, each augmented feature uses the entire dataset, and the only densities that
are class-specific (i.e. conditional on only one class) are fˆ
(1)
j and gˆ
(K−1)
j . Furthermore, this
approach also reduces to the binary FANS method when K = 2.
Now, because there are K − 1 augmented features for each original feature, we must
discover the best way to model the augmented features. One method is to include all K − 1
in the model, resulting in (K − 1) ∗ p input variables for the Ordinal FANS model. A
typical Affymetrix HG-U133A microarray contains around 22,215 features, and if K = 4,
we would need to model 22, 215 ∗ 3 = 66, 645 augmented features. This approach would
greatly increase the computational time of fitting the model and may reduce the predictive
accuracy of the model by increasing the sparsity of the solution. Another option would be
to perform principal components analysis (PCA) on each of the p sets of K − 1 augmented
features. We could then fit a model with the first principal component (PC) from each
analysis. However, if the first PC in each of the p PCAs does not explain the vast majority
of the total variance, we would lose significant information by excluding the other PC’s.
Therefore, we implemented two approaches:
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1. Fit a penalized binary response model for each of the K − 1 augmented features and
aggregate the results using the technique proposed in the Ordinal Real AdaBoost
algorithm [28]. We refer to this approach as the binary aggregation approach.
2. Fit a cumulative logit model using proportional odds boosting [16], where the K − 1
augmented features for each predictor will either all be included or all be excluded
from the fitted model. We refer to this approach as the boosting approach.
2.2 Approach 1: Aggregating penalized binary
response models
Define the matrix, Z(k), which contains the elements z
(k)
ij for subjects i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}
and features j ∈ {1, 2, ..., p}. In other words, Z(k) is the design matrix for augmented feature
k, and z
(k)
i is a 1 x p row in Z
(k). We will fit the following K − 1 binary response models
using Z(1), ...,Z(K−1):
log
[
P (Y = 1|z(1))
P (Y > 1|z(1))
]
= β
(1)
0 + z
(1)β(1)
log
[
P (Y ≤ 2|z(2))
P (Y > 2|z(2))
]
= β
(2)
0 + z
(2)β(2)
...
log
[
P (Y ≤ K − 1|z(K−1))
P (Y = K|z(K−1))
]
= β
(K−1)
0 + z
(K−1)β(K−1)
(2.2)
Each model is fit using L1-penalized logistic regression, which estimates the penalized
solution given by
βˆ = argmax
β
(
L(β|y, z)− λ
P∑
p=1
|βp|
)
The resulting solution is sparse, meaning that the model fitting algorithm shrinks the coef-
ficient estimates of features deemed unimportant to zero resulting in a parsimonious set of
features with non-zero coefficient estimates. Thus, model fitting and feature selection are
performed simultaneously. The tuning parameter, λ, controls the amount of shrinkage and is
either chosen by cross-validation or by minimizing an information criterion (e.g. AIC, BIC).
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As λ increases, the number of parameter estimates that will be shrunk to zero also increases.
The log-likelihood, L, of the kth logistic regression model is given by
L(β) =
n∑
i=1
{I(Yi ≤ k)log(P (Yi ≤ k)|z(k)) + I(Yi > k)log(P (Yi > k)|z(k))}
From equation (2.2),
P (Yi ≤ k)|z(k)i ) =
exp{z(k)i β(k)}
1 + exp{z(k)i β(k)}
P (Yi > k)|z(k)i ) =
1
1 + exp{z(k)i β(k)}
The binary response model fit using Z(k) will predict whether y ≤ k or y > k. For a
given subject i, define [28]
pˆ
(k)
1i = pˆ
(k)
2i = ... = pˆ
(k)
ki = Pˆ (Yi ≤ k|z(k)i )
pˆ
(k)
(k+1)i = pˆ
(k)
(k+2)i = ... = pˆ
(k)
Ki = 1− Pˆ (Yi ≤ k|z(k)i ).
For a given subject i, each of the K− 1 binary classifiers returns a vector, resulting in K− 1
length-K vectors:
(pˆ
(1)
1i , pˆ
(1)
2i , ..., pˆ
(1)
Ki)
(pˆ
(2)
1i , pˆ
(2)
2i , ..., pˆ
(2)
Ki)
...
(pˆ
(K−1)
1i , pˆ
(K−1)
2i , ..., pˆ
(K−1)
Ki )
(2.3)
We can then sum the vectors from the binary classifiers fit using Z(1), ...,Z(K−1) to form an
aggregated vector of scores. The class with the largest score is the predicted class for that
subject [28]:
yˆi = argmax
m
K−1∑
k=1
pˆ
(k)
mi (2.4)
We can incorporate this method into the FANS algorithm as follows:
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1. Randomly partition the n feature-outcome pairs into two sets, (D1, D
c
1).
2. Using D1, estimate fˆ
(1)
j (xj), ..., fˆ
(K−1)
j (xj) and gˆ
(1)
j (xj), ..., gˆ
(K−1)
j (xj) for j = 1, ..., p
using kernel density estimation.
3. Evaluate the density estimates at the observed values in Dc1, and calculate the matrices
of augmented features, Z(1), ...,Z(K−1), where z(k)ij = log
[
fˆ
(k)
j (xij)
gˆ
(k)
j (xij)
]
∈ Z(k) for xij ∈
Dc1, i = 1, ..., n and j = 1, ..., p and k = 1, ..., K − 1.
4. Use y ∈ Dc1 to fit the K − 1 binary classifiers defined in equation (2.2) using L1-
penalized logistic regression. The tuning parameter, λ is chosen by minimizing the
AIC.
5. Reverse the roles of D1 and D
c
1 and repeat steps 2 - 4. Let D2 = D
c
1 and D
c
2 = D1 .
6. Repeat steps 1 - 6 L
2
times, which results in L ∗ (K − 1) penalized logistic regression
models based on the L different partitions, (D1, D
c
1), ..., (DL, D
c
L).
2.2.1 Predicting new observations
In order to predict the outcome of a new observation, x = (x1, x2, ..., xp), we must use
the densities and models estimated from the learning set. For each of the L partitions, we
obtain different kernel density estimates and as a result, different fitted models. Thus, for
each of the L partitions, we can use the kernel density estimates to transform x and obtain
the K−1 length-p vectors of augmented features. Then, the augmented features are plugged
into the respective fitted binary classifiers. Finally, the L ∗ (K − 1) binary response models
are aggregated to arrive at the class prediction on the ordinal scales.
Explicitly, for a new observation, x = (x1, x2, ..., xp),
1. Using the kernel densities estimated with D1, calculate fˆ
(1)
j (xj), ..., fˆ
(K−1)
j (xj) and
gˆ
(1)
j (xj), ..., gˆ
(K−1)
j (xj) for j = 1, ..., p.
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2. Form the K − 1 vectors augmented features,
z(1) = log
[
fˆ
(1)
j (xj)
gˆ
(1)
j (xj)
]
, j = 1, 2, ..., p
z(2) = log
[
fˆ
(2)
j (xj)
gˆ
(2)
j (xj)
]
, j = 1, 2, ..., p
...
z(K−1) = log
[
fˆ
(K−1)
j (xj)
gˆ
(K−1)
j (xj)
]
, j = 1, 2, ..., p
3. Plug each of the length-p vectors of augmented features into the respective fitted
penalized logistic regression models in equation (2.2) and obtain the estimates of
P (Y ≤ k|z(k)), k = 1, 2, ..., K − 1.
4. Form the vectors in equation (2.3).
5. Repeat 1-4 for (D2, D
c
2), ..., (DL, D
c
L).
6. Sum the L ∗ (K − 1) vectors of scores. The element in the vector of sums with the
largest value is the predicted value on the original ordinal scale,
yˆ = argmax
m
L∑
l=1
K−1∑
k=1
pˆ(k)m
2.2.2 Feature selection
In addition to developing an accurate predictive model, we are interested in discriminat-
ing between important and unimportant features from the high-dimensional set of predictors.
This can be accomplished by running the FANS algorithm once, i.e. by setting L = 1. In
this approach, the K − 1 L1-penalized logistic regression models in equation (2.2) are fit,
and each model produces a parsimonious set of features with non-zero coefficient estimates.
The union of these sets is the final set of features selected.
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2.3 Approach 2: Proportional Odds Boosting
2.3.1 Functional gradient descent
In the following setting, let y represent an outcome variable and let x = {x1, ..., xp}
represent a vector of p predictors. Recall that in a predictive learning problem, the goal is
to use a training sample of known outcomes and predictors, {yi,xi}n1 , to estimate a function
that maps x to y. The true, unknown function is denoted F ∗(x) and the estimate is Fˆ (x).
Ideally, the function would be estimated by minimizing the expected value of a loss function
(chosen depending on the distribution of y), Ey[L(y, F (x))|x] [29]. Minimizing the expected
loss (also known as the risk) in function space requires treating the function F (x) evaluated
at each x as a parameter. However, there is an infinite number of such parameters in Rp.
If we instead attempt to simplify the estimation by using data, we can evaluate F at each
xi in the training set. Unfortunately, this approach breaks down because the expected loss
cannot be estimated accurately using a finite dataset, and even if it could, estimates of F ∗(x)
outside of the training set could not be obtained [29]. To remedy this situation, the function
can be assumed to take a parametric form, F (x;P ), where P = {P1, P2, ...} is a finite set
of parameters [29]. In this case, the function estimation problem can be simplified to one of
parameter estimation. Boosting assumes an additive form for the function, given by
F (x; {νm,βm}M1 ) =
M∑
m=1
νmh(x;βm).
In this form, the base learner, h(x;β), is a simple function of the predictors (or a subset of
the predictors), parameterized by β, and ν is a weight, or step size, for h. Futhermore, M
is the number of base learners that are combined to form the estimated function. The goal
then becomes to estimate the parameters that minimize the empirical risk,
argmin
{νm,βm}M1
n∑
i=1
L
(
yi,
M∑
m=1
νmh(xi;βm)
)
.
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In many problems, including when p >> n, this is infeasible, so a “greedy stagewise” ap-
proach is taken [29]. For m = 1, 2, ...,M ,
1. (νm,βm) = argmin
ν,β
∑n
i=1 L (yi, Fm−1(xi) + νh(xi;β))
2. Fm(x) = Fm−1(x) + νmh(x;βm)
Here, νmh(x;βm) is called a step, where νm is the step size, and the vector h(x;βm)
is the step direction. The goal is to take the largest possible step in the direction of the
minimum of the empirical risk. By construction, the best steepest-descent step direction is
the negative gradient evaluated at the prior step’s function estimates,
−gm(xi) = −
[
∂
∂F (xi)
L(yi, F (xi))
]
F (xi)=Fm−1(xi)
for x1, ...,xn, which is given by gm(x) = {−gm(xi)}ni=1. However, this gradient is only
defined at x1, ...,xn [29]. To generalize to other points outside the training set, we can
choose the base learner, h(xi;βm) that is most correlated with gm(x). This corresponds
to replacing the difficult two-step function estimation problem given above with a simple
least squares estimation problem to choose the base learner, h, among a set of candidate
base learners. Specifically, the negative gradient vector is fit using each base learner, and h
is set to the base learner with the smallest residual sum of squares (RSS). Then, Freidman
states that we can use a line search to estimate νm [29], but Bu¨hlmann and Hothorn have
suggested that the additional line search is unnecessary [14]. Using empirical evidence, they
determined that one can simply use a single small constant step size ν, and further, the
choice of ν is unimportant, as long as it is sufficiently small (such as 0.1) [14]. Thus, the
generic boosting algorithm, without the line search for step size, is given by [29, 14]:
1. Specify a set of candidate base learners. These can be, for example, regression trees
or linear models with a subset of the p predictors. Herein we focus our attention on
linear models. The simplest setting specifies p base learners, where each base learner
is a simple linear regression model with one of the p predictors as the sole input. For
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example, the base learner for the jth predictor would be defined as
gm(x) = xjβ + 
2. Let m = 0 and initialize the vector of the estimated function evaluated at the n data
points as F0(x) = argmin
c
∑n
i=1 L(yi, c). That is, each element in the length-n vector
is initialized to the constant that minimizes the empirical risk.
3. Increase m by one and compute the negative gradient vector, gm(x).
4. Fit the negative gradient vector using each base learner. An estimate of the negative
gradient vector is obtained from each fitted model. Denote the estimate from the base
learner with the smallest RSS as gˆm(x).
5. Update the function estimate, Fm(x) = Fm−1(x) + νgˆm(x;β).
6. Iterate steps 3-5 M times, where M is a tuning parameter that is generally chosen by
cross-validation [30].
Thus, the final function estimate takes the form F (x) = F0(x) +
∑M
m=1 νgˆm(x).
2.3.1.1 Proportional Odds Boosting
A cumulative logit proportional odds model for ordinal response data is given by
P (Y ≤ k|x) = 1
1 + exp(F (x)− θk) , k = 1, ..., K − 1,
where F (x) is the prediction function defined in the previous section and {θ1, ..., θK−1} are
class-specific intercepts, or thresholds, that are constrained to be increasing from θ1 to θK
and are estimated simultaneously with F . The model can be expressed equivalently as
log
(
P (Y > k|x)
P (Y ≤ k|x)
)
= F (x)− θk, k = 1, ..., K − 1.
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Using the given model, the class-specific probabilities can be estimated as:
P (Y = k|x) = pik =

1
1+exp(F (x)−θ1) for k = 1
1
1+exp(F (x)−θk) − 11+exp(F (x)−θk−1) for 1 < k < K
1− 1
1+exp(F (x)−θK−1) for k = K,
(2.5)
which are used to specify the log-likelihood [16]:
l(F,θ) = −I(Y = 1) ∗ log[1 + exp(F (x)− θ1)]
+
K−1∑
k=2
I(Y = k) ∗ log [(1 + exp(F (x)− θk))−1 − (1 + exp(F (x)− θk−1))−1]
+I(Y = K) ∗ log [1− (1 + exp(f − θK−1))−1]
Schmid et al. extended the generic boosting algorithm to the ordinal response setting,
using the negative log-likelihood as the loss function, L, which resulted in the proportional
odds (P/O) boosting algorithm [16]:
1. Let Fˆm and θˆm denote the vectors of estimates, (Fˆ (x1), ..., Fˆ (xn)) and (θˆ1, ..., θˆK−1)
at step m. Set m = 0 and initialize Fˆ0 and θˆ0.
2. Specify the base learners.
3. Increase m by 1 and compute the negative gradient of the loss with respect to F and, for
each observation, evaluate it at the estimates of the previous iteration, Fˆm−1(xi), θˆm−1:
gm(x) = (−gm(xi))i=1,...,n =
(
− δ
δF
L(yi, F,θ)|F=Fˆm−1(xi),θ=θˆm−1
)
i=1,...,n
4. Fit each of the base learners to the negative gradient vector gm(x). Each model results
in a different estimate of gm(x).
5. Select the model that fit the negative gradient best as determined by the R2 goodness-
of-fit criterion. Let gˆm(x) represent the vector of fitted values for that model.
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6. Update the current function estimate :
Fˆm = Fˆm−1 + νgˆm(x)
Note that ν is a pre-specified small step length factor between 0 and 1 and is not highly
influential as long as it is sufficiently small (e.g. ν = 0.1) [14].
7. Treating the function estimate as fixed, estimate θm by minimizing the empirical risk,
1
n
∑n
i=1 L(yi, Fˆm,θ).
8. Repeat steps 3-7 until m = M , where M represents the stopping iteration chosen by
cross-validation.
The final function estimate is given by
FˆM =
M∑
m=0
Fˆm
=Fˆ0 +
M∑
m=1
νgˆm(x)
2.3.2 Fitting the Ordinal FANS model with Proportional Odds Boosting
We can model the augmented features in the Ordinal FANS algorithm by specifying the
base learners in step 2 of the P/O boosting algorithm. Specifically, for each of the p original
features, there will be a base learner defined as a linear model of the K − 1 augmented
features. Before fitting the model, we center the augmented features because we do not
include an intercept term [30]. Recall the definition of the augmented features in equation
(2.1). The base learners will be:
zjβj + , j = 1, 2, ..., p (2.6)
where zj = (z
(1)
j , z
(2)
j , ..., z
(K−1)
j ) and βj = (β1j, β2j, ..., β(K−1)j).
Thus, in step 4 of the P/O boosting algorithm, we fit each base learner to the negative
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gradient vector calculated in step 3:
gm(z) =z1β
[m]
1 + 
gm(z) =z2β
[m]
2 + 
...
gm(z) =zpβ
[m]
p + 
and we set gˆm(z) to the fitted values from the base learner with the largest R
2. As a result,
the coefficient estimates for that base learner are implicitly updated in step 6 of the P/O
boosting algorithm by a factor of ν. For instance, assume that in step m, the base learner
employing the augmented features for the second predictor fit the negative gradient best.
That is,
gˆm(z) = z2βˆ
[m]
2 .
Then the coefficient estimates in that model are updated as
βˆ2 = βˆ
[m−1]
2 + νβˆ
[m]
2
We can incorporate P/O boosting into the FANS algorithm as follows:
1. Randomly partition the n feature-outcome pairs into two sets, (D1, D
c
1).
2. Using D1, estimate fˆ
(1)
j (xj), ..., fˆ
(K−1)
j (xj) and gˆ
(1)
j (xj), ..., gˆ
(K−1)
j (xj) for j = 1, ..., p
using kernel density estimation.
3. Evaluate the density estimates at the observed values in Dc1, and calculate the aug-
mented features where z
(k)
ij = log
[
fˆ
(k)
j (xij)
gˆ
(k)
j (xij)
]
for xij ∈ Dc1, i = 1, ..., n and j = 1, ..., p
and k = 1, ..., K − 1.
4. Use y ∈ Dc1 to fit a proportional odds model with P/O boosting, using the base learners
specified in equation (2.6).
5. Reverse the roles of D1 and D
c
1 and repeat steps 2 - 4. Let D2 = D
c
1 and D
c
2 = D1 .
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6. Repeat steps 1 - 5 L
2
times to form (D1, D
c
1), ..., (DL, D
c
L).
7. Repeat steps 1 - 5 L
2
times, which results in L fitted proportional odds based on the L
different partitions, (D1, D
c
1), ..., (DL, D
c
L).
2.3.2.1 Predicting new observations
To predict a new observation, x = (x1, x2, ..., xp),
1. Using the kernel densities estimated with D1, calculate fˆ
(1)
j (xj), ..., fˆ
(K−1)
j (xj) and
gˆ
(1)
j (xj), ..., gˆ
(K−1)
j (xj) for j = 1, ..., p.
2. For each of the p original features, form the K − 1 augmented features,
z1 = log
[
fˆ
(k)
1 (x1)
gˆ
(k)
1 (x1)
]
, k = 1, 2, ..., K − 1
z2 = log
[
fˆ
(k)
2 (x2)
gˆ
(k)
2 (x2)
]
, k = 1, 2, ..., K − 1
...
zp = log
[
fˆ
(k)
p (xp)
gˆ
(k)
p (xp)
]
, k = 1, 2, ..., K − 1
3. Calculate
∑p
j=1 zjβˆ
[M ]
j − θk, k = 1, 2, ..., K − 1 and estimate the class-specific prob-
abilities using equation (2.5).
4. Repeat 1-4 for (D2, D
c
2), ..., (DL, D
c
L).
5. Average the class-specific probability estimates calculated from the L partitions of the
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training set,
p¯i1 =
1
L
L∑
l=1
Pˆ (Y = 1|z1, ...,zp)l
p¯i2 =
1
L
L∑
l=1
Pˆ (Y = 2|z1, ...,zp)l
...
p¯iK =
1
L
L∑
l=1
Pˆ (Y = K|z1, ...,zp)l
6. Predict the class with the maximum class-specific probability estimate,
yˆ = argmax(p¯i1, p¯i2, ..., p¯iK)
2.3.2.2 Feature selection
In addition to developing an accurate predictive model, we are interested in discriminat-
ing between important and unimportant features from the high-dimensional set of predictors.
This can be accomplished by runnning the FANS algorithm once, i.e. by setting L = 1. Each
feature in the dataset is represented by a single base learner, so the base learners that were
selected for updating during the model fitting procedure at least once correspond to the
important features.
2.4 Simulation study
We are interested in assessing the models’ ability to accurately predict the outcome
of new observations as well as their ability to select important features from the high-
dimensional feature space. Thus, we examined:
1. Somers’ DXY , a measure of association between two ordinal variables. In this case, the
ordinal variables are the observed and predicted values.
2. Misclassification rate = # (Y 6=Yˆ )
n
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3. Class-specific misclassification rates
4. Sensitivity = Number of important features selected
Total number of important features
5. Specificity = Number of unimportant features not selected
Total number of unimportant features
To assess predictive performance, observations were split into a training set and a test
set in each simulation. The models were fit on the training set, and predictions were made
on the test set. However, to assess feature selection, the entire dataset was used to fit the
models.
We examined the effects on performance of sample size (n ∈ {50, 100, 200, 300}), the
number of classes in the outcome (K ∈ {3, 4}), and the number of FANS iterations (L ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}). Furthermore, because FANS fits a nonlinear decision boundary,
we simulated both a nonlinear and a linear decision boundary to assess how well the method
adapts to each situation. The number of features, p, was set to 1,000 in all simulations, and
publicly-available gene expression datasets were used as templates for simulating the data.
2.4.1 Simulations with K = 3
For simulations with K = 3, we downloaded the raw CEL files for GSE7390 [31] from
the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [32]. The dataset consisted of p = 22, 283 gene
expression values for n = 198 frozen tumor samples of systemically untreated node-negative
breast cancer patients. However, two subjects with missing outcome variables were removed
leaving n = 196. To preprocess the data, we performed robust multi-array average (RMA)
normalization [33] and then removed the control probe sets as well as probe sets called absent
in all samples by the MAS5 detection call algorithm [34].
Next, we fit a univariable cumulative logit model for each of the remaining 18,887
features to tumor grade (grade 1 < grade 2 < grade 3). There were 30 grade 1 samples, 83
grade 2 samples, and 83 grade 3 samples. The resulting p-values were adjusted for multiple
comparisons using the Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure [35]. In order to restrict the calculation
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of class-conditional means to coefficients that were in the same direction, we only examined
features with a negative coefficient estimate. Of the 18,887 features, 1,537 had a negative
coefficient estimate and an adjusted p-value less than 0.05.
Linear decision boundary For the simulations with a linear decision boundary, we calcu-
lated the class-conditional means of the 10 features with the smallest adjusted p-values. Let
the class-conditional means be denoted by x¯1, x¯2, x¯3. Next, we estimated the mean of the
features with an adjusted p-value greater than 0.05, denoted by w¯. The sample covariance
matrix, S, was calculated for 10 randomly sampled significant features and 990 randomly
sampled nonsignificant features. Finally, using these estimates, the n
K
observations in each
class were simulated from a multivariate normal distribution:
MVN(µ = ((x¯k)10, w¯990),Σ = S) , k ∈ {1, 2, 3}
If n was not divisible by K then the remainder of observations were simulated in class K.
For example, when n = 50, 16 observations were simulated in classes 1 and 2, while 18
observations were simulated in class 3.
The means of the first 10 features differ between classes, while the means of the remaining
990 features do not. Thus, ideally, the models should select the first 10 features because
they are important for class separation but none of the other 990. Figure 2 shows the
sample correlation matrix for the important features. Several features were highly correlated,
which makes feature selection more difficult because correlated features contain redundant
information. Thus, only one of the features is needed to predict the outcome. However, we
would like to select all important features, regardless of their correlation, in order to learn
more about the underlying biology and interaction between genes.
Nonlinear decision boundary For the simulations with a nonlinear decision boundary, we
calculated the class-conditional means of all 1,537 significant features with a negative co-
efficient estimate. Let these means be represented by x¯1, x¯2, x¯3. Also, let the mean of the
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Fig. 2. The sample correlation matrix of the features simulated to be important to class
separation for the linear decision boundary simulation with K = 3 classes.
features with an adjusted p-value greater than 0.05 be denoted by w¯. Next, we estimated
the class-conditional sample covariance matrices, S1, S2, S3. Using these estimates, the ob-
servations in each class were generated from a multivariate normal distribution:
MVN(µ = ((x¯k)10, w¯990),Σ = Sk) , k ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Thus, in both the linear and nonlinear settings, the first 10 features were simulated to be
important to class separation while the remaining 990 were simulated to be unimportant.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show that the features simulated to differ between classes are highly
correlated within each class.
2.4.2 Simulations with K = 4
For simulations with K = 4, we used the RMA-normalized gene expression data in the
ALL R package [36], which consisted of p = 12, 626 features measured on n = 128 acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) patients. The dataset consisted of 95 B-cell and 33 T-cell
leukemia patients. We limited our simulation to B-cell patients, and we examined tumor
grade (B1 < B2 < B3 < B4) as the ordinal outcome. The class-specific sample sizes were
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Fig. 3. Among observations in class 1, the sample correlation matrix of the features simulated
to be important to class separation for the nonlinear decision boundary simulation with
K = 3 classes.
Fig. 4. Among observations in class 2, the sample correlation matrix of the features simulated
to be important to class separation for the nonlinear decision boundary simulation with
K = 3 classes.
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Fig. 5. Among observations in class 3, the sample correlation matrix of the features simulated
to be important to class separation for the nonlinear decision boundary simulation with
K = 3 classes.
19, 36, 23, and 12, respectively.
The data were simulated analogously to the simulations with 3 classes in the outcome.
As in the previous simulation design, the features whose expression levels differed across
classes were highly correlated both overall (Figure 6) and within each class (Figures 7, 8, 9,
and 10).
2.5 Data analysis
We also compared the performance of the two Ordinal FANS approaches on a gene
expression dataset. We downloaded the raw CEL files for GSE7803 [37] from the Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) [32]. The dataset contained samples from normal squamous
cervical epitheilia samples, high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL), and invasive
squamous cell carcinomas of the cervix. After removing three test samples, 10 normal, 7
HSIL, and 21 carcinoma samples remained. The investigators used Affymetrix HG-U133A
arrays to measure gene expression on 22,283 probe sets from the n = 38 samples, and we
used the RMA method to normalize and obtain probe set expression summaries on these
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Fig. 6. The sample correlation matrix of the features simulated to be important to class
separation for the linear decision boundary simulation with K = 4 classes.
Fig. 7. Among observations in class 1, the sample correlation matrix of the features simulated
to be important to class separation for the nonlinear decision boundary simulation with
K = 4 classes.
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Fig. 8. Among observations in class 2, the sample correlation matrix of the features simulated
to be important to class separation for the nonlinear decision boundary simulation with
K = 4 classes.
Fig. 9. Among observations in class 3, the sample correlation matrix of the features simulated
to be important to class separation for the nonlinear decision boundary simulation with
K = 4 classes.
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Fig. 10. Among observations in class 4, the sample correlation matrix of the features simulated
to be important to class separation for the nonlinear decision boundary simulation
with K = 4 classes.
features. After removing the control probe sets as well as probe sets that were not called
present in any of the samples by the MAS5 detection call algorithm [38], p = 13, 667 features
remained.
We fit models using both Ordinal FANS approaches and evaluated their performances
predicting the tissue classification (normal < HSIL < carcinoma) using the 10-fold cross-
validation estimates of:
• Somers’ DXY
• Misclassification rate
• Class-specific misclassification rate
We also fit a model to the entire dataset using each approach and examined the features with
non-zero coefficient estimates. These features are deemed important by the model fitting
procedure and should be investigated further regarding their role in the progression from
normal squamous cervical epithelia to HSIL to carcinoma.
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2.6 Results
2.6.1 Simulation results
First, we examine performance in terms of Somers’ DXY . As the number of FANS
iterations (i.e. L, the number of ordinal response classifiers that are averaged in the FANS
ensemble) increases, the predictive performance improves monotonically for both the binary
aggregation approach (Figure 11) and the boosting approach (Figure 12).
The effects of L, n, K, and the linearity of the true decision boundary on the performance
in terms of the test set estimate of Somers’ DXY was similar for both approaches. First,
we examine the simulations when the true decision boundary is nonlinear. As the number
of ordinal response classifiers in the FANS ensemble increases, the association between the
observed and predicted values increases and the variability of the Somers’ DXY estimates
decreases. Thus, the model becomes more precise and more accurate. We suspected that
the Ordinal FANS method would perform much better on larger samples sizes because of the
data splitting and class-conditional kernel density estimation that each reduce the sample
size for important aspects of the model fitting procedure. This is certainly the case with a
nonlinear decision boundary. The improvement in the median as well as the variability of
Somers’ DXY from a sample size of 50 to a sample size of 200 is substantial. From n = 200
to n = 300, the performance improves only slightly. Also, we expected that the number of
classes in the outcome, K, would affect the performance. Holding the training set sample
sizes equal, the within-class sample sizes are larger for smaller values of K, which results
in more data to estimate the class-conditional kernel densities. The simulations confirmed
our intuition that increasing K would deteriorate performance, especially for sample sizes
greater than 50.
Next, we examine the simulations with a true linear decision boundary. When K = 3,
the improvement obtained by building an ensemble is only in terms of the variance for sample
sizes of 50 and 100, and no improvement is achieved for sample sizes of 200 and 300. Also,
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Fig. 11. Test set Somers’ DXY for models fit using the binary aggregation approach to the
Ordinal FANS algorithm. As the number of classifiers in the FANS ensemble (L)
increases, the predictive performance improves monotonically.
surprisingly, the sample size doesn’t seem to have much of an effect on the median Somers’
DXY when K = 3. The only improvement seems to come as a reduction in variance. With
4 classes in the outcome, as L increases, the performance improves slightly in terms of the
median Somers’ DXY but not in terms of the variance. An increase in sample size improves
both the median and variance.
Both approaches seemed to benefit from more FANS iterations. Therefore, we compared
the predictive performance of the two approaches with L = 10 FANS iterations (Figure 13
and Table 2). The boosting approach seemed to adapt better to a linear decision boundary
better, outperforming the binary aggregation approach across the board. However, when the
true decision boundary was nonlinear, the binary aggregation approach performed better,
especially for larger sample sizes.
The overall misclassification rate conveyed the same message as Somers’ DXY (Table 2).
However, the class-specific misclassification rates in Table 2 show that in simulations with
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Fig. 12. Test set Somers’ DXY for models fit using the boosting approach to the Ordinal
FANS algorithm. As the number of classifiers in the FANS ensemble (L) increases,
the predictive performance improves monotonically.
Fig. 13. Test set Somers’ DXY for models fit using the Ordinal FANS binary aggregation ap-
proach (blue) and the Ordinal FANS boosting approach (red). Results are presented
for L = 10 FANS iterations.
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K = 3 ordinal classes, errors were least common among observations in the third class. In
contrast, the models had the most difficulty classifying observations in the second ordinal
class. For simulations with K = 4 ordinal classes, the misclassification rates were lower for
observations in the first and fourth classes than for observations in the second and third
classes.
Overall, the proportional odds boosting approach seems to perform feature selection
better than the binary aggregation approach as measured by sensitivity and specificity with
L = 1 FANS iteration (Figures 14 and 15 and Table 3). With K = 3 classes, the boosting
approach is more specific but slightly less sensitive than the binary aggregation approach
regardless of the linearity of the decision boundary. With K = 4 classes, the boosting
approach is more specific and more sensitive across all sample sizes and decision boundaries
with one exception. When the sample size is smallest (n = 50) and the true decision
boundary is linear, the binary aggregation approach was more specific but still less sensitive.
Furthermore, although not exactly monotonically, sample size did seem to improve the
sensitivity of both approaches. That is, as the sample size increased the Ordinal FANS
models selected more important truly features. However, the relationship between specificity
and sample size was not as clear. In some scenarios, for instance when the true decision
boundary was linear and there were K = 3 ordinal classes, sample size did not seem to have
an effect on specificity. However, when the decision boundary remained linear but the number
of classes increased to K = 4, specificity decreased for models fit using the binary aggregation
approach but increased for models fit using the boosting approach as sample size increased.
Finally, with a nonlinear decision boundary and K = 4 classes, specificity decreased for both
approaches as sample size increased with an exception at n = 300. Specificity improved at
n = 300 for models fit using the boosting approach.
If we examine the results of sensitivity and specificity together, there seems to be a
weak negative association between the two. As the number of features included in the model
increases, the number of truly important features selected will likely increase, which leads to
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Fig. 14. Sensitivity for models fit using the Ordinal FANS binary aggregation approach (blue)
and the Ordinal FANS boosting approach (red). Results are presented for L = 1
FANS iteration.
improved sensitivity. However, more truly unimportant features will also be selected which
decreases specificity.
2.6.2 Data analysis results
The results of the analysis of GSE7803 in terms of Somers’ DXY , misclassification rate,
and class-specific misclassification rates are shown in Figures 16, 17, 18 respectively.
In terms of Somers’ DXY and the misclassification rate, as the number of FANS iterations
increases, the ability of the Ordinal FANS model fit using P/O boosting to discriminate
between normal, HSIL, and carcinoma samples improves monotonically and stabilizes after 6
iterations. However, the performance of the Ordinal FANS model fit by aggregating penalized
logistic regression models improves as the number of iterations increases from 1 to 3, but
then oscillates from 4 iterations to 7 iterations, and then stabilizes at a value lower than its
maximum, which was achieved at 3, 4, and 6 iterations. This type of behavior is commonly
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Fig. 15. Specificity for models fit using the Ordinal FANS binary aggregation approach (blue)
and the Ordinal FANS boosting approach (red). Results are presented for L = 1
FANS iteration.
Fig. 16. 10-fold cross-validation estimates of Somers’ DXY for the classification of normal,
HSIL, and cervical carcinoma samples from GSE7803. Results are shown for the
P/O boosting approach (red) and binary model aggregation approach (blue).
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Table 3. Median sensitivity and specificity for models fit using the Ordinal FANS binary ag-
gregation approach and the Ordinal FANS boosting approach. Results are presented
for L = 1 FANS iteration.
Approach K n Boundary Sensitivity Specificity
Boosting 3 50 Linear 0.30 0.998
Binary Aggregation 3 50 Linear 0.30 0.995
Boosting 3 100 Linear 0.30 0.995
Binary Aggregation 3 100 Linear 0.30 0.995
Boosting 3 200 Linear 0.40 0.997
Binary Aggregation 3 200 Linear 0.40 0.994
Boosting 3 300 Linear 0.30 1.000
Binary Aggregation 3 300 Linear 0.40 0.992
Boosting 3 50 Nonlinear 0.10 0.991
Binary Aggregation 3 50 Nonlinear 0.20 0.989
Boosting 3 100 Nonlinear 0.20 0.995
Binary Aggregation 3 100 Nonlinear 0.30 0.982
Boosting 3 200 Nonlinear 0.30 0.985
Binary Aggregation 3 200 Nonlinear 0.40 0.973
Boosting 3 300 Nonlinear 0.40 0.981
Binary Aggregation 3 300 Nonlinear 0.40 0.967
Boosting 4 50 Linear 0.40 0.974
Binary Aggregation 4 50 Linear 0.30 0.986
Boosting 4 100 Linear 0.50 0.992
Binary Aggregation 4 100 Linear 0.40 0.980
Boosting 4 200 Linear 0.60 0.996
Binary Aggregation 4 200 Linear 0.40 0.967
Boosting 4 300 Linear 0.60 0.998
Binary Aggregation 4 300 Linear 0.50 0.949
Boosting 4 50 Nonlinear 0.30 0.989
Binary Aggregation 4 50 Nonlinear 0.30 0.984
Boosting 4 100 Nonlinear 0.50 0.981
Binary Aggregation 4 100 Nonlinear 0.40 0.974
Boosting 4 200 Nonlinear 0.60 0.964
Binary Aggregation 4 200 Nonlinear 0.40 0.955
Boosting 4 300 Nonlinear 0.50 0.991
Binary Aggregation 4 300 Nonlinear 0.40 0.939
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Fig. 17. 10-fold cross-validation estimates of the misclassification rate for the classification of
normal, HSIL, and cervical carcinoma samples from GSE7803. Results are shown for
the P/O boosting approach (red) and binary model aggregation approach (blue).
Fig. 18. 10-fold cross-validation estimates of the class-specific misclassification rates for the
classification of normal (red), HSIL (green), and cervical carcinoma (blue) samples
from GSE7803. Results are shown for the P/O boosting approach (red) and binary
model aggregation approach (blue).
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seen in other ensemble methods, such as bagging and random forests. As the number of
classifiers in the ensemble learner increases, the performance tends to improve rapidly, then
oscillate, and finally stabilize as the number of trees reaches a sufficient number. However,
we did not see this type of behavior in the simulation study. One potential reason for this is
that the classes were perfectly or nearly perfectly balanced in the simulation, but the classes
in the gene expression dataset were extremely imbalanced. This imbalance along with the
small sample size in the HSIL class (n = 7) may have led to an increase in the variance of
the classifiers within the ensemble. In the future, we plan on examining the effect of class
imbalance as well as within-class sample size on performance.
Figure 18 conveys additional information regarding the misclassification rates of the two
approaches. The binary aggregation approach performs as well or better than the boosting
approach with respect to classifying normal and carcinoma samples. Both methods have
more of a difficult time classifying HSIL samples, but as the number of FANS iterations
increases, the gap between the two methods widens. At 10 iterations, the boosting approach
vastly outperforms the binary aggregation approach in classifying HSIL samples, which ex-
plains the difference in overall misclassification rates seen in Figure 17.
The Ordinal FANS boosting approach and binary aggregation approach included 10 and
9 non-zero coefficients, respectively. The genes corresponding to these coefficients are listed
in Table 4. The gene symbols for the features that had non-zero coefficient estimates in
both models are SPAG5, EDN3, B4GALT4, and UPK1A. Upregulation of SPAG5 has been
show to predict poor prognosis among cervical cancer patients [39], and the genes EDN3 and
UPK1A were found to be down regulated in cancerous cervix compared to normal cervical
epithelium [40, 41]. No study has published a link between B4GALT4 and squamous cell
carcinoma of the cervix, which suggests that the feature was either a false positive in both
models or a novel discovery.
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Table 4. Genes deemed important in the classification of normal, HSIL, and cervical carci-
noma samples by the Ordinal FANS models fit to GSE7803. The genes listed were
included in either the model fit using the boosting approach or in the model fit using
the binary aggregation approach (or in both models). A check mark denotes that
the gene was included in the model fit using the given approach. One Affymetrix
probe id could not be matched to a unique gene symbol and is denoted by <NA>.
Gene Symbol Binary Aggregation Boosting
PLOD2 X
SPAG5 X X
ACOX2 X
SLC16A7 X
EDN3 X X
U2SURP X
B4GALT4 X X
UPK1A X X
PITPNA X
MTF2 X
CCND1 X
KRT4 X
TIPIN X
BRWD1 X
<NA> X
2.7 R package
We developed R [26] code for both approaches of the Ordinal FANS method and assem-
bled each into a unique R package. We followed the S3 object system, so we defined methods
for generic functions including print(), summary(), predict(), plot(), and coef(). The
default method for fitting the model takes the design matrix and the ordinal response as
the first two arguments and performs the analysis by iterating through the FANS algorithm
using our predefined functions. Additional arguments for both approaches include newx if
the user wishes to make predictions on new data using the fitted model, the number of FANS
iterations (niter), a random seed to set so the model is reproducible (seed), scale, which
determines whether the predictors will be centered and scaled, and parallel, which deter-
mines whether or not the niter FANS iterations will be run in parallel. Additionally, the
function for fitting the model using boosting has as arguments: the multiplicative step size,
eps, and the number of boosting iterations, mstop. Furthermore, we wrote a function named
cv.modelselect for estimating the tuning parameter, mstop, by maximizing the K-fold CV
53
estimate of Somers’ DXY .
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CHAPTER 3
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
3.1 Methods
We compared the following methods to the method that we developed in the previous
chapter, Ordinal FANS. From here on, we refer to the first approach of the Ordinal FANS
method, which aggregates binary response models and was described in Chapter 2, Section
2, as Ordinal FANS 1 and the second approach of proportional odds boosting, described in
Chapter 2, Section 3, as Ordinal FANS 2. We performed a simulation study as well as several
data analyses to assess how well each method a) predicts the outcome of a future observation,
measured using Somers’ DXY , misclassification rate, and class-specific misclassification rates
and b) performs feature selection, measured using sensitivity and specificity. (All measures
were defined in Chapter 2, Section 4.)
3.1.1 Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors
The k-nearest neighbors method is one of the simplest and most intuitive classification
techniques. Assume there are n observations in the training data,
T = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)}.
The central idea is that, to classify a new observation, x, we find the k observations from
the training set closest to the new observation in terms of a distance measure, d(x,xi)
on the feature vectors. The predicted value of the new observation is the class with
the largest representation among the k neighbors. The k nearest neighbors are given by
(y(1), x(1)), (y(2), x(2)), ..., (y(k), x(k)). A commonly used distance measure is the Minkowski
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distance:
d(xi,xj) =
(
p∑
r=1
|xir − xjr|q
)1/q
.
Note that q = 1 results in the absolute distance and q = 2 results in the Euclidean distance.
To avoid introducing bias into the selection of neighbors, the predictors must first be stan-
dardized (this can be done differently for continuous, ordinal, and nominal predictors) [42].
In the weighted k-nearest neighbors method, the distances of the k nearest neighbors are
standardized by dividing each distance by the distance to the (k+1)st nearest observation:[42]
D(x,xi) =
d(x,xi)
d(x,xk+1)
, i = 1, 2, ..., k
Then, these standardized distances are converted to weights using a kernel function, K,
which has the following properties,
• K(D) ≥ 0.
• K(D) is maximized when D = 0.
• K(D) is monotonically decreasing function of D for D ≥ 0.
Now, the estimated class probability distribution becomes [42]
Pˆ (y = c|x, T ) =
∑k
i=1K(D(x,x(i)))I(y(i) = c)∑k
i=1K(D(x,x(i)))
(3.1)
Commonly, the predicted class for the new observation is the class with the largest
predicted probability, which is equivalent to the mode of equation 3.1. For an ordinal out-
come, one can use the median of the estimated class distribution as the predicted outcome
[42]. The weighted k-nearest neighbor method is implemented in the kknn R package on the
Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN).
3.1.2 Component-Wise Proportional Odds Boosting
According to Hastie et. al, boosting is one of the most powerful learning ideas introduced
in the last twenty years [15]. It is one method in a class of ensemble schemes that combines
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multiple weak function estimates to form one aggregated estimator. The aim of boosting is
to estimate a function, f ∗(.), that minimizes the risk:
R = E[L(Y, f(X)))],
where L is the loss function chosen dependent on the structure of the response [14]; often,
the loss function is equal to the negative log-likelihood. Gradient boosting searches for the
solution by following the steepest path down the gradient of the empirical risk function,
1
n
n∑
1
L(Yi, f(Xi))
in function space. Gradient boosting can be applied to many different estimators including
regression trees, generalized linear models (GLMs), and Cox proportional hazards models.
Generally, we assume that f belongs to a parameterized class of functions F (X,P ). The
component-wise gradient boosting algorithm for GLMs was extended by Schmid et al. to
the ordinal response setting. The method, called Proportional Odds (P/O) boosting, fits a
cumulative logit model as follows [16]:
1. Let Fˆm and θˆm denote the vectors of estimates, (Fˆ (x1), ..., Fˆ (xn)) and (θˆ1, ..., θˆK−1)
at step m. Set m = 0 and initialize Fˆ0 and θˆ0.
2. Specify the base learners.
3. Increase m by 1 and compute the negative gradient of the loss with respect to F and, for
each observation, evaluate it at the estimates of the previous iteration, Fˆm−1(xi), θˆm−1:
gm(x) = (−gm(xi))i=1,...,n =
(
− δ
δF
L(yi, F,θ)|F=Fˆm−1(xi),θ=θˆm−1
)
i=1,...,n
4. Fit each of the base learners to the negative gradient vector gm(x). Each model results
in a different estimate of gm(x).
5. Select the model that fit the negative gradient best as determined by the R2 goodness-
of-fit criterion. Let gˆm(x) represent the vector of fitted values for that model.
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6. Update the current function estimate :
Fˆm = Fˆm−1 + νgˆm(x)
Note that ν is a pre-specified small step length factor between 0 and 1 and is not highly
influential as long as it is sufficiently small (e.g. ν = 0.1) [14].
7. Treating the function estimate as fixed, estimate θm by minimizing the empirical risk,
1
n
∑n
i=1 L(yi, Fˆm,θ).
8. Repeat steps 3-7 until m = M , where M represents the stopping iteration chosen by
cross-validation.
The final function estimate is given by
FˆM =
M∑
m=0
Fˆm
=Fˆ0 +
M∑
m=1
νgˆm(x)
Component-wise boosting was implemented in the mboost R package and is available
on CRAN. To fit a model with proportional odds boosting, we must specify the family
argument as PropOdds().
3.1.3 Generalized Monotone Incremental Forward Stagewise
Method
The generalized monotone incremental forward stagewise (GMIFS) algorithm was de-
veloped by Hastie et al. [13] in order to obtain a penalized solution to overparameterized
linear and logistic regression models. The GMIFS method was extended by Archer et al.
for fitting logit, probit, and complimentary log-log link ordinal response models (cumulative,
adjacent category, stereotype, forward continuation ratio, and backward continuation ratio)
to high-throughput genomic data[7]. The GMIFS algorithm for ordinal response modeling
is as follows[7]:
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1. Enlarge the predictor space as X˜ = [X : −X] , where X represents the standardized
design matrix.
2. Initialize the α’s to their empirical values.
3. For step s = 0, all components of βˆ
(s)
are initialized to 0. That is, βˆ1 = βˆ2 = ... =
βˆP = βˆP+1 = ... = βˆ2P = 0.
4. Find m = argmin
p
− δlogL
δβp
at the current estimate βˆ
(s)
.
5. Update βˆ
(s+1)
m = βˆ
(s)
m + , where  is a small constant such as 0.001.
6. Estimate the α’s by maximum likelihood, treating βˆ
(s)
(from step 5) as fixed.
7. Repeat steps 4 to 6 until the difference between two successive log-likelihoods is smaller
than a pre-specified tolerance, τ .
The predictor space is enlarged in step 1 in order to avoid the computationally-intensive
process of taking the second derivative of the log-likelihood. Once the algorithm has con-
verged, the penalized solution is given by βˆp = βˆp − βˆp+P , p = 1, ..., P [7]. Furthermore, we
can choose the model resulting from the convergence of the algorithm as our final model, or
we may select the model that minimizes either the AIC or BIC criteria. The latter generally
have better predictive accuracy on an independent test set because the model resulting from
the convergence of the algorithm is often overfit.
We utilized the ordinalgmifs R package, which is available on CRAN to fit cumulative
logit models with the ordinal GMIFS method.
3.2 Simulation study
Recall the simulation designs from Chapter 2, Section 4. For simulations with a linear
decision boundary, the data were generated by class from a multivariate normal distribution:
MVN(µ = ((x¯k)10, w¯990),Σ = S) , k ∈ {1, ..., K}
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The class-conditional means of significant features, x¯1, x¯2, ..., x¯K , the overall mean of non-
significant features, w¯, and the sample covariance matrix S were estimated from gene ex-
pression datasets, which served as templates for the simulations.
For simulations with a nonlinear decision boundary, the data were simulated similarly
except that each class was simulated using the class-conditional sample covariance matrices
S1, S2, ..., SK estimated from the data:
MVN(µ = ((x¯k)10, w¯990),Σ = Sk) , k ∈ {1, ..., K}
We examined the effects of the number of classes in the outcome, K ∈ {3, 4}, sample
size, n ∈ {50, 100, 200, 300}, and linearity of the decision boundary (linear and nonlinear)
on the predictive performance and feature selection performance. In all cases, the first 10
features were simulated to be important to class separation, while the remaining 990 features
were not. Thus, to assess feature selection, we examined sensitivity and specificity are defined
as:
• Sensitivity = Number of important features selected
Total number of important features
• Specificity = Number of unimportant features not selected
Total number of unimportant features
To assess predictive performance, we examined the association between the predicted and
observed values in an independent test set using Somers’ DXY , misclassification rate, and
class-specific misclassification rates.
3.3 Data analyses
For each of the following datasets, we fit a predictive model using each of the previously
defined methods. Performance was measured using 10-fold cross-validation estimates of
Somers’ DXY , misclassification rate, and class-specific misclassification rates.
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3.3.1 Progression to cervical cancer
Nearly all cases of cervical cancer are caused by human papillomavirus (HPV), the most
common type of sexually transmitted infection [43, 44]. Cervical cancer generally progresses
slowly but may not have any noticeable symptoms, so The U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force recommends regular screening for women ages 21 to 65 [44]. Screening can take the
form of a Papanicolaou smear, or pap smear, every three years or a pap smear in combination
with a test for the presence of greater than two high-risk or carcinogenic HPV types every
five years[44]. HPV testing has a higher sensitivity but a lower specificity than the pap smear
[44].
Cervical disease progresses from normal epithelium, to low-grade squamous intraepithe-
lial lesion (LSIL), to high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL), and then to invasive
carcinoma. The mechanism allowing cells to progress from intraepithelial lesions to malig-
nancy is still an active area of research [37]. Our goal in this analysis was to compare the
methods’ abilities to determine a sample’s stage in this progression.
3.3.1.1 Data preprocessing
We downloaded the raw CEL files for GSE7803 [37] from the Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) and preprocessed and normalized the data as we described in Chapter 2, Section 5.
Recall that the preprocessed and normalized dataset contained n = 38 samples, including
10 normal samples, 7 high grade intraepithelial lesion (HSIL) samples, and 21 carcinoma
samples. Furthermore, there were p = 13, 667 features.
3.3.2 Progression to malignant melanoma
Melanoma occurs when malignant cells form in the skin cells that produce melanin, the
pigment that gives skin its color. Generally, it occurs in areas of the skin that are exposed to
sunlight, but it can be found anywhere on the body, including in the eyes. Melanoma is the
sixth most common type of cancer, and the rates for new cases have been rising on average
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1.4% over the past 10 years [45]. Early diagnosis is dependent on visual inspection of a mole
or nevus, relying on the “ABCDE” rule, which describes the early features of melanoma,
namely [46, 47]:
• Asymmetry
• Border that is irregular
• Color that is uneven
• Diameter that is large
• Evolving over time
If the melanoma is caught early, while it is confined to the primary site, 5-year relative
survival is 98.4%. However, 5-year relative survival is drastically lower if the cancer spreads
to the regional lymph nodes (62.4%) or metastasizes (17.9%) [45]. Thus, early diagnosis
is imperative. A multigenic classifier to distinguish between normal, benign nevus, and
malignant melanoma skin samples would be useful to supplement the visual inspection of the
mole to aid in determining a diagnosis. This classifier has the potential to give physicians
increased confidence in a diagnosis made from visual inspection of the skin, which could
shorten the time to treatment. Furthermore, the genes included in the classifier could be
investigated as potential molecular targets for new therapies.
3.3.2.1 Data preprocessing
We downloaded GSE3189 from the Gene Expression Omnibus [32, 48]. The investi-
gators used Affymetrix HG-U133A GeneChips to measure gene expression from skin tissue
specimens. In the dataset, there were n = 70 observations, of which 7 were normal skin
samples, 18 were nevus samples, and 45 were malignant melanoma samples. There were
p = 22, 215 features after excluding the control probe sets. The log2 transformed expression
values of these features were used in the analysis.
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3.3.3 Pathogenesis of hepatocellular carcinoma
Cirrhosis develops after years of chronic liver disease and results in a destruction of liver
cells, which may eventually lead to the development of cancerous nodules. Consequently,
the majority of patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), the most common form of
primary liver cancer, suffer concurrently from liver cirrhosis [49]. Thus, a cirrhotic liver has
been described as being pre-malignant [50]. Furthermore, infection with hepatitis C virus
(HCV) is a major risk factor for the development of HCC.
Methylation, an epigenetic event in which a methyl group attaches to a 5’ cytosine in a
CG dinucleotide, or CpG site, is thought to lead to chromosomal instability in some cases.
These CpG sites commonly occur in clusters called CpG islands. When these CpG islands
are located in gene promoter regions of tumor suppressor genes and are densely methylated,
or “hypermethylated,” transcription of the gene can be silenced. Further, a gene promoter
region can be sparsely methylated, or “hypomethylated,” leading to increased expression
of the gene. Hypermethylation of tumor suppression genes and hypomethylation of proto-
oncogenes have been implicated in various types of cancer.
3.3.3.1 Data preprocessing
We downloaded GSE18081 from the Gene Expression Omnibus [32]. The investigators
profiled p =1,505 CpG sites in n = 76 liver tissues using the Illumina GoldenGate Methy-
lation BeadArray Cancer Panel I [50]. Included in the data were HCV-HCC tumor samples
and their adjacent non-cancerous cirrhotic tissue samples, independent non-cancerous HCV-
cirrhotic tissues, and normal liver tissues. We removed the matched cirrhotic samples from
subjects with HCC as well as technical replicate samples, leaving 20 normal, 16 non-HCC
HCV-cirrhotic, and 20 cirrhotic HCV-HCC samples. We removed 10 CpG sites for which
one or more samples had a missing value as well as 26 CpG sites that had a variance of 0.
Our goal was to use the remaining p =1,469 predictors to classify tissue samples as normal,
HCV-cirrhotic (pre-malignant), or HCV-HCC (malignant).
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Fig. 19. Simulation results: Distribution of test set Somers’ DXY estimates for varying K, n,
and decision boundaries for each method in the comparative analysis.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Simulation study
3.4.1.1 Prediction
The results of the simulation study in terms of Somers’ DXY are displayed in Figure 19.
True linear decision boundary When the true decision boundary separating the K classes
was linear, weighted k-nearest neighbors clearly delivered the worst performance. With
K = 3 classes in the outcome, sample size had a marginal effect on the performance of
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each method; the median Somers’s DXY stayed about the same, but the variability of the
distributions decreased. With a sample size of 50, there did not seem to be a clear best
method among Ordinal GMIFS, and P/O Boosting, and both Ordinal FANS approaches.
However, when the sample size was greater than 50, Ordinal GMIFS and P/O Boosting had
slightly superior performance to both Ordinal FANS approaches. Ordinal GMIFS achieved
the best performance when the sample size was largest (n = 300).
When the number of classes increased from K = 3 to K = 4, the predictive performance
of each method deteriorated, but the difference between the methods’ performance became
more clear. Furthermore, when the number of classes was K = 4, sample size improved the
median test set Somers’ DXY and reduced the variability of the distribution for all methods.
When the sample size was n = 50, Ordinal GMIFS and P/O Boosting performed similarly
and better than the other methods. However, the gap between the two methods increased
with the sample size – Ordinal GMIFS performed best for all sample sizes greater than 50.
True nonlinear decision boundary When the simulated decision boundary was nonlinear,
weighted k-nearest neighbors again performed the worst in all cases. With K = 3 classes
in the outcome, sample size played a large role in the performance of both Ordinal FANS
approaches. Aside from k-nearest neighbors, all methods performed approximately equiva-
lently with a sample size of n = 50. However, when the sample size increased to n = 100, the
Ordinal FANS methods improved dramatically. From n = 100 to n = 300, Ordinal FANS 1
(binary aggregation approach) clearly performed the best among all methods while Ordinal
FANS 2 (boosting approach) performed second best. Ordinal GMIFS and P/O Boosting
performed similarly behind the Ordinal FANS methods.
The results did not change drastically when the number of classes in the ordinal outcome
increased from K = 3 to K = 4. The estimates of Somers’ DXY exhibited high variance
for all methods when the sample size was n = 50, and all methods performed similarly.
The performance of all methods improved as the sample size increased, but the rates of
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improvement differed. When the sample size increased to 100, a hierarchy of methods was
established. The top performer was Ordinal FANS 1, followed by Ordinal FANS 2, then
Ordinal GMIFS, P/O Boosting, and weighted k-nearest neighbors in that order. When
n = 200, Ordinal FANS 1 remained the best performing method, followed by Ordinal FANS
2 and Ordinal GMIFS, which performed approximately equivalently. P/O Boosting and
weighted k-nearest neighbors were the bottom two methods. Finally, with a sample size of
300, Ordinal FANS 1 was again the best method, but Ordinal GMIFS was the second best,
followed by Ordinal FANS 2, P/O Boosting, and weighted k-nearest neighbors.
Summary of predictive performance comparison The best method in terms of predictive
performance depended on the shape of the underlying decision boundary. When the true
decision boundary is linear, Ordinal GMIFS seemed to be the preferable method, but when
the true decision boundary was nonlinear, Ordinal FANS 1 (the binary aggregation approach)
performed best. This is somewhat expected because Ordinal FANS fits a nonlinear decision
boundary in the original feature space, while Ordinal GMIFS fits a linear decision boundary.
However, it is worth noting that Ordinal FANS outperformed the other flexible model, k-
nearest neighbors, and Ordinal GMIFS outperformed the other method that fits a linear
decision boundary, namely P/O Boosting. Furthermore, the same conclusions were reached
when we examined the misclassification rates in Table 5.
3.4.1.2 Feature selection
The weighted k-nearest neighbors method does not explicitly perform feature selection,
so we only measured sensitivity (Figure 20) and specificity (Figure 21) for models fit by
Ordinal GMIFS, P/O Boosting, and both Ordinal FANS approaches.
True linear decision boundary When there were K = 3 classes in the ordinal outcome
and the ture decision boundary was linear, there was a clear hierarchy. Both Ordinal FANS
approaches outperformed Ordinal GMIFS and P/O Boosting for all sample sizes examined
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Fig. 20. Simulation results: Distribution of sensitivity for varying K, n, and decision bound-
aries.
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Fig. 21. Simulation results: Distribution of specificity for varying K, n, and decision bound-
aries.
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(n ∈ {50, 100, 200, 300}) in terms of specificity, but the opposite was true for sensitivity, in
which case Ordinal GMIFS was the best method. This suggests that with K = 3 classes,
models fit using the Ordinal FANS approaches are smaller (i.e. more parsimonious) than
models fit using ordinal GMIFS or P/O Boosting, but consequently they miss more important
features. Between the two Ordinal FANS approaches, the binary aggregation approach
seemed to be slightly more sensitive but less specific.
With K = 4 classes in the outcome, Ordinal FANS, approach 2 (boosting) was clearly
the most sensitive and specific method when the true decision boundary was linear. The one
exception occured when the sample size was 50, in which case it was the most sensitive but
not the most specific. P/O Boosting performed best when the sample size was n = 50, but
Ordinal FANS 2 performed best for all other sample sizes (n ∈ {100, 200, 300).
True nonlinear decision boundary When the simulated decision boundary was nonlinear
and there were K = 3 ordinal classes, there seemed to be a dichotomy in the methods’
sensitivity performance – Ordinal GMIFS and P/O Boosting performed similarly and better
than Ordinal FANS 1 and Ordinal FANS 2, which performed similarly. However, aside from
when the sample size was n = 50, in which case all methods performed similarly, Ordinal
FANS 2 achieved the highest specificity.
When the number of classes in the outcome increased to 4, the best performing method
was dependent on the sample size. P/O Boosting achieved the highest median specificity
for sample sizes n = 50 and n = 200 while Ordinal FANS 2 obtained the highest median
specificity when n = 300. The two methods performed best and approximately equivalently
when n = 100. In terms of sensitivity, Ordinal FANS 2 performed best when the sample size
was n = 100 and n = 200. There was no clear best method when n = 50 and n = 300.
3.4.2 Data analyses
The ranking of methods in terms of predictive performance was dependent on the
dataset, which agrees with the simulation study as well as conventional wisdom – no single
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Table 6. 10-fold cross-validation estimates of Somers’ DXY , misclassification rate, and
class-specific misclassification rates for the classification of normal (n = 10), HSIL
(n = 7), and cervical carcinoma (n = 21) samples from GSE7803.
Method Somers’ DXY Misclassification Rate (Class-Specific)
Ordinal FANS 1 0.876 0.158 (0.000, 0.444, 0.095)
Ordinal FANS 2 0.874 0.105 (0.000, 0.200, 0.125)
P/O Boosting 0.876 0.105 (0.000, 0.286, 0.095)
Ordinal GMIFS 0.897 0.079 (0.000, 0.167, 0.091)
Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors 0.939 0.132 (0.000, 0.417, 0.000)
method performs best in all cases.
The results of the analysis of GSE7803 are presented in Table 6. The best method
in terms of Somers’ DXY was Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors. However, if we instead define
predictive performance in terms of the misclassification rate, Ordinal GMIFS was best. Inter-
estingly, all methods correctly classified all normal cervical samples, and the misclassification
rate for cervical carcinoma samples was fairly low among all methods as well. Meanwhile,
the misclassification rate for HSIL samples was highest among the three ordinal classes for
all fitted models.
The results of the analysis of GSE3189 are presented in Table 7. P/O Boosting achieved
the highest 10-fold CV estimate of Somers’ DXY as well as the lowest misclassification rate.
Ordinal FANS approaches 1 and 2 came in third and second, respectively in terms of Somers’
DXY , and the Ordinal FANS approaches and Ordinal GMIFS were tied for second in terms
of misclassification rate. As with GSE7803, several methods had no misclassifications among
the normal skin samples and the highest misclassification rates for the second of the three
ordinal class (in this case, nevus skin samples). In the analysis of GSE3189, the methods
that did not misclassify any normal skin samples also did not misclassify any melanoma
samples. However, in contrast to the analysis of GSE7803, the misclassification rate was
highest for normal samples for two methods in this analysis.
Table 8 shows the results of the analysis of GSE18081. The method with the best predic-
tive performance in terms of Somers’ DXY was Ordinal FANS 2, followed closely by Ordinal
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Table 7. 10-fold cross-validation estimates of Somers’ DXY , misclassification rate, and
class-specific misclassification rates for the classification of normal (n = 7), nevus
(n = 18), and melanoma (n = 45) samples from GSE3189.
Method Somers’ DXY Misclassification Rate (Class-Specific)
Ordinal FANS 1 0.936 0.057 (0.125, 0.111, 0.023)
Ordinal FANS 2 0.944 0.057 (0.000, 0.182, 0.000)
P/O Boosting 0.958 0.043 (0.000, 0.143, 0.000)
Ordinal GMIFS 0.929 0.057 (0.000, 0.182, 0.000)
Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors 0.888 0.071 (0.222, 0.000, 0.063)
Table 8. 10-fold cross-validation estimates of Somers’ DXY , misclassification rate, and
class-specific misclassification rates for the classification of normal (n = 20), HCV–
cirrhotic (n = 16), and HCV-HCC (n = 20) liver tissue samples from GSE18081.
Method Somers’ DXY Misclassification Rate (Class-Specific)
Ordinal FANS 1 0.853 0.125 (0.048, 0.273, 0.000)
Ordinal FANS 2 0.888 0.125 (0.000, 0.263, 0.118)
P/O Boosting 0.842 0.179 (0.000, 0.375, 0.083)
Ordinal GMIFS 0.826 0.179 (0.000, 0.375, 0.077)
Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors 0.804 0.143 (0.091, 0.222, 0.125)
FANS 1. The two Ordinal FANS approaches also achieved the lowest misclassification rates.
Among the five methods, most of the misclassifications occurred among the HCV-cirrhotic
tissues. Several methods (Ordinal FANS 2, P/O Boosting, Ordinal GMIFS) correctly clas-
sified all normal samples, while Ordinal FANS 1 correctly classified all HCV-HCC samples.
3.5 Summary
The “no free lunch” theorem states that one method will not perform best for all prob-
lems [51]. We have shown that certainly holds true in the case of ordinal response prediction
in high-dimensional settings. The simulation study revealed that, overall, the first approach
we took to extend FANS to the ordinal response setting performs best when the true deci-
sion boundary was nonlinear. However, when the true decision boundary was linear, Ordinal
GMIFS seemed to perform best.
With respect to feature selection, for most sample sizes examined, the second Ordinal
FANS approach was more sensitive than the other methods when there were K = 4 classes
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in the outcome. Ordinal GMIFS was the most sensitive when there were K = 3 ordinal
classes. Furthermore, the second Ordinal FANS approach was also the most specific method
in most of the settings we examined. P/O Boosting was slightly more specific in just four
of the sixteen settings. Thus, overall, the second Ordinal FANS method seemed to perform
feature selection best out of all methods in the comparison.
In the data analyses, each method achieved the best predictive performance in at least
one analysis if we considered both Somers’ DXY and the misclassification rate. When we
examined the class-specific misclassification rates, it became apparent that the methods make
different errors. That is, on a given dataset, some methods had the most trouble classifying
observations from the first class, while others had the most trouble classifying observations
from the second class.
Based on this study, we would recommend applying a suite of predictive models to a
given problem and choosing the one that results in the smallest error, estimated using a
technique such as bootstrapping or cross-validation.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCRETE SURVIVAL TIME ANALYSIS IN HIGH-DIMENSIONAL
SETTINGS
4.1 Introduction
Survival analysis involves modeling the time until the occurrence of an event. In biomed-
ical research, common events that are modeled include time to death and disease relapse.
For example, a researcher may be interested in determining risk factors that are associated
with a shorter remission period for cancer patients. In another case, the goal may be to
predict survival times of patients based on a set of independent variables. Here, emphasis is
placed on the predictions as opposed to the quantitative relationships between the indepen-
dent variables and the survival time outcome.
The scale on which survival times are measured (and reported) influence the type of analysis
that is performed. A continuous time measurement, calculated using a precise date and time
of relapse, provides more information than a discrete time measurement such as the physician
visit at which the relapse was detected. However, a continuous time is often unattainable.
For instance, patients treated for cutaneous malignant melanoma will typically be seen at
follow-up visits every three to six months for the first three years and every six months to
a year thereafter [52]. Further, whole body scans may be used for those who were treated
for metastases [52]. In this case, if a scan determines the patient has relapsed, the time of
relapse may be recorded as the date of their physician visit at which the scan occurred (e.g.
follow-up visit 3). All that is known is that the relapse occurred sometime in the interval
between visits. Also, researchers may categorize a continuous measurement because they
find the discrete measurement to be more interpretable (although this is inadvisable from a
statistical perspective). For example, researchers modeling the survival times of glioblastoma
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patients reported the subjects as short-term, intermediate, or long-term survivors as opposed
to reporting their precise times until death [53]. Furthermore, when de-identifying protected
health information, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, through the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule, has explicitly prohib-
ited the disclosure of dates more specific than the year of the event[54]. Thus, according
to HIPAA, dates of death, relapse, etc., which are used in the calculation of survival times
in de-identified datasets, must be reported as a year without a day or month. As a result,
survival times would be considered a discrete measurement.
An accurate survival time prediction can have important implications for a patient because
choice of treatment is often based on severity of disease [55]. For instance, a patient may be
willing to undergo a cancer treatment with severe side effects if she knows she will live long
enough to experience the potential benefits. In contrast, a patient given only a short time
to live may opt for hospice care. Additionally, an accurate prediction can help the patient
and her family prepare for the future. These plans will likely be drastically different if the
patient is predicted to live two months versus two years.
Numerous studies have investigated the accuracy of physicians’ subjective prognostic abil-
ities, with a unifying theme being that the predictions have poor accuracy [55]. However,
when compared to physicians’ predictions of survival times of non-small-cell lung cancer
patients, a fitted proportional hazards model performed no better [55]. In order to assess
the accuracy of continuous survival time predictions, one needs a suitable loss function to
compare the prediction with the observed outcome. For survival time predictions, there is
no simple choice of function because there are many consequences associated with a poor
prediction [55]. For instance, a severe underestimate of a patient’s survival time may result
in that patient not receiving the treatment that would have extended her life. A drastic
overestimate could cause a patient to receive a treatment that reduced the quality of the
short time he had left while putting a financial and emotional burden on his family. After
an assessment of numerous loss functions and consulting with physicians, Henderson et al.
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concluded that the most appropriate loss function for a continuous survival time model con-
siders only whether the prediction is in “serious error” [55]. The loss function was developed
by Parkes [56], and assigns no cost if the prediction is within a multiplicative factor of two of
the observed outcome and assigns a cost of 1 otherwise [56, 55]. Thus, a predicted survival
time of 4 months would be considered reasonable if the patient survived between 2 and 8
months. Essentially, Henderson et al. argue that because standard continuous survival time
models have demonstrated poor prediction accuracy, we should consider only what is clini-
cally meaningful and acceptable: a prediction that falls within a certain margin of error of
the observed survival time. This provides motivation for modeling grouped survival times.
In the survival analysis literature, several terms are used to describe methods concerned
with analyzing event times not measured on a continuous scale. These include discrete
time survival analysis, survival analysis of interval-censored data, and grouped-time survival
analysis. Some researchers make a distinction between these terms, while others treat them
synonymously. Generally, if each event is known to have occurred between two time points,
the data are interval-censored [57]. Interval-censored data may be analyzed in several dif-
ferent ways. Cox extended his partial likelihood approach for continuous event times to
the case in which ties occur [58, 59]. Ties are assumed to have occurred as a result of the
way the event times were recorded (i.e. on an interval). For a distinct event interval, let r
represent the number of subjects who are at risk (those who have not yet experienced the
event and have not been censored) just prior to that interval, and let d equal the number
of subjects who experienced the event during the interval. Cox’s partial likelihood requires
the summation over all possible subsets of size d of the r at risk [60]. Thus, the likelihood
can be computationally prohibitive to calculate if the number of ties is large. Other meth-
ods proposed by Breslow and Efron are not as computationally intensive, but they offer
rough approximations of the true likelihood [60, 61]. Further, Breslow’s likelihood does not
acknowledge the grouped nature of the event times and thus would give inconsistent esti-
mates in the presence of grouped times [60]. The distinctions between discrete time survival
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analysis, survival analysis of interval-censored data, and grouped-time survival analysis are
typically over whether the intervals overlap and if so, the extent of the overlap. Interval-
censored data analysis and grouped-time survival analysis are often used interchangeably,
but grouped-time survival data arise when all observed intervals either completely overlap
or have no overlaps. Further, discrete time survival analysis is used when there are only a
small number of distinct, non-overlapping intervals [62]. For example, in studies that involve
follow-up periods, such as clinical trials, many ties typically occur: d1 patients may have
experienced the event between the end of the study and follow-up visit 1, d2 patients may
have experienced the event between follow-up visit 1 and follow-up visit 2, etc. In these
situations, it is more natural and generally preferred to treat the interval-censored event
times as discrete times although the latent variable is continuous [62].
Additionally, when dealing with a time to event outcome, complications to the analysis arise
when either a subject has not experienced the event when the study ends or a subject drops
out of the study before its conclusion. Outcomes of this nature are called censored. The time
to event for censored subjects is unknown, but discarding their data would result in a loss
of information and a systematic bias. For censored observations, we know that the subject
did not experience the event before they were censored. Thus, a lower bound can be placed
on their outcome measurement, and this lower bound can be incorporated into the model.
4.1.1 Motivating example: extended phase of the AML DREAM Challenge
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a cancer characterized by the proliferation of im-
mature myeloid cells in the bone marrow and commonly results in hematopoietic insuffi-
ciency[63, 64]. Cancerous (i.e. leukemia) cells may build up in the bone marrow and blood,
reducing the room for healthy white blood cells, red blood cells, and platelets. This causes
infection, anemia, and/or easy bleeding. Furthermore, the leukemia cells can spread to the
brain and spinal cord, skin, and gums [64]. There were an estimated 20,830 new cases of
AML and approximately 10,460 deaths resulting from the disease in 2015. Furthermore,
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only about 25.9% of patients survive 5 or more years after being diagnosed. The median age
at diagnosis is 67 and the median age at death is 72 [64]. There are known risk factors for
AML, such as age and cytogenetics[65], but discovering additional clinical, genomic, and/or
proteomic correlates will help to predict patients who are at an increased risk of relapsing.
The Extended Phase of the AML Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessments and Methods
(DREAM) Challenge provided a dataset of acute myeloid leukemia patients that included
clinical covariates (e.g. age, sex), cytogenetic information, and proteomic data. One of
the challenges was to develop a model to predict remission duration, measured in intervals,
among patients who achieved a complete response. Remission duration was given as: 52
weeks or less, more than 52 weeks but less than or equal to 104 weeks, or greater than 104
weeks [66].
4.1.2 Definitions
Assume there are n independent subjects (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n) and p predictors per subject,
where p >> n. The data are often presented as follows:
• Let Ti represent the discrete survival time response variable. Here, Ti = min(Yi, Ci),
where Yi is the time of event for subject i and Ci is the time at which subject i was
censored. Generally, we do not observe both Yi and Ci; we only observe the minimum
of the two times. Now, suppose there are K distinct times (j = 1, 2, ..., K) at which
at least one subject either experienced the event or was censored, t˜1 < t˜2 < ... < t˜K .
Then each Ti ∈ {t˜1, t˜2, ..., t˜K}.
• An n x 1 vector, δ, is observed where δi = I(Yi < Ci). That is, δi = 1 if an event time
was observed for subject i, and δi = 0 if subject i was censored.
• A p x 1 vector of covariates, xi, is observed for each subject.
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To facilitate the formation of the likelihood, we define an n x K matrix for the event times
as follows:
yij =
 1 if yi = t˜j0 otherwise
4.1.3 Low-dimensional discrete time survival analysis
Traditionally, in cases where p < n, discrete survival times are modeled using logistic
regression [67, 68]. However, the data needs to be restructured before doing so. For each
individual, a new observation is created for each time point until the subject experiences the
event. For each of these time points, the outcome is coded as 1 if the subject experienced the
event during that period and 0 otherwise. For a given individual, the same covariate values
are used for each observation (assuming the covariates are not time dependent) with the
addition of a dummy-coded variable for each of the time points (minus one). For example,
if a subject experienced the event during year 4 in a study lasting 5 years, four observations
would be created with the same covariate values along with four dummy variables for years
1 through 4. The outcomes for these four observations would be a series of three zeros fol-
lowed by a one. A subject who did not experience the event during the study would have
five observations, and the outcome values would be a series of five zeros.
Although it appears the observations for a given subject in the expanded dataset are assumed
to be independent, that assumption is not explicitly made. Instead, the binomial likelihood
for the expanded dataset is equivalent to the likelihood of the discrete-time survival model
obtained before the expansion. Thus, the ability to obtain valid maximum likelihood es-
timates by treating all observations in the expanded dataset as independent is ‘merely an
incidental convenience.’[67] We demonstrate this in the following paragraph.
The likelihood of the data can be expressed as [61, 67],
L =
n∏
i=1
P (Yi = ti)
δiP (Yi > ti)
1−δi
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Now, define the discrete hazard rate, piij = pij(xi) = P (Yi = t˜j|Yi ≥ t˜j,xi), which is
interpreted as the probability that a subject experiences the event at time t˜j given that they
have not already experienced the event. Applying properties of conditional probabilities, we
have,
P (Yi = ti) = piiti
ti−1∏
j=1
(1− piij)
P (Yi > ti) =
ti∏
j=1
(1− piij)
where ti ∈ {t˜1, t˜2, ..., t˜K}. Plugging these values into the likelihood results in,
L =
n∏
i=1
[
piiti
ti−1∏
j=1
(1− piij)
]δi [ ti∏
j=1
(1− piij)
]1−δi
The log-likelihood results from taking the logarithm and simplifying:
log L =
n∑
i=1
δilog
(
piiti
1− piiti
)
+
n∑
i=1
ti∑
j=1
log(1− piij)
Using yij as defined previously, the log-likelihood can be re-expressed as [67]
log L =
n∑
i=1
ti∑
j=1
[
yijlog
(
piij
1− piij
)
+ log(1− piij)
]
.
Notice that this log-likelihood is equivalent to the log-likelihood utilized in logistic regression
[67].
Now, re-expressing the log-likelihood as,
log L =
n∑
i=1
ti∑
j=1
[yijlog(piij) + (1− yij)log(1− piij)] , (4.1)
demonstrates that this formulation assumes that censored observations are observed at ci
but not at ci + 1. In other words, the censoring occurs at the end of the interval in which
the censoring was recorded [67]. For instance, let K = 3 years. If ci = 2, all we know is that
observation i was censored between the start of the second year and the end of the second
year. The above log-likelihood assumes that observation i was censored at the end of the
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second year, implying that yi > 2. However, if the observation was actually censored soon
after the start of the second year, bias is added to the model. We will discuss other ways of
incorporating the censored observations in section 2.2.
4.2 Forward continuation ratio model
4.2.1 Penalized and unpenalized predictors
In high-throughput experiments, there are often two sets of predictors: a high-
dimensional set of genomic predictors (e.g. gene expression data) and a smaller dimensional
set of demographic and clinical predictors (e.g. sex, age, platelet count). Given the number
of genomic predictors is generally at least in the tens of thousands, in the absence of applying
some aggressive data reduction or filtering strategy, a penalized (also called regularized)
procedure is required to estimate the model parameters. One of the most frequently used
methods utilizes the L1 or LASSO penalty, which constrains the sum of the absolute coeffi-
cients to be less than some tuning parameter, λ. In a model with p predictors, the constraint
is given by
∑p
q=1 |βq| ≤ λ. The coefficients of the predictors that are deemed unimportant
by the algorithm will be shrunk to zero, so parameter estimation and feature selection are
performed simultaneously. However, if certain clinical variables are known to be associated
with, or predictive of, the outcome, then they should be forced into the model. That is,
the clinical predictors should not be estimated using penalization techniques. The ability
to model both penalized and unpenalized predictors is a crucial aspect of our method for
modeling high-dimensional data. One reason is that the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
released a statement suggesting that all NIH-funded projects going forward must either
consider sex as a biological variable or provide convincing justification from the scientific
literature or preliminary data for studying only one sex [69]. Going forward, we refer to
the high-dimensional set of predictors whose coefficients we estimate using penalization as
the penalized predictors, denoted by x, and the predictors we force into the model as the
unpenalized predictors or unpenalized subset, denoted by z.
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4.2.2 Likelihood
We developed a method for modeling high-dimensional discrete survival time data from
an ordinal modeling perspective. Our method fits the high-dimensional data to a discrete
survival time outcome using a forward continuation ratio (FCR) model with a complementary
log-log (cloglog) link function given by [70],
log[− log(1− piij)] = αj + xiβ + ziθ, j = 1, ..., K − 1 (4.2)
where αj represents the intercept, or threshold, for the j
th distinct time, t˜j, and β and θ are
the coefficients for the penalized and unpenalized predictors, respectively [71]. The cloglog
link function is appropriate if it is reasonable to assume that the data were generated by
a continuous-time proportional hazards model [60]. Furthermore, piij is the discrete hazard
rate as defined previously.
No Censoring Occurs Sometimes in discrete survival time datasets, all subjects experi-
enced the event [53]. Thus, we first developed a model that does not incorporate censoring
information [70]. We define the likelihood as a product of n conditionally independent Bi-
nomial random variables [72], where (1− piij) is the conditional complement of piij equal to
P (Yi > t˜j|Yi ≥ t˜j,xi, zi):
L =
n∏
i=1
K−1∏
j=1
pi
yij
ij (1− piij)
∑K
k=j yik−yij . (4.3)
If interest lies in predicting a future observation, we can recursively estimate the probability
that a subject experienced the event at a certain time [70]:
P (Yi = j|xi) = piij ∗ P (Yi ≥ j|xi, zi)
=
 piij for j = 1piij ∗∑j−1i=1 P (Yi = j|xi, zi) for 1 < j ≤ K
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Then, we predict the subject will experience the event at the time point with the maximum
estimated probability.
Censoring Occurs To account for censoring, we define a response matrix as,
tik =
 1 if ti = t˜k0 otherwise (4.4)
Now we can incorporate censored observations by using a modified version of the previously-
defined likelihood:
L =
n∏
i=1
K∏
j=1
pi
yij
ij (1− piij)
∑K
k=j tik−yij .
There are two modifications from equation 4.3. First, the sum in the second exponent is
applied to ti = (ti1, ..., tiK) as opposed to yi = (yi1, ..., yiK). This change is necessary because
yij = 0 for j ∈ {1, ..., K} if δi = 0. The second modification is that the product over time
intervals now goes to K instead of K − 1 to account for censoring in the last time period,
t˜K .
The corresponding log-likelihood is given by
log L =
n∑
i=1
K∑
j=1
[
yijlog(piij) +
(
K∑
k=j
tik − yij
)
∗ log(1− piij)
]
. (4.5)
In our redefined likelihood, tik can be defined differently depending on our assumption of
the timing of the censoring. Recall that in cases when p < n, it is often assumed that
an observation is censored at the end of the discrete time interval in which the censoring
occurred, so the contribution to the likelihood reflects the assumption that yi > ci [67].
When the response matrix is defined as it is in (4.4), the log-likelihoods in equations (4.1)
and (4.5) are equivalent. In our previous example, we set K = 3 years and we assumed the
subject was censored during the second time interval, so ci = 2. Using this definition of tik,
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the contribution to the likelihood for censored observation i is
log(1− pii1) + log(1− pii2)
However, if the censoring occurred towards the beginning of the second year, it may be more
appropriate to assume that each censored observation was censored at the end of the first
year. In this case the contribution to the likelihood reflects the assumption that yi > ci − 1.
Using this assumption of the timing of censoring, we have
tik =

1 if yi = t˜k
1 if ci = t˜k+1
0 otherwise
And so the contribution to the likelihood for censored observation i is
log(1− pii1)
Finally, we can assume the hazard rate is constant over the time period in which the obser-
vation was censored [73]. This method represents a compromise between the previous two
assumptions. Here, we define
tik =

1 if yi = t˜k
0.5 if ci = t˜k
0.5 if ci = t˜k+1
0 otherwise
Using this compromise, the contribution to the likelihood for censored observation i is
log(1− pii1) + 0.5 ∗ log(1− pii2)
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Now define pij = (pi1j, pi2j, ..., pinj)
T . The derivative of the log-likelihood with respect to the
qth predictor is given by
δ logL
δβq
=
∑K
j=1
[
xTq ∗ exp{− exp{αj + xβ + zθ}+ αj + xβ + zθ}
[
yj
pij
−
∑K
k=j tk−yj
1−pij
]]
(4.6)
When the purpose of a model is strictly to predict a future observation, as opposed to
inferring information about the relationship between the predictors and response, researchers
will often treat censoring times as event times instead of incorporating a lower bound on
these observations into the likelihood [74]. This amounts to setting yi = ci for the censored
observations and fitting an FCR model using the likelihood in equation 4.3. In this case, the
contribution to the likelihood for censored observation i would be
log(1− pii1) + log(pii2).
From here on, we will refer to the censoring assumptions by number:
• Assumption 1: yi > ci
• Assumption 2: yi > ci − 1
• Assumption 3: Constant hazard rate within the interval in which the censoring oc-
curred.
• Assumption 4: Event times are equal to the censoring times, i.e. yi = ci.
4.2.3 Model fitting in high-dimensional settings
The Generalized Monotone Incremental Forward Stagewise (GMIFS) method is an al-
gorithm that produces a monotone LASSO solution for loss functions other than squared
error. Hastie et al. provided a concrete example using logistic regression [13], and the GMIFS
method was subsequently extended by Archer et al. for fitting several different logit link
ordinal response models to high-throughput genomic data including the cumulative logit,
forward continuation ratio, backward continuation ratio, stereotype logit, and adjacent cat-
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egory models [7].
Using the log-likelihood in equation 4.5 and it’s derivative in equation 4.6, we extended the
GMIFS algorithm for ordinal response modeling using a cloglog link function, which enabled
us to estimate a penalized solution to the discrete survival time FCR model in the presence
of censoring. We can also include an unpenalized subset of predictors in the model by using
the following modified GMIFS algorithm [71]:
1. Enlarge the predictor space as X˜ = [X : −X] , where X represents the standardized
predictors.
2. Initialize the α’s to their empirical values. For model (4.2), these are initialized as
αj = log
(
−log
(
1−
∑n
i=1 tij∑n
i=1
∑K
k=j tik
))
for j = 1, ..., p. For the discrete survival time
model with censored data, we initialize an additional threshold as αK = log(−log(1−
0.99)) = 1.52718.
3. For step s = 0, initialize the components of βˆ
(s)
as βˆ1 = βˆ2 = ... = βˆp = βˆp+1 = ... =
βˆ2p = 0.
4. Treat βˆ
(s)
as fixed and estimate α and θ by maximum likelihood.
5. Find m = argmin
p
-δlogL/δβp at the current estimate βˆ
(s)
.
6. Update βˆ
(s+1)
m = βˆ
(s)
m + , where  is a small increment such as 0.001.
7. Repeat steps 4 to 6 until the difference between two successive log-likelihoods is smaller
than a pre-specified tolerance, τ .
The resulting model will be sparse, meaning the vast majority of the coefficient estimates
will be zero. Thus, only the unpenalized predictors and the penalized predictors deemed
important by the algorithm will have an estimated effect on the outcome. As a result, we
can assess how well the model predicts a future observation as well as how well the model
performed feature selection. The former can be estimated by applying the model to an
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independent validation set or by utilizing resampling techniques (e.g. bootstrap resampling,
cross-validation) and the latter can be assessed with a simulation study.
4.2.4 Performance measures
We measured the performance of the ordinal response models in the simulation and data
analysis with Somer’s D, a measure of association between two ordinal variables. Before
giving the equation for Somer’s D, it is necessary to define concordance and discordance.
Let ya and yˆa be the observed and the predicted ordinal response variables, respectively, for
subject a. Given a pair of subjects, if the subject that has a larger observed value also has
the larger predicted value, the pair of subjects is concordant. If the subject that has a larger
observed value has the smaller predicted value, the pair of subjects is discordant. Now, let
C represent the number of concordant pairs in a sample and D represent the number of
discordant pairs. Define Ty as the number of pairs in which the two subjects had the same
observed response value (i.e. they were tied with respect to y) and n as the number of
subjects. Somer’s D is an asymmetric measure of association, meaning we cannot treat the
two variables interchangeably. We used Somer’s DXY , which measures how well X serves as
a predictor of Y [17]. Here, X represents the predicted value, or yˆa, and Y represents the
observed outcome, ya. The sample version of Somer’s DXY is given by:
DXY =
C −D
n(n− 1)/2− TY ,
where the numerator represents the difference in the number of concordant and discordant
pairs, and the denominator represents the total number of pairs that are untied on Y . DXY
ranges from -1 to 1, where DXY = −1 indicates a perfect negative association, DXY = 1
indicates a perfect positive association, and DXY = 0 indicates no association.
Somer’s D has been extended to account for censored observations in survival data [17].
Define the censored sign difference, csign, for two outcomes, ya and yb, and their respective
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censoring indicators, δa and δb, as
csign(ya, δa, yb, δb) =

1 if ya > yb and δa ≤ 1 = δb
−1 if ya < yb and δa = 1 ≥ δb
0 otherwise
For the predicted values, we will use
sign(yˆa, yˆb) =

1 if yˆa > yˆb
−1 if yˆa < yˆb
0 otherwise
Given the set {ya, δa, yb, δb, yˆa, yˆb}, the product csign(ya, δa, yb, δb) ∗ sign(yˆa, yˆb) is calculated
and the pair of subjects is declared to be concordant if the product is 1, discordant if the
product is -1, and “tied” if the product is 0. This product is calculated for all
(
n
2
)
pairs of
subjects and then Somer’s DXY can be calculated as usual, where TY is the number of times
that csign(ya, δa, yb, δb) = 0.
4.2.5 Simulation
The aim of the simulation study was two-fold. First, we were interested in determining
how well our model predicts event times in an independent dataset. Second, we wanted to
determine how well our model performs feature selection. We simulated data from 3 discrete
survival time points (e.g. short-, intermediate-, and long-term survival), and we set the
number of penalized predictors to p = 1, 000. Within each time point (k = 1, 2, and 3),
50 multivariate Gaussian observations were generated, where the {w, z}th element of the
covariance structure was set to σwz = 0.5
|w−z| and the variance of each predictor was set
to σzz = 1. We simulated the first ten predictors to have means equal to their event time
and the remaining 990 to have a mean of 0 for each of the three classes, so µ = (kT10,0
T
990)
for k = 1, 2, 3. In order to assess the effect of censoring on performance, we randomly
sampled 10%, 20%, and 30% of the observations to be censored. We were also interested
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in determining which of the four assumptions is most valid, so we fit models using each
assumption. Thus, there were 12 simulation scenarios, and each simulation was run 2,401
times.
Using stratified random sampling, we allocated 2/3 of the data to a training set and 1/3 to
a validation set. We fit a discrete survival time model to the training set using the GMIFS
algorithm and predicted the event times in the validation set. We assessed the predictive
performance of the algorithm with Somer’s DXY measure of association between the observed
and predicted values. Next, in order to assess how well the model performed feature selection,
we fit a discrete survival time model using the combined training and validation set. We
calculated the sensitivity, which assesses the ability of the model to correctly identify features
that were simulated to have different means across the outcome classes, and we calculated
the specificity, which assesses the ability of the model to correctly identify features that were
simulated to have equal means across the outcome classes. Furthermore, the model resulting
from the convergence of the GMIFS algorithm is often overfit, resulting in poor test set error
rates, so we examined the results of the models at the steps that minimized the AIC and
BIC.
We used the normal approximation for the confidence interval of a proportion to arrive
at the number of simulations. We set the estimated accuracy at 0.5 because it gives the
most conservative (i.e. largest) sample size estimate, and we wanted to be within 2% of the
true error rate with 95% confidence. Thus, setting the margin of error to 0.02, and using
Z1−α = 1.96, we concluded that we needed to conduct 2,401 simulations, as shown below.
0.02 = 1.96 ∗
√
0.5 ∗ 0.5
n
⇒ n = 0.25 ∗
(
1.96
0.02
)2
= 2, 401
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Table 9. Distribution of T (% censored within interval) for the Extended Phase of the AML
DREAM Challenge data.
Interval 1 Interval 2 Interval 3
71 (16.9%) 16 (0%) 44 (68.2%)
4.2.6 Data analysis
4.2.6.1 Exploratory data analysis
The dataset provided for the Extended Phase of the AML DREAM Challenge contained
a censoring indicator and p = 265 predictor variables (34 clinical and cytogenetic predictors
and 231 proteomic predictors) on 187 subjects. However, we only retained the n = 131
subjects who achieved a complete response and thus had a nonmissing response variable (re-
mission duration). Of the 131 subjects, 89 (67.9%) relapsed and 42 (32.1%) were censored,
but the censored observations were not uniformly distributed across the three intervals (Table
9). The distribution of T and C reflect the difficulties in analyzing this particular dataset.
First, there is a noticeable class imbalance, which will likely cause any model to overem-
phasize the classes with larger sample sizes. Second, a ubiquitous assumption in survival
analysis is that the censoring times are independent of the event times. This assumption
appears to be invalid in this particular dataset. Nevertheless, these issues are common in
biomedical data.
The structure of the chromosomes (i.e. cytogenetics) is a known predictor of risk for AML
patients and can be used to categorize a patient into one of three risk groups: favorable,
intermediate, or adverse [65]. No subjects in the dataset had a favorable karyotypic feature,
so we dichotomized the variable as “adverse” or “other”. Next, we checked for any variables
with zero variance or “near-zero variance.” Near-zero variance predictors are those in which
the number of unique values divided by the sample size is small and the ratio of the frequency
of the most prevalent predictor value to the frequency of the second most prevalent value
is large [74]. After ensuring that no predictors met the criteria, we centered and scaled the
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Fig. 22. Proportion missing among
predictors with at least one
missing value in the AML
dataset.
Fig. 23. Proportion missing among
samples with at least one
missing value in the AML
dataset.
Table 10. Percent censored within each interval in the AML dataset, by RAS mutation status.
Interval 1 Interval 2 Interval 3
Missing RAS status 60.7% 10.7% 28.6%
Not missing RAS status 52.4% 12.6% 35.0%
continuous predictors. Then we examined the data for missing values. Of the 131 subjects,
41 (31.3%) had at least one missing value, and of the 265 predictors, 20 (15.3%) had at
least one missing value. Among the predictors with at least one missing value, only one
(a variable indicating whether or not a patient had a particular Ras mutation) had greater
than 10% of its values missing (Figure 22). We empirically examined that predictor to assess
whether the pattern of missingness was related to the outcome (Table 10) and concluded
that the pattern of missingness appeared to be random. We also looked at the subjects
with at least one missing value (Figure 23) and noticed that the amount of missingness was
small. Thus, we imputed the missing values using the K-nearest neighbors technique, which
is fairly robust to the tuning parameter, K, and the amount of missing data [75]. We used
the R function, knnImputation in the DMwR package with the default value of K = 10.
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Unpenalized Subset Recall that the unpenalized subset refers to clinical predictors that
have a known association with the response. We do not penalize these variables in the
fitting process, so they are effectively forced into the model. To choose the predictors to
include in the unpenalized subset, we first separately fit each of the 34 clinical variables to
the discrete survival time response using logistic regression models, as previously described
(Table 11). We combined the results of this analysis with a literature search of known risk
factors among AML patients and decided to include 4 predictors in the unpenalized subset:
cytogenetic category[65, 76], age at diagnosis[65, 63], Fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 receptor-
internal tandem duplication (FLT3/ITD mutation)[77, 78, 79], and hemoglobin count[76].
The remaining clinical and proteomic predictors were included in the penalized subset.
4.2.6.2 Analysis
We used the GMIFS algorithm to fit a FCR model to the AML dataset for each of
the four assumptions regarding the censoring information. We evaluated the results of the
models at the steps that minimized the AIC and BIC using the leave-one-out (N -fold) cross-
validation estimate of Somer’s DXY for each of the four models.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Simulation results
For each of the 2,401 simulations, 2/3 of the data was used to train a model, and
1/3 of the data was set aside to test the fitted model’s prediction performance. Figure
24 shows the distributions of Somer’s DXY , calculated using the predicted observations in
the validation set, for each of the models fit using different assumptions and for varying
percentages of censoring. For all models, performance deteriorated as the percentage of
censored observations in the data increased. This is to be expected since less information is
provided by a censored observation than an observation with an event time. When 10% of the
observations were censored, models fit using assumptions 2 and 4 resulted in slightly larger
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Table 11. Extended Phase of the AML DREAM Challenge univariate feature selection for
the unpenalized subset.
Feature Unadjusted p-value
Hemoglobin count 0.0005
Whether the patient was found to have a ITD FLT3 mutation 0.0028
Levels of cell surface marker CD13 detected 0.0054
Cytogenetic category 0.0126
Whether the patient was found to have a Ras/STAT mutation 0.0285
Age at time of diagnosis 0.0325
Fibrinogen levels 0.0420
Whether the patient had been diagnosed with a prior cancer 0.0533
Whether the patient was found to have a D835 FLT3 mutation 0.0664
Whether the patient had had prior chemotherapy 0.0768
Levels of cell surface marker CD7 detected 0.0889
Whether the patient was diagnosed with an infection 0.0925
Sex 0.1576
White blood cell count 0.1938
Whether the patient had prior radiation therapy 0.2295
Prior antecedent hematologic disorder 0.2601
Albumin levels 0.2658
Lactate dehydrogenase levels 0.3120
Levels of cell surface marker HLA-DR detected 0.3235
Number of myeloid blast cells (bone marrow) 0.3443
Total number of myeloid blast cells (blood) 0.4051
Number of monocytes measured (blood) 0.4287
Levels of cell surface marker CD33 detected 0.4560
Creatinine levels measured 0.6376
Number of promegakaryocytes measured (blood) 0.6894
Levels of cell surface marker CD34 detected 0.6951
Number of monocytes measured (bone marrow) 0.7156
Bilirubin levels measured 0.7744
Levels of cell surface marker CD19 detected 0.7979
Levels of cell surface marker CD20 detected 0.8334
Number of myeloid blast cells measured (blood) 0.9305
Platelet count 0.9474
Levels of cell surface marker CD10 detected 0.9501
Number of promegakaryocytes measured (bone marrow) 0.9541
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values of Somer’s DXY than models fit using assumptions 1 and 3. This trend continued as
20% and then 30% of observations were censored. However, the differences in performance
became more apparent as the percentage of censored observations increased. When 20% of
observations were censored, assumption 1 was worst, followed by assumption 3. Models fit
using assumption 4 and assumption 2 performed relatively equivalently. In the simulation
with 30% of observations censored, assumption 1 performed poorly and by far the worst,
followed by assumption 3. Assumptions 2 and 4 performed best, but assumption 4 was the
slightly better of the two. In all three cases with different levels of censoring, assumptions
2 and 4 performed much better than assumptions 1 and 3. Models fit using assumption
4, which underestimates survival times for censored observations by assuming their event
times are equal to the times at which the observations were censored, consistently achieved
the largest values of Somer’s DXY . This result echos Kuhn and Thompson’s statement
that incorporating censoring times may not be necessary when prediction, as opposed to
inference, is the ultimate goal [74]. It appears there is a bias-variance tradeoff, as is the
case in most statistical learning problems. Assumption 4 biases results by underestimating
survival times for censored observations but reduces the variance by incorporating into the
likelihood an event time as opposed to a bound on an event time, as the other assumptions
do. Furthermore, the selection criteria did not seem to make a difference. That is, the
AIC-selected and BIC-selected models performed approximately equivalently.
Aside from developing a useful predictive model, the GMIFS algorithm also performs feature
selection. When p >> n, this corresponds to selecting a subset of the p features to jointly
predict the response. Of the p = 1, 000 features in the simulations, 10 were simulated to differ
between classes, while the remaining 990 were not. Figure 25 shows the distribution of the
sensitivity for the AIC-selected and BIC-selected models, separately by assumption. Once
again, the models employing assumptions 2 and 4 performed best, assumption 1 performed
poorly, and assumption 3 performed slighlty worse than 2 and 4. As the percentage of
censoring increased, assumption 4 performed better than assumption 2. This is a surprising
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Fig. 24. Validation set estimates of Somer’s DXY from the simulation study for models fit
using each of the four assumptions and for different proportions of censoring. Results
from both the AIC-selected (red) and BIC-selected (blue) models are shown.
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result. It has been hypothesized that assumption 4 might be reasonable when prediction is
the primary research task [74], but assumption 4 also seems to perform feature selection well.
Further, the percentage of censoring does not affect the assumption 4 models because the
models in the three cases are the same. That is, since assumption 4 effectively ignores the
censoring information, the proportion of censoring does not affect the predictors selected by
the models. Increasing the percentage of censored observations slightly negatively affected
models fit with assumption 2. Furthermore, the variation of sensitivity estimates is relatively
large for all cases. This is a result of there being only 10 features that were simulated to have
nonzero coefficients. Thus, the addition or withdrawal of a single predictor from a model
has a large impact on the estimated sensitivity.
Figure 26 shows the distribution of the specificity estimates. As with sensitivity, models fit
using assumptions 2 and 4 performed best, and assumption 1 performed poorly. Additionally,
it seems that using BIC to select the final models resulted in better specificity but slightly
worse sensitivity.
4.3.2 Data analysis results
The results from the Extended Phase of the AML DREAM Challenge data analysis are
presented in Figure 27. Aside from assumption 2 in which the AIC and BIC performed
equivalently, the BIC seemed to have slightly larger Somer’s DXY values, which suggests
that the AIC-selected models were overfit. The models for assumption 2 achieved the highest
estimate of Somer’s DXY (Figure 27). However, the AIC-selected and BIC-selected models fit
using assumption 3 were well within one standard error of the models fit using assumption 2.
Thus, it appears that there were two levels of performance. Assumptions 2 and 3 performed
best while models fit using assumptions 1 and 4 performed equivalently to one another but
worse than 2 and 3.
In addition to prediction accuracy, we were also interested in determining which variables the
models selected among the 261 penalized predictors. Thus, we fit a model utilizing the entire
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Fig. 25. The distribution of sensitivity estimates from the simulation study for models fit using
each of the four assumptions and for different proportions of censoring. Results from
both the AIC-selected (red) and BIC-selected (blue) models are shown.
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Fig. 26. The distribution of specificity estimates from the simulation study for models fit using
each of the four assumptions and for different proportions of censoring. Results from
both the AIC-selected (red) and BIC-selected (blue) models are shown.
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Fig. 27. Leave-one-out cross-validation estimates of Somer’s DXY ± one standard error for
models fit using the AML data and for each of the four assumptions. Results from
both the AIC-selected (red) and BIC-selected (blue) models are shown.
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Table 12. Number of nonzero coefficient estimates among the 261 penalized predictors when
using the entire AML dataset. The GMIFS iteration of the selected model is shown
in parentheses.
Selection Criterion Assumption 1 Assumption 2 Assumption 3 Assumption 4
AIC 4 (207) 2 (115) 3 (118) 26 (2,371)
BIC 4 (207) 2 (115) 1 (29) 1 (41)
dataset for each assumption, as opposed to N-fold CV models, in which one observation is
left out each time a model is fit. The BIC-selected models, which seemed to achieve slightly
better prediction accuracy as measured by N-fold CV (Figure 27), were more parsimonious
than the AIC-selected models for assumptions 3 and 4 (Table 12). AIC and BIC selected the
same models for assumptions 1 and 2. We compared the features with nonzero coefficient
estimates in each AIC-selected and BIC-selected model. Only one feature, MCL1, had a
nonzero coefficient estimate in all models. MCL1, a member of the Bcl-2 family, is the anti-
apoptotic protein encoded by the MCL1 (myeloid cell leukemia 1) gene. Although the gene
doesn’t play a direct role in cell proliferation and differentiation, MCL1 and other genes in
the Bcl-2 family can either permit or prevent these programs from proceeding [80]. The
longest gene product (isoform) inhibits apoptosis, but alternatively spliced shorter isoforms
promote apoptosis. Furthermore, drug resistance in AML has been linked to high levels of
MCL1 [81]. Glaser et al. showed that removal of MCL1 could cure mice with AML and that
MCL1 is critical for survival of human AML cells [81].
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we developed a method for modeling discrete survival times when the
number of predictors is much larger than the number of observations. Specifically, we showed
that the discrete times can be modeled using a forward continuation ratio model with a com-
plementary log-log link function. When the discrete response measures are intervals in time,
there is no clear best way of incorporating censoring times into the likelihood. Therefore,
we examined four possible assumptions. The first treats the beginning of the time interval
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following the interval in which an observation was censored as a lower bound on the event
time for that observation. The second assumption treats the beginning of the time interval
in which the censoring occurred as the lower bound. The third assumes that the hazard rate
is constant over the period in which the censoring occurred. Finally, we can simply, and
na¨ıvely assume that the censoring times are equal to the event times.
The ordinal Generalized Monotone Incremental Forward Stagewise (GMIFS) algorithm al-
lowed us to model both an unpenalized subset of predictors, that are forced into the model
with nonzero coefficient estimates, and a penalized subset of predictors, many of which will
end up having coefficient estimates equal to zero. Thus, in addition to developing a predictive
model, the algorithm also performed feature selection. GMIFS models run until convergence
are usually overfit, so we examined the performance of the models stopped at the steps that
minimized the AIC and BIC criteria.
Among the four assumptions, the AIC-selected and BIC-selected models fit using assump-
tion 2 (yi > ci − 1) resulted in the best performance in the data analysis. However, in the
simulation studies, models fit using assumption 2 and assumption 4 (the event times are set
equal to the censoring times) seemed to perform best among both AIC-selected and BIC-
selected models. Specifically, models fit using assumption 4 achieved the highest Somer’s
DXY measures and were about equivalent to models fit using assumption 2 with regard to
feature selection. Based on the combined results of the AML data analysis and the simu-
lation studies, no matter if the purpose of a study is to develop a predictive model or to
gain a sense of which features are driving the model, we recommend employing assumption
2 when modeling discrete survival times in high dimensions. Assumption 1 (yi > ci), which
is frequently used in low-dimensional discrete survival time models, performed the worst
according to all three criteria (Somer’s DXY , sensitivity, and specificity) .
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we developed new methods for predicting an ordinal response in
cases when the number of predictors, p, is much larger than the sample size, n. In Chapter
2, we extended the binary classification method, Feature Augmentation via Nonparametrics
and Selection (FANS), to the ordinal response setting. Our motivation to develop this novel
method arose from the fact that, in the binary response setting, FANS was highly competitive
when compared with popular high-dimensional classification methods and outperformed the
other methods in many cases. FANS is unique in that it fits a model of augmented features
defined in terms of class-conditional kernel density estimates using an ensemble scheme of
data splitting and prediction averaging. We implemented two approaches to extend FANS
to the ordinal response setting, namely, aggregating K−1 penalized binary response models
and proportional odds boosting augmented features. We described the two methods in
Chapter 2 and compared their performances using a simulation study and an analysis of a
gene expression dataset. In the simulation study, we examined the effects of the number of
ordinal classes, K, the sample size, n, the number of iterations in the FANS algorithm, L, and
the linearity of the decision boundary. Because Ordinal FANS fits a decision boundary that
is nonlinear in the original features, both approaches achieved better predictive performance
when the simulated decision boundary was nonlinear. When compared against one another,
the aggregating penalized binary response models approach had a lower misclassification rate
overall when the true decision boundary was linear, while the proportional odds boosting
approach performed better when the true decision boundary was nonlinear. With respect
to selecting truly important features from the high-dimensional feature space, the Ordinal
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FANS proportional odds boosting approach performed better overall. In our data analysis,
we showed that both Ordinal FANS approaches accurately utilized high-throughput gene
expression data to classify tissues as normal cervical, high-grade intraepithelial lesion, or
cervical carcinoma, but the Ordinal FANS proportional odds boosting approach performed
better.
In Chapter 3, we compared Ordinal FANS to other competing methods, namely Ordinal
GMIFS, P/O Boosting, and k-nearest neighbors. We assessed the models’ performances in
a simulation study and in three analyses of high-throughput genomic data using a variety of
metrics. To assess predictive accuracy, we utilized Somers’ DXY , a measure of ordinal asso-
ciation between the predicted and observed outcomes, as well as the misclassification rate.
To assess feature selection, we examined the sensitivity and specificity of the fitted models.
We showed that both Ordinal FANS approaches performed competitively in the simulation
study in terms of predictive accuracy when the true decision boundary was nonlinear, the
number of classes in the ordinal outcome was small (K = 3 in the simulations), and the
sample size was 100 or greater. With respect to feature selection, we demonstrated that the
Ordinal FANS proportional odds boosting approach was overall the most specific method
and one of the most sensitive as well. Furthermore, in the data analyses, it was apparent
that the best method was dependent on the dataset. That is, one method was not best
overall, and one method was not worst overall. The Ordinal FANS approaches performed
best on one of the datasets, but they were also competitive in all three data analyses.
In Chapter 4, we developed a novel method for predicting a discrete survival time out-
come using high-throughput genomic data. We accomplished this by extending the Ordinal
GMIFS method to accommodate censoring information and to allow for the use of the com-
plementary log-log link function. We implemented four approaches for accommodating the
censoring information, each of which uses a unique assumption. We compared the results of
models fit using each assumption in a simulation study and in an analysis of acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) patients. The results suggested that the lower bound of a censored pa-
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tient’s event time should be the discrete time point prior to the time point in which they
were censored.
5.2 Future work
In our Ordinal FANS extension, we used kernel density estimation to augment the
original features. Specifically, we used a normal kernel function with a normal optimal
bandwidth/smoothing parameter [82], given by(
4
3n
) 1
5
∗ σ,
where σ denotes the standard deviation. The choice of kernel function is not overly impor-
tant, but we would like to evaluate different bandwidths. One possibility is to modify the
bandwidth to accommodate extreme values and long tailed distributions by utilizing a more
robust version of σ, such as the median absolute deviation estimator, given by [82]
σ˜ =
median(|yi − µ˜|)
0.6745
,
where µ˜ denotes the median of the observations.
We also saw in Chapter 2 that Ordinal FANS performs much better when the true
decision boundary is nonlinear. Fan et al. described a variant of FANS, called FANS2,
that includes the original features in addition to the augmented features in the model fitting
procedure, which improves performance when a linear decision boundary is reasonable [25].
We plan on implementing FANS2 in the ordinal response setting and comparing it to the
Ordinal FANS approaches described in Chapter 2.
Furthermore, it is well known that class imbalance can lead to predictions that favor
the class(es) with more observations [74]. Methods such as upsampling, in which the classes
with fewer observations are sampled with replacement such that all class-specific sample sizes
are equal, have been criticized as unscientific. We plan on examining the impact of class
imbalance on the Ordinal FANS algorithm through a simulation study.
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Finally, key demographic or clinical predictors that have a known association with the
ordinal response should be included in the model in addition to the important genomic
features. For instance, age and sex are known to be associated with many diseases. These
predictors should not be subject to feature selection by a penalization technique. In other
words they should be forced into the model as unpenalized predictors. As we mentioned in
Chapter 3, the ability to model both penalized and unpenalized predictors is important for
any high-dimensional data modeling method. Therefore, we plan on extending the Ordinal
FANS method described in Chapter 2 to allow for the inclusion of an unpenalized subset of
predictors.
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Appendix A
CODE FOR CHAPTER 1
A.1 Ordinal FANS, approach 1
1 #### Ordinal FANS: Approach #1 ############
2
3 ### Model Fitting
4
5 binFANS <- function(x, ...) UseMethod("binFANS") # Generic function
6
7 #Function for running ordinal FANS algorithm
8 binFANS.default <- function(x, y, newx=NULL, niter=1, seed=2468,
9 scale=TRUE, parallel=FALSE) {
10
11 if (class(y)[1] != "ordered") {
12 stop("y must be an ordered factor.")
13 }
14 orig.y <- y
15 y <- NULL
16 # For each feature, add a small amount of noise to the duplicate values.
17 # Avoids issues estimating densities.
18 orig.x <- apply(x, 2, function(d) {
19 set.seed(seed)
20 d[duplicated(d)] <- jitter(d[duplicated(d)], factor=0.5)
21 return(d)
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22 })
23 if (scale) {
24 trans <- preProcess(as.data.frame(orig.x), method=c("center", "scale"))
25 if (!is.null(newx)) newx <- predict(trans, as.data.frame(newx))
26 orig.x <- predict(trans, as.data.frame(orig.x))
27 } else {
28 trans <-NULL
29 }
30 x <- NULL
31 K <- length(unique(orig.y))
32 n <- dim(orig.x)[1]
33 levels <- unique(orig.y)
34 set.seed(seed)
35 partitions <- createDataPartition(orig.y, p=0.5,
36 times=ceiling(niter / 2))
37 call <- match.call()
38 matrix.sum <- function(mat1, mat2) {
39 return(as.matrix(mat1) + as.matrix(mat2))
40 }
41 # Part of the algorithm that is repeated niter times
42 if (parallel) {
43 ‘%fun%‘ <- ‘%dopar%‘
44 } else {
45 ‘%fun%‘ <- ‘%do%‘
46 }
47 fitted.model <- foreach(i=1:niter, .combine=’rbind’,
48 .packages=c(’sm’, ’caret’)) %fun% {
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49 #Create the data partitions, i.e. (D1, D1^c), (D2, D2^c), ..., (DL, DL^c
)
50 if(i%%2!=0) {
51 D.train.x <- orig.x[partitions[[(i - 1) / 2 + 1]], ] #x in D1, D3, ...
52 D.train.y <- orig.y[partitions[[(i - 1) / 2 + 1]]] #y in D1, D3, ...
53 D.test.x <- orig.x[-partitions[[(i - 1) / 2 + 1]], ] #x in D1^c, D3^c,
...
54 D.test.y <- orig.y[-partitions[[(i - 1) / 2 + 1]]] #y in D1^c, D3^c,
...
55 } else {
56 D.train.x <- orig.x[-partitions[[i / 2]], ] #x in D2, D4, D6, ...
57 D.train.y <- orig.y[-partitions[[i / 2]]] #y in D2, D4, D6, ...
58 D.test.x <- orig.x[partitions[[i / 2]], ] #x in D2^c, D4^c, D6^c, ...
59 D.test.y <- orig.y[partitions[[i / 2]]] #y in D2^c, D4^c, D6^c, ...
60 }
61 D.train.y.bin <- matrix(nrow=length(D.train.y), ncol=K - 1)
62 D.test.y.bin <- matrix(nrow=length(D.test.y), ncol=K - 1)
63 for(k in 1:(K - 1)) {
64 D.train.y.bin[, k] <- ifelse(as.numeric(D.train.y) <= k, 1, 0)
65 D.test.y.bin[, k] <- ifelse(as.numeric(D.test.y) <= k, 1, 0)
66 }
67 f.marginals <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1], dim(orig.x)[2], K - 1))
68 g.marginals <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1], dim(orig.x)[2], K - 1))
69 #if newx is specified, fit model and predict outcome of new observations
70 if(!is.null(newx)) {
71 if(class(newx) == "numeric") {newx <- t(as.matrix(newx))}
72 test.marginals.f <- array(dim=c(dim(newx)[1], dim(orig.x)[2], K - 1))
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73 test.marginals.g <- array(dim=c(dim(newx)[1], dim(orig.x)[2], K - 1))
74 for(k in 1:(K - 1)) {
75 for(j in 1:dim(orig.x)[2]) {
76 f.estimates <- sm.density(D.train.x[as.numeric(D.train.y) <= k, j],
77 eval.points=c(D.test.x[, j], newx[, j]),
78 display="none")$estimate
79 g.estimates <- sm.density(D.train.x[as.numeric(D.train.y) > k, j],
80 eval.points=c(D.test.x[, j], newx[, j]),
81 display="none")$estimate
82 #Marginal density estimates for observations in D^c
83 f.marginals[, j, k] <- f.estimates[1:length(D.test.x[, j])]
84 g.marginals[, j, k] <- g.estimates[1:length(D.test.x[, j])]
85 #Marginal density estimates for newx
86 test.marginals.f[, j, k] <- f.estimates[(length(D.test.x[, j]) + 1)
:
87 length(f.estimates)]
88 test.marginals.g[, j, k] <- g.estimates[(length(D.test.x[, j]) + 1)
:
89 length(g.estimates)]
90 }
91 }
92 f.marginals[f.marginals < 0.001] <- 0.001
93 g.marginals[g.marginals < 0.001] <- 0.001
94 test.marginals.g[test.marginals.g < 0.001] <- 0.001
95 test.marginals.f[test.marginals.f < 0.001] <- 0.001
96 Z <- log(f.marginals / g.marginals) #array of augmented features.
97 Z.test <- log(test.marginals.f / test.marginals.g)
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98 for (g in 1:dim(Z)[3]) {
99 colnames(Z[, , g]) <- paste(colnames(orig.x), g, sep=".")
100 }
101 #Fit the K - 1 binary response models
102 p.mat <- array(dim=c(K, dim(Z.test)[1], K - 1))
103 create.mat <- function(w) {
104 c(rep(w, k), rep(1 - w, K - k))
105 }
106 coefs <- matrix(nrow=K - 1, ncol=dim(orig.x)[2] + 1)
107 colnames(coefs) <- c("Intercept", colnames(orig.x))
108 rownames(coefs) <- sapply(as.character(1:nrow(coefs)),
109 function(x) {
110 paste("Modeling logit[P(Y <= ", ")]", sep=x)
111 })
112 fits <- list()
113 min.AIC <- c()
114 for(k in 1:(K - 1)) {
115 fits[[k]] <- glmpath(x=Z[, , k], y=D.test.y.bin[, k],
116 family=binomial)
117 min.AIC[k] <- as.numeric(gsub("Step ", "",
118 rownames(summary(fits[[k]])
119 [which.min(summary(fits[[k]])$AIC), ])))
120 p.hat <- predict(fits[[k]], newx=Z.test[, , k],
121 s=min.AIC[k], type="response") #predict y<=k or y>k
122 coefs[k, ] <- predict(fits[[k]], s=min.AIC[k], type="coefficients")
123 p.mat[, , k] <- sapply(p.hat, create.mat)
124 }
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125 scores <- apply(p.mat, c(1, 2), sum) #aggregate binary predictions
126 return(list(fits=fits, minAIC=min.AIC, scores=t(scores), coefs=coefs,
127 D.train.x=D.train.x, D.train.y=D.train.y, trans=trans))
128 #if newx is NULL, just fit K - 1 binary response models
129 } else {
130 for(k in 1:(K - 1)) {
131 for(j in 1:dim(orig.x)[2]) {
132 #Marginal density estimates for observations in D^c
133 f.marginals[, j, k] <- sm.density(D.train.x[as.numeric(D.train.y)
<= k, j],
134 eval.points=c(D.test.x[, j]),
135 display="none")$estimate
136 g.marginals[, j, k] <- sm.density(D.train.x[as.numeric(D.train.y) >
k, j],
137 eval.points=c(D.test.x[, j]),
138 display="none")$estimate
139 }
140 }
141 f.marginals[f.marginals < 0.001] <- 0.001
142 g.marginals[g.marginals < 0.001] <- 0.001
143 Z <- log(f.marginals / g.marginals)
144 #Fit the K - 1 binary response models
145 fits <- list()
146 coefs <- matrix(nrow=K - 1, ncol=dim(orig.x)[2] + 1)
147 colnames(coefs) <- c("Intercept", colnames(orig.x))
148 rownames(coefs) <- sapply(as.character(1:nrow(coefs)),
149 function(x) {
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150 paste("Modeling logit[P(Y <= ", ")]", sep=x)
151 })
152 min.AIC <- c()
153 for(k in 1:(K - 1)) {
154 fits[[k]] <- glmpath(x=Z[, , k], y=D.test.y.bin[, k], family=
binomial)
155 min.AIC[k] <- as.numeric(gsub("Step ", "",
156 rownames(summary(fits[[k]])
157 [which.min(summary(fits[[k]])$AIC), ])))
158 coefs[k, ] <- predict(fits[[k]], s=min.AIC[k], type="coefficients")
159 }
160 return(list(fits=fits, x=orig.x, D.train.x=D.train.x, coefs=coefs,
161 D.train.y=D.train.y, K=K, minAIC=min.AIC, niter=niter,
162 call=call, trans=trans))
163 }
164 }
165 if (niter == 1) {
166 if(!is.null(newx)) {
167 output <- list(coefs=fitted.model$coefs, niter=niter, K=K, x=orig.x,
168 fits=fitted.model$fits, minAIC=fitted.model$minAIC,
169 D.train.x=fitted.model$D.train.x, y=orig.y,
170 D.train.y=fitted.model$D.train.y, call=call,
171 trans=trans, newx=newx, scores=fitted.model$scores,
172 pred.class=ordered(unique(orig.y)[apply(fitted.model$
scores,
173 1, which.max)],
174 levels=levels(orig.y)))
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175 } else {
176 output <- list(coefs=fitted.model$coefs, niter=niter, K=K, x=orig.x,
177 fits=fitted.model$fits, minAIC=fitted.model$minAIC,
178 D.train.x=fitted.model$D.train.x, y=orig.y,
179 D.train.y=fitted.model$D.train.y, call=call,
180 trans=trans)
181 }
182 } else {
183 if(!is.null(newx)) {
184 fits <- lapply(fitted.model[, 1], as.matrix)
185 minAIC <- fitted.model[, 2]
186 scores <- lapply(fitted.model[, 3], as.matrix)
187 agg.scores <- Reduce(’+’,lapply(fitted.model[, 3], as.matrix))
188 coefs <- lapply(fitted.model[, 4], as.matrix)
189 D.train.x <- lapply(fitted.model[, 5], as.matrix)
190 D.train.y <- lapply(fitted.model[, 6], unlist)
191 pred.class <- ordered(unique(orig.y)[apply(agg.scores, 1, which.max)],
192 levels=levels(orig.y))
193 output <- list(coefs=coefs, niter=niter, K=K, x=orig.x, fits=fits,
194 minAIC=minAIC, D.train.x=D.train.x, y=orig.y,
195 D.train.y=D.train.y, call=call, trans=trans, newx=newx,
196 scores=scores, agg.scores=agg.scores, pred.class=pred.class
)
197 } else {
198 fits <- lapply(fitted.model[, 1], as.matrix)
199 D.train.x <- lapply(fitted.model[, 3], as.matrix)
200 D.train.y <- lapply(fitted.model[, 5], unlist)
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201 minAIC <- fitted.model[, 7]
202 coefs <- lapply(fitted.model[, 4], as.matrix)
203 output <- list(coefs=coefs, niter=niter, K=K, x=orig.x, fits=fits,
204 minAIC=minAIC, D.train.x=D.train.x, y=orig.y,
205 D.train.y=D.train.y, call=call, trans=trans)
206 }
207 }
208 class(output) <- "binFANS"
209 return(output)
210 }
1
2 ### Extract coefficient estimates
3
4 coef.binFANS <- function(object, model.select="mean", only.nonzero=FALSE) {
5 if(is.numeric(model.select) & model.select > object$niter) {
6 stop(paste("model.select cannot be greater than ", object$niter, sep="")
)
7 }
8 if (object$niter > 1) {
9 if (model.select=="mean") {
10 mean.coefs <- Reduce(’+’, object$coefs) / object$niter
11 if (only.nonzero) {
12 beta <- mean.coefs[, which(apply(mean.coefs, 2,
13 function(x) abs(sum(x)))!=0)]
14 }
15 } else if (is.numeric(model.select)) {
16 beta <- object$coefs[[model.select]]
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17 if (only.nonzero) {
18 beta <- beta[, which(apply(beta, 2, function(x) abs(sum(x)))!=0)]
19 }
20 } else if (model.select=="all") {
21 beta <- object$coefs
22 if (only.nonzero) {
23 nonzero <- function(x) {
24 x[, which(apply(x, 2, function(y) abs(sum(y)))!=0)]
25 }
26 beta <- lapply(beta, function(l) nonzero(l))
27 }
28 }
29 } else {
30 beta <- object$coefs
31 if (only.nonzero) {
32 beta <- beta[, which(apply(beta, 2, function(x) abs(sum(x)))!=0)]
33 }
34 }
35 beta
36 }
1 ### Plot coefficient paths of individual binary response models
2
3 plot.binFANS <- function(object, type="coefficients", xlab=NULL,
4 ylab=NULL, main=NULL, ...) {
5 num.plots <- object$niter * (object$K - 1)
6 if (object$niter > 1) {
7 for (l in 1:object$niter) {
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8 for (k in 1:(object$K - 1)) {
9 if(is.null(main)) {
10 title <- paste(paste("FANS Iteration: ", l),
11 paste("Modeling Augmented Feature: ", "",
12 sep=as.character(k)), sep="\n")
13 }
14 x11()
15 par(oma=c(0,0,1,1))
16 plot(object$fits[[l]][[k]], main="", breaks=FALSE, type=type, ...)
17 title(main=title)
18 }
19 }
20 } else {
21 for (k in 1:num.plots) {
22 if (is.null(main)) {
23 title <- paste(paste("FANS Iteration: ", object$niter),
24 paste("Modeling Augmented Feature: ", "",
25 sep=as.character(k)), sep="\n")
26 }
27 x11()
28 par(oma=c(0,0,1,1))
29 plot(object$fits[[k]], main="", breaks=FALSE, type=type, ...)
30 title(main=title)
31 }
32 }
33 }
1 ### Predict the outcome of a new observation
116
23 predict.binFANS <- function(object, newx) {
4 newx <- predict(object$trans, newx) # Scale newx with mean and sd of X
5 if (!is.null(object$newx)) {
6 if (!is.null(object$pred.class) & all.equal(as.matrix(object$newx),
7 newx)[1]) {
8 #if (type=="class") {
9 # return(object$pred.class)
10 #} else {
11 # return(object$scores)
12 #}
13 if (object$niter == 1) {
14 return(list(scores=object$scores, pred.class=object$pred.class))
15 } else {
16 return(list(scores=object$scores, agg.scores=object$agg.scores,
17 pred.class=object$pred.class))
18 }
19 }
20 }
21 K <- object$K
22 x <- object$x
23 niter <- object$niter
24 predicted <- foreach(i=1:niter, .combine=’rbind’,
25 .packages=c(’sm’, ’caret’)) %dopar% {
26 if (niter==1) {
27 D.train.x <- object$D.train.x
28 D.train.y <- object$D.train.y
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29 fits <- object$fits
30 min.AIC <- object$minAIC
31 } else {
32 D.train.x <- object$D.train.x[[i]]
33 D.train.y <- object$D.train.y[[i]]
34 fits <- object$fits[[i]]
35 min.AIC <- object$minAIC[[i]]
36 }
37 test.marginals.f <- array(dim=c(dim(newx)[1],
38 dim(newx)[2], K - 1))
39 test.marginals.g <- array(dim=c(dim(newx)[1],
40 dim(newx)[2], K - 1))
41 for(k in 1:(K - 1)) {
42 for(j in 1:dim(x)[2]) {
43 test.marginals.f[, j, k] <-
44 sm.density(D.train.x[as.numeric(D.train.y) <= k, j],
45 eval.points=c(newx[, j]),
46 display="none")$estimate
47 test.marginals.g[, j, k] <-
48 sm.density(D.train.x[as.numeric(D.train.y) > k, j],
49 eval.points=c(newx[, j]),
50 display="none")$estimate
51 }
52 }
53 test.marginals.g[test.marginals.g < 0.001] <- 0.001
54 test.marginals.f[test.marginals.f < 0.001] <- 0.001
55 Z.test <- log(test.marginals.f / test.marginals.g)
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56 p.mat <- array(dim=c(K, dim(Z.test)[1], K - 1))
57 create.mat <- function(w) {
58 c(rep(w, k), rep(1 - w, K - k))
59 }
60 for(k in 1:(K - 1)) {
61 p.hat <- predict(fits[[k]], newx=Z.test[, , k],
62 s=min.AIC[k], type="response") #predict y<=k or y>k
63 p.mat[, , k] <- sapply(p.hat, create.mat)
64 }
65 scores <- t(apply(p.mat, c(1, 2), sum)) #aggregate binary predictions
66 class <- apply(scores, 1, which.max)
67 return(list(scores=scores, class=class))
68 }
69 if(niter > 1) {
70 scores <- lapply(predicted[, 1], as.matrix)
71 agg.scores <- Reduce(’+’, scores)
72 # if (type=="class") {
73 class <- apply(agg.scores, 1, which.max)
74 # return(pred.class=class)
75 # } else {
76 return(list(scores=scores,
77 agg.scores=agg.scores,
78 pred.class=levels(object$y)[class]))
79 #}
80 } else {
81 #if (type=="class") {
82 # return(pred.class=predicted$class)
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83 #} else {
84 return(list(scores=predicted$scores,
85 pred.class=levels(object$y)[predicted$class]))
86 #}
87 }
88 }
1 ### Another function that does the same thing as predict.binFANS()
2
3 fitted.binFANS <- function(object, newx) {
4 predict.binFANS(object=object, newx=newx)
5 }
1 ### Print a summary of the model fitting
2
3 print.binFANS <- function(object, ...) {
4 cat("Call:\n")
5 print(object$call)
6 cat("\nNumber of FANS iterations: niter = ", object$niter)
7 cat("\n")
8 }
1 ### Summary of the model fitting
2
3 summary.binFANS <- function(object) {
4 features <- colnames(coef.binFANS(object, model.select="mean",
5 only.nonzero=TRUE))[-1]
6 return(list(object=object, features=features))
7 }
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A.2 Ordinal FANS, approach 2
1 #### Ordinal FANS: Approach #2 #######################################
2
3 ### Model Fitting
4
5 sum.across.L <- function(Li, Lj) {
6 # Sums the results of the L fitted models
7 #
8 # Args:
9 # Li: list of results of a fitted model
10 # Lj: list of results of another fitted model
11 #
12 # Returns:
13 # A list composed of the sums of the elements of the L
14 # lists produced from the L fitted models.
15 tmp<-rbind(Li, Lj)
16 apply(tmp, 2, function(x) Reduce(’+’, x))
17 }
18
19 ordinalFANS <- function(x, ...) UseMethod("ordinalFANS") # Generic function
20
21 ordinalFANS.default<-function(x, y, newx=NULL, eps=0.1, niter=1,
22 seed=2468, mstop=100, scale=TRUE,
23 parallel=FALSE) {
24 # Runs the ordinal FANS algorithm
25 #
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26 # Args:
27 # x: the n x p design matrix
28 # y: the response vector
29 # newx: (optional) design matrix with which to predict outcomes
30 # niter: number of times to repeat the algorithm with new data partitions
31 # seed: sets the seed for the initial partitioning of the data
32 # mstop: Stopping iteration
33 #
34 call <- match.call()
35 if (class(y)[1] != "ordered") {
36 stop("y must be an ordered factor.")
37 }
38 orig.y <- y
39 y <- NULL
40 # For each feature, add a small amount of noise to the duplicate values.
41 # Avoids issues estimating densities.
42 orig.x <- apply(x, 2, function(d) {
43 set.seed(seed)
44 d[duplicated(d)] <- jitter(d[duplicated(d)], factor=0.5)
45 return(d)
46 })
47 if (scale) {
48 trans <- preProcess(as.data.frame(orig.x), method=c("center", "scale"))
49 if (!is.null(newx)) newx <- predict(trans, as.data.frame(newx))
50 orig.x <- predict(trans, as.data.frame(orig.x))
51 } else {
52 trans <-NULL
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53 }
54 x <- NULL
55 K <- length(unique(orig.y))
56 n <- dim(orig.x)[1]
57 levels <- unique(orig.y)
58 set.seed(seed)
59 # Stratified random sampling
60 partitions <- createDataPartition(orig.y, p=0.5,
61 times=ceiling(niter / 2))
62
63 # Part of the algorithm that is repeated niter times
64 if (parallel) {
65 ‘%fun%‘ <- ‘%dopar%‘
66 } else {
67 ‘%fun%‘ <- ‘%do%‘
68 }
69 if (niter > 1) {
70 fitted.model <- foreach(i=1:niter, .combine=’rbind’,
71 .packages=c(’sm’, ’caret’)) %fun% {
72 # Create the data partitions, (D1, D1^c), (D2, D2^c), ..., (DL, DL^c)
73 if (i%%2 != 0) {
74 D.train.x <- orig.x[partitions[[(i - 1) / 2 + 1]], ]
75 D.train.y <- orig.y[partitions[[(i - 1) / 2 + 1]]]
76 D.test.x <- orig.x[-partitions[[(i - 1) / 2 + 1]], ]
77 D.test.y <- orig.y[-partitions[[(i - 1) / 2 + 1]]]
78 } else {
79 D.train.x <- orig.x[-partitions[[i / 2]], ]
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80 D.train.y <- orig.y[-partitions[[i / 2]]]
81 D.test.x <- orig.x[partitions[[i / 2]], ]
82 D.test.y <- orig.y[partitions[[i / 2]]]
83 }
84 # Estimate marginals using data in Di, evaluate using data in Di^c,
85 # and calculate augmented features (log ratios)
86 # If newx is supplied, fit model, then find predicted values for new
obs
87 if (!is.null(newx)) {
88 f.estimates <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1] + dim(newx)[1],
89 K - 1, dim(orig.x)[2]))
90 g.estimates <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1] + dim(newx)[1],
91 K - 1, dim(orig.x)[2]))
92 for (k in 1:(K - 1)) {
93 for (j in 1:dim(orig.x)[2]) {
94 f.estimates[, k, j] <-
95 sm.density(D.train.x[which(as.numeric(D.train.y) <= k), j],
96 eval.points=c(D.test.x[, j], newx[, j]),
97 display="none")$estimate
98 g.estimates[, k, j] <-
99 sm.density(D.train.x[which(as.numeric(D.train.y) > k), j],
100 eval.points=c(D.test.x[, j], newx[, j]),
101 display="none")$estimate
102 }
103 }
104 # Marginal density estimates for observations in D^c
105 f.marginals <- f.estimates[1:dim(D.test.x)[1], , ]
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106 g.marginals <- g.estimates[1:dim(D.test.x)[1], , ]
107 # Marginal density estimates for newx
108 test.marginals.f <- f.estimates[(dim(D.test.x)[1] + 1):
109 dim(f.estimates)[1], , ]
110 test.marginals.g <- g.estimates[(dim(D.test.x)[1] + 1):
111 dim(g.estimates)[1], , ]
112
113 # Winsorization to improve stability of estimates as
114 # suggested in FANS manuscript
115 f.marginals[f.marginals < 0.001] <-
116 g.marginals[g.marginals < 0.001] <-
117 test.marginals.g[test.marginals.g < 0.001] <-
118 test.marginals.f[test.marginals.f < 0.001] <- 0.001
119 # Array of augmented features for x. Within the array:
120 # n x (K - 1) matrices of augmented features .
121 # array dimensions are n x (K - 1) x p
122 Z <- log(f.marginals / g.marginals)
123 full <- data.frame(Z)
124 colnames(full) <- paste("z", paste(rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1),
125 rep(1:(K - 1), times=dim(Z)[3]),
126 sep="."), sep="")
127 # Array of augmented features for newx. Within the array:
128 # n x (K - 1) matrices of augmented features .
129 # array dimensions are n x (K - 1) x p
130 Z.test <- log(test.marginals.f / test.marginals.g)
131 full.test <- data.frame(Z.test)
132 colnames(full.test) <- paste("z", paste(rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1)
125
,133 rep(1:(K - 1),
134 times=dim(f.marginals)[3]),
135 sep="."), sep="")
136 orig.vars.index <- rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1)
137 # Fit proportional odds boosting model
138 fit <- PO.boost(x=full, y=D.test.y, eps=eps, mstop=mstop)
139 # Variable importance measure = absolute value of sum of the (K - 1)
140 # augmented features coefficient estimates
141 var.importance <- apply(fit$coefs, 1, function(x) {
142 tapply(x, orig.vars.index, function(y) {
143 abs(sum(y))
144 })
145 })
146 var.importance <- data.frame(t(var.importance))
147 colnames(var.importance) <- colnames(orig.x)
148 # function estimates for newx
149 offset <- as.numeric(-1 * (matrix(apply(full, 2, mean), nrow=1) %*%
150 matrix(fit$coefs[mstop, ], ncol=1)))
151 f.newx <- offset + (as.matrix(full.test) %*% fit$coefs[mstop, ])
152 # estimated posterior probabilities for newx
153 post.probs <- response(f.newx, fit$theta[mstop, ])
154 risk <- apply(fit$loss, 1, sum)
155 return(list(coefs=fit$coefs, theta=fit$theta, risk=risk,
156 post.probs=post.probs, D.train.x=D.train.x,
157 D.train.y=D.train.y, trans=trans,
158 var.importance=var.importance,
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159 aug.newX=as.matrix(full.test), aug.X=as.matrix(full)))
160
161
162 # If newx is NOT supplied
163 } else {
164 # Initialize array of f marginals
165 f.marginals <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1],
166 K - 1, dim(orig.x)[2]))
167 # Initialize array of g marginals
168 g.marginals <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1],
169 K - 1, dim(orig.x)[2]))
170 for (k in 1:(K - 1)) {
171 for (j in 1:dim(orig.x)[2]) {
172 # Marginal density estimates for observations in D^c
173 f.marginals[, k, j] <-
174 sm.density(D.train.x[which(as.numeric(D.train.y) <= k), j],
175 eval.points=D.test.x[, j],
176 display="none")$estimate
177 g.marginals[, k, j] <-
178 sm.density(D.train.x[which(as.numeric(D.train.y) > k), j],
179 eval.points=D.test.x[, j],
180 display="none")$estimate
181 }
182 }
183 # Winsorization to improve stability of estimates
184 # as suggested in FANS
185 f.marginals[f.marginals < 0.001] <-
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186 g.marginals[g.marginals < 0.001] <- 0.001
187 # Array of augmented features for x. Within the array:
188 # n x (K - 1) matrices of augmented features.
189 # Array dimensions are n x (K - 1) x p
190 Z <- log(f.marginals / g.marginals)
191 full <- data.frame(Z)
192 colnames(full) <- paste("z",
193 paste(rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1),
194 rep(1:(K - 1), times=dim(Z)[3]),
195 sep="."), sep="")
196 orig.vars.index <- rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1)
197 # Fit proportional odds boosting model
198 fit <- PO.boost(x=full, y=D.test.y, mstop=mstop)
199 var.importance <- apply(fit$coefs, 1, function(x) {
200 tapply(x, orig.vars.index, function(y) {
201 abs(sum(y))
202 })
203 })
204 var.importance <- data.frame(t(var.importance))
205 colnames(var.importance) <- colnames(orig.x)
206 risk <- apply(fit$loss, 1, sum)
207 return(list(coefs=fit$coefs, theta=fit$theta, risk=risk,
208 D.train.x=D.train.x, D.train.y=D.train.y, trans=trans,
209 var.importance=var.importance, aug.X=as.matrix(full)))
210 }
211 }
212 if (!is.null(newx)) {
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213 coefs <- lapply(fitted.model[, 1], as.matrix)
214 mean.coefs <- Reduce(’+’, fitted.model[, 1]) / niter
215 theta <- lapply(fitted.model[, 2], as.matrix)
216 mean.theta <- Reduce(’+’, fitted.model[, 2]) / niter
217 risk <- lapply(fitted.model[, 3], as.numeric)
218 mean.risk <- as.numeric(Reduce(’+’, risk) / niter)
219 if (dim(newx)[1] == 1) {
220 posteriors <- lapply(fitted.model[, 4], function(q) t(as.matrix(q)))
221 } else {
222 posteriors <- lapply(fitted.model[, 4], as.matrix)
223 }
224 mean.posteriors <- Reduce(’+’, posteriors) / niter
225 D.train.x <- lapply(fitted.model[, 5], as.matrix)
226 D.train.y <- lapply(fitted.model[, 6], unlist)
227 pred.class <-
228 factor(levels(orig.y)[apply(mean.posteriors, 1, which.max)],
229 levels=levels(orig.y), ordered=TRUE)
230 var.importance <- lapply(fitted.model[, 8], data.frame)
231 mean.var.importance <-
232 data.frame(Reduce(’+’, fitted.model[, 8]) / niter)
233 aug.newX <- lapply(fitted.model[, 9], as.matrix)
234 aug.X <- lapply(fitted.model[, 10], as.matrix)
235 output <- list(call=call, eps=eps, mstop=mstop,
236 niter=niter, K=K, coefs=coefs,
237 mean.coefs=mean.coefs, theta=theta,
238 mean.theta=mean.theta,
239 risk=risk, mean.risk=mean.risk, y=orig.y,
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240 D.train.x=D.train.x, D.train.y=D.train.y,
241 trans=trans, var.importance=var.importance,
242 aug.X=aug.X,
243 mean.var.importance=mean.var.importance,
244 newx=newx, aug.newX=aug.newX,
245 posteriors=posteriors,
246 mean.posteriors=mean.posteriors,
247 pred.class=pred.class)
248 }
249 else {
250 coefs <- lapply(fitted.model[, 1], as.matrix)
251 mean.coefs <- Reduce(’+’, fitted.model[, 1]) / niter
252 theta <- lapply(fitted.model[, 2], as.matrix)
253 mean.theta <- Reduce(’+’, fitted.model[, 2]) / niter
254 risk <- lapply(fitted.model[, 3], as.numeric)
255 mean.risk <- as.numeric(Reduce(’+’, risk) / niter)
256 D.train.x <- lapply(fitted.model[, 4], as.matrix)
257 D.train.y <- lapply(fitted.model[, 5], unlist)
258 var.importance <- lapply(fitted.model[, 7], data.frame)
259 aug.X <- lapply(fitted.model[, 8], as.matrix)
260 mean.var.importance <-
261 data.frame(Reduce(’+’, fitted.model[, 7]) / niter)
262 output <- list(call=call, eps=eps, mstop=mstop,
263 niter=niter, K=K, coefs=coefs,
264 mean.coefs=mean.coefs, theta=theta,
265 mean.theta=mean.theta,
266 risk=risk, mean.risk=mean.risk, y=orig.y,
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267 D.train.x=D.train.x, D.train.y=D.train.y,
268 trans=trans, var.importance=var.importance,
269 aug.X=aug.X, mean.var.importance=mean.var.importance)
270 }
271
272
273 # if niter=1
274 } else {
275 # Create the data partitions, i.e. (D1, D1^c)
276 D.train.x <- orig.x[partitions[[1]], ] #x in D1
277 D.train.y <- orig.y[partitions[[1]]] #y in D1
278 D.test.x <- orig.x[-partitions[[1]], ] #x in D1^c
279 D.test.y <- orig.y[-partitions[[1]]] #y in D1^c
280 # Estimate marginals using data in Di, evaluate using data in Di^c,
281 # and calculate augmented features (log ratios)
282 # If newx is supplied, fit model, then find predicted values for new obs
283 if (!is.null(newx)) {
284 f.estimates <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1] + dim(newx)[1],
285 K - 1, dim(orig.x)[2]))
286 g.estimates <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1] + dim(newx)[1],
287 K - 1, dim(orig.x)[2]))
288 for (k in 1:(K - 1)) {
289 for (j in 1:dim(orig.x)[2]) {
290 f.estimates[, k, j] <-
291 sm.density(D.train.x[which(as.numeric(D.train.y) <= k), j],
292 eval.points=c(D.test.x[, j], newx[, j]),
293 display="none")$estimate
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294 g.estimates[, k, j] <-
295 sm.density(D.train.x[which(as.numeric(D.train.y) > k), j],
296 eval.points=c(D.test.x[, j], newx[, j]),
297 display="none")$estimate
298 }
299 }
300 # Marginal density estimates for observations in D^c
301 f.marginals <- f.estimates[1:dim(D.test.x)[1], , ]
302 g.marginals <- g.estimates[1:dim(D.test.x)[1], , ]
303 # Marginal density estimates for newx
304 test.marginals.f <- f.estimates[(dim(D.test.x)[1] + 1):
305 dim(f.estimates)[1], , ]
306 test.marginals.g <- g.estimates[(dim(D.test.x)[1] + 1):
307 dim(g.estimates)[1], , ]
308 # Winsorization to improve stability of estimates
309 # as suggested in FANS manuscript
310 f.marginals[f.marginals < 0.001] <-
311 g.marginals[g.marginals < 0.001] <-
312 test.marginals.g[test.marginals.g < 0.001] <-
313 test.marginals.f[test.marginals.f < 0.001] <- 0.001
314 # Array of augmented features for x. Within the array:
315 # n x (K - 1) matrices of augmented features.
316 # Array dimensions are n x (K - 1) x p
317 Z <- log(f.marginals / g.marginals)
318 full <- data.frame(Z)
319 colnames(full) <- paste("z",
320 paste(rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1),
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321 rep(1:(K - 1), times=dim(Z)[3]),
322 sep="."), sep="")
323 # Array of augmented features for newx. Within the array:
324 # n x (K - 1) matrices of augmented features .
325 # array dimensions are n x (K - 1) x p
326 Z.test <- log(test.marginals.f / test.marginals.g)
327 full.test <- data.frame(Z.test)
328 colnames(full.test) <- paste("z",
329 paste(rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1),
330 rep(1:(K - 1),
331 times=dim(f.marginals)[3]),
332 sep="."), sep="")
333 orig.vars.index <- rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1)
334 # Fit proportional odds boosting model
335 fit <- PO.boost(x=full, y=D.test.y, eps=eps, mstop=mstop)
336 # Variable importance measure = absolute value of sum of the (K - 1)
337 # augmented features coefficient estimates
338 var.importance <- apply(fit$coefs, 1, function(x) {
339 tapply(x, orig.vars.index, function(y) {
340 abs(sum(y))
341 })
342 })
343 var.importance <- data.frame(t(var.importance))
344 colnames(var.importance) <- colnames(orig.x)
345 # function estimates for newx
346 offset <- as.numeric(-1 * (matrix(apply(full, 2, mean), nrow=1) %*%
347 matrix(fit$coefs[mstop, ], ncol=1)))
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348 f.newx <- offset + (as.matrix(full.test) %*% fit$coefs[mstop, ])
349 # estimated posterior probabilities for newx
350 post.probs <- response(f.newx, fit$theta[mstop, ])
351 risk <- apply(fit$loss, 1, sum)
352
353
354 # If newx is NOT supplied
355 } else {
356 # Initialize array of f marginals
357 f.marginals <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1],
358 K - 1, dim(orig.x)[2]))
359 # Initialize array of g marginals
360 g.marginals <- array(dim=c(dim(D.test.x)[1],
361 K - 1, dim(orig.x)[2]))
362 for (k in 1:(K - 1)) {
363 for (j in 1:dim(orig.x)[2]) {
364 # Marginal density estimates for observations in D^c
365 f.marginals[, k, j] <-
366 sm.density(D.train.x[which(as.numeric(D.train.y) <= k), j],
367 eval.points=D.test.x[, j],
368 display="none")$estimate
369 g.marginals[, k, j] <-
370 sm.density(D.train.x[which(as.numeric(D.train.y) > k), j],
371 eval.points=D.test.x[, j],
372 display="none")$estimate
373 }
374 }
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375 # Winsorization to improve stability of estimates
376 # as suggested in the FANS manuscript
377 f.marginals[f.marginals < 0.001] <-
378 g.marginals[g.marginals < 0.001] <- 0.001
379 # Array of augmented features for x. Within the array:
380 # n x (K - 1) matrices of augmented features .
381 # array dimensions are n x (K - 1) x p
382 Z <- log(f.marginals / g.marginals)
383 full <- data.frame(Z)
384 colnames(full) <- paste("z",
385 paste(rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1),
386 rep(1:(K - 1), times=dim(Z)[3]),
387 sep="."), sep="")
388 orig.vars.index <- rep(1:dim(Z)[3], each=K - 1)
389 # Fit proportional odds boosting model
390 fit <- PO.boost(x=full, y=D.test.y, mstop=mstop)
391 var.importance <- apply(fit$coefs, 1, function(x) {
392 tapply(x, orig.vars.index, function(y) {
393 abs(sum(y))
394 })
395 })
396 var.importance <- data.frame(t(var.importance))
397 colnames(var.importance) <- colnames(orig.x)
398 risk <- apply(fit$loss, 1, sum)
399 }
400 if (!is.null(newx)) {
401 coefs <- as.matrix(fit$coefs)
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402 theta <- as.matrix(fit$theta)
403 risk <- as.numeric(risk)
404 if (dim(newx)[1] == 1) {
405 posteriors <- t(as.matrix(post.probs))
406 } else {
407 posteriors <- as.matrix(post.probs)
408 }
409 pred.class <-
410 factor(levels(orig.y)[apply(posteriors, 1, which.max)],
411 levels=levels(orig.y), ordered=TRUE)
412 D.train.x <- as.matrix(D.train.x)
413 D.train.y <- as.matrix(D.train.y)
414 var.importance <- data.frame(var.importance)
415 aug.newX <- as.matrix(full.test)
416 output <- list(call=call, eps=eps, mstop=mstop, niter=niter,
417 K=K, coefs=coefs, theta=theta, risk=risk,
418 y=orig.y, D.train.x=D.train.x,
419 D.train.y=D.train.y, trans=trans,
420 var.importance=var.importance, aug.X=full,
421 newx=newx, aug.newX=aug.newX,
422 posteriors=posteriors, pred.class=pred.class)
423 } else {
424 coefs <- as.matrix(fit$coefs)
425 theta <- as.matrix(fit$theta)
426 risk <- as.numeric(risk)
427 D.train.x <- as.matrix(D.train.x)
428 D.train.y <- as.matrix(D.train.y)
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429 var.importance <- data.frame(var.importance)
430 output <- list(call=call, eps=eps, mstop=mstop,
431 niter=niter, K=K, coefs=coefs,
432 theta=theta, risk=risk, y=orig.y,
433 D.train.x=D.train.x,
434 D.train.y=D.train.y, trans=trans,
435 var.importance=var.importance, aug.X=full)
436 }
437 }
438 class(output) <- "ordinalFANS"
439 return(output)
440 }
1 ### Proportional Odds Boosting
2
3 PO.boost<-function(x, y, eps=0.1, w=1, mstop) {
4 # Proportional odds (P/O) boosting algorithm
5 #
6 # Args:
7 # x: Design matrix
8 # y: Response vector
9 # eps: A real-valued step length factor
10 # w: Vector of weights
11 # K: Number of levels in the response
12 # mstop: Stopping iteration
13 # Returns:
14 # coefs: Vector of coefficient estimates
15 # f.hat: Vector of function estimate
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16 # theta: Vector of threshold estimates
17 ###
18 # Step 1: Initialize the n-dimensional vector f_hat[0] and the
19 # K1 threshold parameter estimates with offset values.
20 #y <- factor(y, ordered=TRUE)
21 K <- length(unique(y))
22 p <- dim(x)[2] / (K - 1)
23 x <- scale(x, center=T, scale=F)
24 f.hat <- rep(0, length(y))
25 pi.0 <- table(y) / length(y)
26 theta <- matrix(0, nrow=mstop, ncol=K - 1)
27 theta[1, ] <- delta <- log(cumsum(pi.0) / (1 - cumsum(pi.0)))[1:(K - 1)]
28 colnames(theta) <- paste("theta", 1:(K - 1), sep="")
29 # Matrix of coefficient estimates (in all m steps)
30 coefs <- matrix(0, nrow=mstop, ncol=dim(x)[2])
31 # Matrix of latest, updated vector of coefficient estimates
32 coefs.latest <- rep(0, dim(x)[2])
33 colnames(coefs) <- names(coefs.latest) <- colnames(x)
34 all.loss <- matrix(0, nrow=mstop, ncol=length(y))
35 # Step 2: Specify base-learners, set m = 0.
36 vars <- list()
37 for (w in 1:p) {
38 vars[[w]] <- colnames(x)[(w + (w-1)):(w + (w-1) + (K-2))]
39 }
40 m <- 0
41 # Iterate mstop times.
42 for (j in 1:mstop) {
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43 # Step 3: Increase m by 1.
44 m <- m + 1
45 # Step 4a: Calculate negative gradient vector with current estimate of
46 # theta and f
47 U <- neg.grad(y=y, f=f.hat, theta = theta[m, ])
48 # Step 4b: Fit the negative gradient vector U[m] using each of the p
49 # base learners. This yields p vectors of predicted values, where each
50 # vector is an estimate of the negative gradient vector U[m].
51 # Use R^2 to determine best base learner.
52 fit.rsq <- function(aug.vars) {
53 # Fit a linear model for a given base learner
54 #
55 # Args:
56 # aug.vars: Names of the augmented features used to fit the model
57 # Returns:
58 # R^2 for given model.
59 # fit.i <- glmnet(x=data.matrix(x[, aug.vars]), y=U,
60 # family="gaussian", alpha = 0)
61 fit.i <- lm(U ~ 0 + ., data=data.frame(U, x[, aug.vars]))
62 return(summary(fit.i)$r.squared)
63 #return(max(fit.i$dev.ratio)) # Return max R^2 of all lambda values
used
64 }
65 r.sq <- vapply(vars, fit.rsq, 1) # R^2 for all p base learners
66 # Step 4c: Select the base-learner that fits U[m] best according to the
Rsq
67 # goodness-of-fit criterion. Set U_hat[m] equal to the fitted values of
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the
68 # best model.
69 max.rsq <- which.max(r.sq) # Base learner with largest R^2
70 fit.maxrsq <- lm(U ~ 0 + ., data=data.frame(U, x[, vars[[max.rsq]]]))
71 u.hat <- predict(fit.maxrsq, newdata = data.frame(x[, vars[[max.rsq]]]),
72 interval="none")
73 vars.update <- names(fit.maxrsq$coefficients)
74 coefs.latest[vars.update] <- coefs.latest[vars.update] +
75 eps * fit.maxrsq$coefficients
76 coefs[m, ] <- coefs.latest
77 # Step 4d: Update f_hat[m] f_hat[m1] + eps * U_hat[m], where 0 < eps 1
78 # is a real-valued step length factor.
79 f.hat <- f.hat + eps * u.hat
80 # Step 5: Plug f_hat[m] into the empirical risk function and minimize
the
81 # empirical risk over . Set _hat[m] equal to the newly obtained estimate
82 # of . (Convert delta (unconstrained) to theta, minimize risk over theta
,
83 # return optimum delta).
84 delta <- optim(par = delta, fn = riskS, y = y,
85 fit = f.hat, w = w, method = "BFGS")$par
86 # Convert optimum delta (above) to theta (constrained).
87 theta[m, ] <- d2t(delta)
88 all.loss[m, ] <- t(plloss(theta=theta[m, ], y=y, f=f.hat))
89 }
90 return(list=list(coefs=coefs, f.hat=f.hat, theta=theta, loss=all.loss))
91 }
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12 ### Functions used in P/O Boosting
3
4 d2t <- function(delta) {
5 # Used for constraining the threshold estimates to be nondecreasing
6 #
7 # Args:
8 # delta: the vector of unconstrained threshold values
9 #
10 # Returns:
11 # Theta, the vector of constrained threshold values
12 delta[1] + cumsum(c(0, exp(delta[-1])))
13 }
14
15 plloss <- function(theta, y, f, w = w) {
16 # Calculates the value of the loss (negative logL)
17 #
18 # Args:
19 # theta: the vector of constrained threshold values
20 # y: the response vector
21 # f: the current function estimate
22 # w: the vector of weights
23 #
24 # Returns:
25 # The value of the loss function at the current step
26 if (length(f) == 1) f <- rep(f, length(y))
27 tmp <- lapply(1:(length(theta) + 1), function(i) {
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28 if (i == 1) return(1 + exp(f - theta[i]))
29 if (i == (length(theta) + 1)) {
30 return(1 - 1 / (1 + exp(f - theta[i - 1])))
31 }
32 return(1 / (1 + exp(f - theta[i])) -
33 1 / (1 + exp(f - theta[i - 1])))
34 })
35 loss <- log(tmp[[1]]) * (y == levels(y)[1])
36 for (i in 2:nlevels(y)) {
37 loss <- loss - log(tmp[[i]]) * (y == levels(y)[i])
38 }
39 return(loss)
40 }
41
42 riskS <- function(delta, y, fit, w = w) {
43 # Calculates the value of the empirical risk.
44 # Converts delta to theta (constrained), then sums Loss over i=1, ..., n.
45 #
46 # Args:
47 # delta: the vector of unconstrained threshold values
48 # y: the response vector
49 # fit: the current function estimate
50 # w: the vector of weights
51 #
52 # Returns:
53 # The value of the risk function at the current step
54 sum(w * plloss(y = y, f = fit, theta = d2t(delta)))
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55 }
56
57 neg.grad <- function(y, f, theta = theta, w = w) {
58 # Calculates the negative gradient at current estimate of f and theta
59 #
60 # Args:
61 # y: the response vector
62 # f: the current function estimate
63 # theta: the vector of constrained threshold values
64 # w: the vector of weights
65 #
66 # Returns:
67 # The value of the risk function at the current step
68 if (length(f) == 1) f <- rep(f, length(y))
69 # Calculates negative gradient for each subject, then sums over i=1...n
70 ng <- sapply(1:(length(theta) + 1), function(i) {
71 if (i > 1 & i < (length(theta) + 1)) {
72 ret <- (1 - exp(2 * f - theta[i - 1] - theta[i])) /
73 (1 + exp(f - theta[i - 1]) +
74 exp(f - theta[i]) +
75 exp(2 * f - theta[i - 1] - theta[i]))
76 } else {
77 if (i == 1) {
78 ret <- -1 / (1 + exp(theta[i] - f))
79 } else {
80 ret <- 1 / (1 + exp(f - theta[i - 1]))
81 }
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82 }
83 return(ret * (y == levels(y)[i]))
84 })
85 rowSums(ng)
86 }
87
88 #Empirical risk function, treat theta as fixed, optimize over f - used to
initialize f
89 # risk <- function(y, f, w = w)
90 # sum(w * plloss(y = y, f = f, theta = theta))
91
92 #Initialize delta / theta and f (maybe just initialize f to 0)
93 #initial.f <- function(y, w = w) {
94 # delta<-log(cumsum(pi.0) / (1 - cumsum(pi.0)))[1:(K - 1)]
95 # optimize(risk, interval = c(-5, 5), y = y, w = w)$minimum
96 # }
97
98 response <- function(f, theta) {
99 # Calculates posterior probabilities
100 #
101 # Args:
102 # f: the current function estimate
103 #
104 # Returns:
105 # Vector of posterior probabilities (of length K)
106 ret <- sapply(1:(length(theta) + 1), function(i) {
107 if (i == 1) return(1 / (1 + exp(f - theta[i]))) #P(Y=1|X)
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108 if (i == (length(theta) + 1)) {
109 return(1 - 1 / (1 + exp(f - theta[i - 1]))) #P(Y=K|X)
110 }
111 return(1 / (1 + exp(f - theta[i])) - #P(Y=2or3or...orK-1|X)
112 1 / (1 + exp(f - theta[i - 1])))
113 })
114 ret
115 }
1 ### Select stopping iteration by cross validation
2
3 cv.modelselect <- function(x, y, parallel=TRUE, num.folds=5, seed=2468,
4 mstop.seq=floor(seq(from=10, to=100, by=10))) {
5 set.seed(seed)
6 folds <- createFolds(y=y, k=num.folds, list=F)
7 if (parallel) {
8 ‘%fun%‘ <- ‘%dopar%‘
9 } else {
10 ‘%fun%‘ <- ‘%do%‘
11 }
12 modelselect <- foreach (m=mstop.seq, .combine=rbind) %fun% {
13 dxy <- rep(0, num.folds)
14 for (i in 1:num.folds) {
15 fit <- ordinalFANS(x=x[-which(folds == i), ], y=y[-which(folds == i)
],
16 newx=x[which(folds == i), ], niter=1, mstop=m)
17 dxy[i] <- rcorr.cens(as.numeric(fit$pred.class),
18 y[which(folds == i)])[2]
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19 }
20 CV.estimate <- sum((table(folds) / length(y)) * dxy)
21 dxy.sd <- sqrt(sum((table(folds) / length(y)) * (dxy - mean(dxy))^2))
22 return(c(m, CV.estimate, dxy.sd))
23 }
24 colnames(modelselect) <- c("mstop", "CV Somer’s Dxy Estimate", "SE")
25 return(modelselect)
26 }
1 ### Extract Model Coefficients
2
3 coef.ordinalFANS <- function(object, model.select="mean", m=NULL,
4 only.nonzero=FALSE) {
5 if (object$niter > 1) {
6 if (is.null(m)) {
7 m <- dim(object$coefs[[1]])[1]
8 }
9 if (model.select=="mean") {
10 beta <- object$mean.coefs[m, ]
11 theta <- object$mean.theta[m, ]
12 if (only.nonzero) {
13 beta <- object$mean.coefs[m, ][object$mean.coefs[m, ]!=0]
14 }
15 } else if (is.numeric(model.select)) {
16 beta <- object$coefs[[model.select]][m, ]
17 theta <- object$theta[[model.select]][m, ]
18 if (only.nonzero) {
19 beta <- beta[beta!=0]
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20 theta <- theta[theta!=0]
21 }
22 } else if (model.select=="all") {
23 beta <- lapply(object$coefs, function(x) {x[m, ]})
24 theta <- lapply(object$theta, function(x) {x[m, ]})
25 if (only.nonzero) {
26 beta <- lapply(beta, function(x) {x[x!=0]})
27 theta <- lapply(theta, function(x) {x[x!=0]})
28 }
29 }
30 } else {
31 if (is.null(m)) {
32 m <- dim(object$coefs)[1]
33 }
34 beta <- object$coefs[m, ]
35 theta <- object$theta[m, ]
36 if (only.nonzero) {
37 beta <- beta[beta!=0]
38 }
39 }
40 c(theta, beta)
41 }
1 ### Plot the model output
2
3 plot.ordinalFANS <- function(object, type="coefficients", xlab=NULL,
4 ylab=NULL, main=NULL) {
5 if (is.null(xlab)) xlab="Step"
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6 if (is.null(ylab)) {
7 if (type == "coefficients") {
8 ylab <- expression(hat(beta))
9 if (is.null(main)) {
10 main <- "Coefficient Path"
11 }
12 } else if (type == "risk") {
13 ylab <- "Empirical Risk"
14 if (is.null(main)) {
15 main <- "Empirical Risk Path"
16 }
17 } else if (type=="var.importance") {
18 ylab <- "Variable Importance"
19 if (is.null(main)) {
20 main <- "Variable Importance Path"
21 }
22 }
23 }
24 if (type=="coefficients") {
25 if (object$niter > 1) {
26 mean.beta <- object$mean.coefs
27 } else {
28 mean.beta <- object$coefs
29 }
30 last.row <- nrow(mean.beta)
31 y.positions <- mean.beta[last.row, ][which(mean.beta[last.row, ] != 0)]
32 varorder <- names(y.positions)
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33 matplot(mean.beta, type="l", xlab=xlab, ylab=ylab, main=main)
34 axis(side=4, labels=varorder, at=y.positions, cex.axis=0.69)
35 } else if (type=="risk") {
36 if (object$niter > 1) {
37 mean.risk <- object$mean.risk
38 } else {
39 mean.risk <- object$risk
40 }
41 plot(mean.risk, type="b", xlab=xlab, ylab=ylab, main=main)
42 } else if (type=="var.importance") {
43 if (object$niter > 1) {
44 mean.importance <- object$mean.var.importance
45 } else {
46 mean.importance <- object$var.importance
47 }
48 last.row <- nrow(mean.importance)
49 y.positions <- mean.importance[last.row, ][
50 which(mean.importance[last.row, ] != 0)]
51 varorder <- names(y.positions)
52 matplot(mean.importance, type="l", xlab=xlab, ylab=ylab, main=main)
53 axis(side=4, labels=varorder, at=y.positions, cex.axis=0.69)
54 }
55 }
1 ### Predict the outcome of a new observation
2
3 predict.ordinalFANS <- function(object, newx, mstop=NULL) {
4 newx <- predict(object$trans, newx) # Scale newx with mean and sd of X
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56 if (is.null(mstop)) mstop <- object$mstop
7 if (!is.null(object$newx)) {
8 if (object$niter > 1) {
9 if (!is.null(object$mean.posteriors) &
10 all.equal(as.matrix(object$newx), as.matrix(newx))) {
11 return(list=list(mean.posteriors=object$mean.posteriors,
12 pred.class=object$pred.class))
13 }
14 } else {
15 if (!is.null(object$posteriors) &
16 all.equal(as.matrix(object$newx), as.matrix(newx))) {
17 return(list=list(posteriors=object$posteriors,
18 pred.class=object$pred.class))
19 }
20 }
21 }
22 K <- object$K
23 niter <- object$niter
24
25 niter.preds <- foreach(l = 1:niter, .combine=’rbind’,
26 .packages=c(’sm’, ’caret’)) %do% {
27 if (object$niter > 1) {
28 D.train.x <- object$D.train.x[[l]]
29 D.train.y <- object$D.train.y[[l]]
30 coefs <- object$coefs[[l]]
31 theta <- object$theta[[l]]
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32 aug.X <- object$aug.X[[l]]
33 } else {
34 D.train.x <- object$D.train.x
35 D.train.y <- object$D.train.y
36 coefs <- object$coefs
37 theta <- object$theta
38 aug.X <- object$aug.X
39 }
40 test.marginals.f <- array(dim=c(dim(newx)[1], K - 1, dim(newx)[2]))
41 test.marginals.g <- array(dim=c(dim(newx)[1], K - 1, dim(newx)[2]))
42 for (k in 1:(K - 1)) {
43 for (j in 1:dim(newx)[2]) {
44 test.marginals.f[, k, j] <- sm.density(D.train.x[D.train.y <= k, j],
45 eval.points=newx[, j],
46 display="none")$estimate
47 test.marginals.g[, k, j] <- sm.density(D.train.x[D.train.y > k, j],
48 eval.points=newx[, j],
49 display="none")$estimate
50 }
51 }
52 # Winsorization to improve stability of estimates as suggested in FANS
53 # manuscript
54 test.marginals.g[test.marginals.g < 0.001] <-
55 test.marginals.f[test.marginals.f < 0.001] <- 0.001
56 # Array of augmented features for newx. Within the array: p matrices of
57 # augmented features of dimension n x (K - 1)
58 Z.test <- log(test.marginals.f / test.marginals.g)
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59 full.test <- data.frame(Z.test)
60 colnames(full.test) <- paste("z", paste(rep(1:dim(Z.test)[3], each=K -
1),
61 rep(1:(K - 1),
62 times=dim(test.marginals.f)[3]),
63 sep="."),
64 sep="")
65 # function estimates for newx
66 offset <- as.numeric(-1 * (matrix(apply(aug.X, 2, mean), nrow=1) %*%
67 matrix(coefs[mstop, ], ncol=1)))
68 f.newx <- offset + (as.matrix(full.test) %*% as.matrix(coefs[mstop, ]))
69 # estimated posterior probabilities for newx
70 post.probs <- response(f.newx, theta[mstop, ])
71 return(list=list(post.probs))
72 }
73 if (object$niter > 1) {
74 if (ncol(as.matrix(niter.preds[[1]])) == 1) {
75 mean.posteriors <- Reduce(’+’, niter.preds) / niter
76 pred.class <- factor(levels(object$y)[apply(t(as.matrix(mean.
posteriors)), 1, which.max)],
77 levels=levels(object$y), ordered=TRUE)
78 posteriors <- lapply(1:niter, function(w) t(as.matrix(niter.preds))[[w
]])
79 } else {
80 mean.posteriors <- Reduce(’+’, niter.preds) / niter
81 pred.class <- factor(levels(object$y)[apply(mean.posteriors, 1, which.
max)],
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82 levels=levels(object$y), ordered=TRUE)
83 posteriors <- lapply(1:niter, function(w) niter.preds[[w]])
84 }
85 return(list=list(posteriors=posteriors,
86 mean.posteriors=mean.posteriors, pred.class=pred.class))
87 } else {
88 if (ncol(as.matrix(niter.preds[[1]])) == 1) {
89 posteriors <- t(as.matrix(niter.preds[[1]]))
90 } else {
91 posteriors <- as.matrix(niter.preds[[1]])
92 }
93 pred.class <- factor(levels(object$y)[apply(posteriors, 1, which.max)],
94 levels=levels(object$y), ordered=TRUE)
95 return(list=list(posteriors=posteriors, pred.class=pred.class))
96 }
97 }
1 ### Does the same thing as predict()
2
3 fitted.ordinalFANS <- function(object, newx, mstop=NULL) {
4 predict.ordinalFANS(object=object, newx=newx, mstop=mstop)
5 }
1 ### Print the model output
2
3 print.ordinalFANS <- function(object, ...) {
4 cat("Call:\n")
5 print(object$call)
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6 cat("\nNumber of boosting iterations: mstop = ", object$mstop)
7 cat("\nNumber of FANS iterations: niter = ", object$niter)
8 cat("\nStep size: ", object$eps, "\n")
9 }
1 ### Summarize the fitted model
2
3 summary.ordinalFANS <- function(object, m=NULL) {
4 if (object$L > 1) {
5 if (is.null(m)) {
6 m <- dim(object$coefs[[1]])[1]
7 }
8 rownames(object$mean.var.importance) <- NULL
9 var.importance <- object$mean.var.importance[m,
10 which(object$mean.var.importance[m, ]!=0)]
11 } else {
12 if (is.null(m)) {
13 m <- dim(object$coefs)[1]
14 }
15 rownames(object$var.importance) <- NULL
16 var.importance <- object$var.importance[m,
17 which(object$var.importance[m, ]!=0)]
18 }
19 return(list(object=object, var.importance=var.importance))
20 }
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Appendix B
CODE FOR CHAPTER 3
B.1 Extended phase of the AML DREAM Challenge analysis
1 ### Select clinical predictors to include in the
2 ### no penalty subset
3
4 rm(list=ls())
5 #setwd("C:\\Users\\Kyle\\Dropbox\\Dissertation\\Aim 3\\AML\\Data")
6 #Fit univariate coxPH models for each predictor using continuous response
7 library(survival)
8 load("AML.RData")
9
10
11
12
13 ### Logistic regression approach from Allison
14 aml.train$y<-as.numeric(aml.train$y)
15 aml.train$censor<-as.numeric(aml.train$censor)
16
17 X<-clinical
18 classes<-c()
19 for(i in 1:ncol(X)) {
20 classes[i]<-class(X[,i])[1]
21 }
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22
23
24 yij<-matrix(nrow=dim(X)[1],ncol=3)
25 for(i in 1:dim(X)[1]) {
26 for(j in 1:3) {
27 yij[i,j]<-ifelse(aml.train$y[i]==j &
28 aml.train$censor[i]==1,1,0)
29 }
30 }
31
32 newX<-matrix(nrow=1,ncol=dim(X)[2])
33 for(i in 1:dim(X)[1]) {
34 for(j in 1:dim(X)[2]) {
35 if(class(X[,j])=="factor") X[,j]<-as.character(X[,j])
36 }
37 new.rows<-matrix(rep(X[i,],aml.train$y[i])
38 nrow=aml.train$y[i],ncol=dim(X)[2],
39 byrow=TRUE)
40 newX<-rbind(newX,new.rows)
41 }
42 newX<-newX[-1,]
43 newX.mat<-newX
44 newX<-data.frame(newX)
45 colnames(newX)<-colnames(clinical)
46 newX<-apply(newX,2,as.numeric)
47
48 new.y<-numeric()
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49 for(i in 1:dim(X)[1]) {
50 indiv<-c(rep(0,aml.train$y[i]-1),aml.train$censor[i])
51 new.y<-c(new.y,indiv)
52 }
53
54 #Univariate models
55 glm.univFit<-function(pred) {
56 data<-data.frame(new.y,unlist(newX[,pred]))
57 colnames(data)<-c("y","x")
58 form<-as.formula(paste("y","x",sep=" ~ "))
59 fit<-summary(glm(form,data=data,family=binomial))
60 return(coef(fit)[2,4])
61 }
62 p.values<-c()
63 j<-0
64 #p-values for numeric variables or factors with only 2 levels
65 for(i in 1:ncol(clinical)) {
66 j<-j+1
67 p.values[j]<-glm.univFit(i)
68 }
69
70 #p-values with variable names
71 vars1<-colnames(clinical)[c(1:ncol(clinical))]
72 p.vals<-data.frame(vars1,p.values)
73
74 #significant at alpha=0.1
75 lt.10 <-p.vals[which(p.vals[,2]<0.1),]
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76 lt.10[order(lt.10[,2]), ]
77 # vars1 p.values
78 # 20 HGB 0.0005222901
79 # 9 ITD 0.0027507695
80 # 27 CD13 0.0054240144
81 # 8 cyto.cat 0.0125850298
82 # 11 Ras.Stat 0.0285030529
83 # 2 Age.at.Dx 0.0325419998
84 # 26 FIBRINOGEN 0.0419517112
85 # 4 PRIOR.MAL 0.0532993564
86 # 10 D835 0.0664101054
87 # 5 PRIOR.CHEMO 0.0767917172
88 # 30 CD7 0.0889254091
89 # 7 Infection 0.0924734909
90
91
92
93
94 #significant at alpha=0.05
95 lt.05 <- p.vals[which(p.vals[,2]<0.05),]
96 lt.05[order(lt.05[,2]), ]
97 # vars1 p.values
98 # 20 HGB 0.0005222901
99 # 9 ITD 0.0027507695
100 # 27 CD13 0.0054240144
101 # 8 cyto.cat 0.0125850298
102 # 11 Ras.Stat 0.0285030529
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103 # 2 Age.at.Dx 0.0325419998
104 # 26 FIBRINOGEN 0.0419517112
105
106 #Combine results of univariate models and literature search:
107 #choose as unpenalized subset: Age, cytogenetics, ITD (FLT3), HGB
1 #N-fold cross validation (CV) code
2
3 library(doMC)
4 library(survival)
5 library(foreach)
6 library(Hmisc)
7
8 ### READ IN DATA ###
9 load("AML.RData")
10 univ.sig <- c("Age.at.Dx", "cyto.cat", "ITD", "HGB")
11 y <- as.numeric(as.character(aml.train$y))
12 AML <- data.frame(y=Surv(y, aml.train$censor), protein, clinical)
13 X <- AML[, setdiff(colnames(AML), univ.sig)][, -1] #penalized predictors
14 unpen <- AML[, univ.sig] #unpenalized predictors
15
16 source("..//discSurvFCR.R")
17 registerDoMC(cores=10)
18
19 NfoldCV.1 <- foreach(i=1:nrow(AML), .combine=’rbind’) %dopar% {
20 print(i)
21 fit.1 <- forwardcr.stepwise(y ~ Age.at.Dx + cyto.cat + ITD + HGB,
22 data=AML[-i, ], x=X[-i, ], scale=TRUE,
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23 epsilon=0.001, tol=1e-04, assumption=1)
24 pred.AIC.1 <- predict.forwardCR(fit.1, newx=X[i, ], neww=AML[i, univ.sig],
25 model.select="AIC")$class #minAIC model
26 pred.BIC.1 <- predict.forwardCR(fit.1, newx=X[i, ], neww=AML[i, univ.sig],
27 model.select="BIC")$class #minBIC model
28 return(c(i,pred.AIC.1, pred.BIC.1))
29 }
30
31
32 somer.aic.1 <- rcorr.cens(NfoldCV.1[, 2], AML[, 1])[2:3] # Somer’s Dxy (AIC)
33 somer.bic.1 <- rcorr.cens(NfoldCV.1[, 3], AML[, 1])[2:3] # Somer’s Dxy (BIC)
34 somer.1 <- data.frame(assumption=c(1, 1),
35 somer=c(somer.aic.1[1], somer.bic.1[1]),
36 std.err=c(somer.aic.1[2], somer.bic.1[2]),
37 model.selection=c("AIC", "BIC"))
38
39 #
############################################################################
40
41 registerDoMC(cores=10)
42
43 NfoldCV.2 <- foreach(i=1:nrow(AML), .combine=’rbind’) %dopar% {
44 print(i)
45 fit.2 <- forwardcr.stepwise(y ~ Age.at.Dx + cyto.cat + ITD + HGB,
46 data=AML[-i, ], x=X[-i, ], scale=TRUE,
47 epsilon=0.001, tol=1e-04, assumption=2)
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48 pred.AIC.2 <- predict.forwardCR(fit.2, newx=X[i, ], neww=AML[i, univ.sig],
49 model.select="AIC")$class #minAIC model
50 pred.BIC.2 <- predict.forwardCR(fit.2, newx=X[i, ], neww=AML[i, univ.sig],
51 model.select="BIC")$class #minBIC model
52 return(c(i,pred.AIC.2, pred.BIC.2))
53 }
54
55
56 somer.aic.2 <- rcorr.cens(NfoldCV.2[, 2], AML[, 1])[2:3] # Somer’s Dxy (AIC)
57 somer.bic.2 <- rcorr.cens(NfoldCV.2[, 3], AML[, 1])[2:3] # Somer’s Dxy (BIC)
58 somer.2 <- data.frame(assumption=c(2, 2),
59 somer=c(somer.aic.2[1], somer.bic.2[1]),
60 std.err=c(somer.aic.2[2], somer.bic.2[2]),
61 model.selection=c("AIC", "BIC"))
62
63 #
############################################################################
64
65 registerDoMC(cores=10)
66
67 NfoldCV.3 <- foreach(i=1:nrow(AML), .combine=’rbind’) %dopar% {
68 print(i)
69 fit.3 <- forwardcr.stepwise(y ~ Age.at.Dx + cyto.cat + ITD + HGB,
70 data=AML[-i, ], x=X[-i, ], scale=TRUE,
71 epsilon=0.001, tol=1e-04, assumption=3)
72 pred.AIC.3 <- predict.forwardCR(fit.3, newx=X[i, ], neww=AML[i, univ.sig],
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73 model.select="AIC")$class #minAIC model
74 pred.BIC.3 <- predict.forwardCR(fit.3, newx=X[i, ], neww=AML[i, univ.sig],
75 model.select="BIC")$class #minBIC model
76 return(c(i,pred.AIC.3, pred.BIC.3))
77 }
78
79
80 somer.aic.3 <- rcorr.cens(NfoldCV.3[, 2], AML[, 1])[2:3] # Somer’s Dxy (AIC)
81 somer.bic.3 <- rcorr.cens(NfoldCV.3[, 3], AML[, 1])[2:3] # Somer’s Dxy (BIC)
82 somer.3 <- data.frame(assumption=c(3, 3),
83 somer=c(somer.aic.3[1], somer.bic.3[1]),
84 std.err=c(somer.aic.3[2], somer.bic.3[2]),
85 model.selection=c("AIC", "BIC"))
86
87 #
############################################################################
88
89 registerDoMC(cores=10)
90
91 NfoldCV.4 <- foreach(i=1:nrow(AML), .combine=’rbind’) %dopar% {
92 print(i)
93 fit.4 <- forwardcr.stepwise(y ~ Age.at.Dx + cyto.cat + ITD + HGB,
94 data=AML[-i, ], x=X[-i, ], scale=TRUE,
95 epsilon=0.001, tol=1e-04, assumption=1)
96 pred.AIC.4 <- predict.forwardCR(fit.4, newx=X[i, ], neww=AML[i, univ.sig],
97 model.select="AIC")$class #minAIC model
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98 pred.BIC.4 <- predict.forwardCR(fit.4, newx=X[i, ], neww=AML[i, univ.sig],
99 model.select="BIC")$class #minBIC model
100 return(c(i,pred.AIC.4, pred.BIC.4))
101 }
102
103
104 somer.aic.4 <- rcorr.cens(NfoldCV.4[, 2], AML[, 1])[2:3] # Somer’s Dxy (AIC)
105 somer.bic.4 <- rcorr.cens(NfoldCV.4[, 3], AML[, 1])[2:3] # Somer’s Dxy (BIC)
106 somer.4 <- data.frame(assumption=c(4, 4),
107 somer=c(somer.aic.4[1], somer.bic.4[1]),
108 std.err=c(somer.aic.4[2], somer.bic.4[2]),
109 model.selection=c("AIC", "BIC"))
110 to.plot <- rbind(somer.1, rbind(somer.2, rbind(somer.3, somer.4)))
111 to.plot$assumption <- as.factor(to.plot$assumption)
112 to.plot$model.selection <- as.factor(to.plot$model.selection)
113
114 save(list=c("NfoldCV.1", "somer.aic.1", "somer.bic.1",
115 "NfoldCV.2", "somer.aic.2", "somer.bic.2",
116 "NfoldCV.3", "somer.aic.3", "somer.bic.3",
117 "NfoldCV.4", "somer.aic.4", "somer.bic.4",
118 "AML", "to.plot"),
119 file="AML_NfoldCV.RData")
1 ### Fit a model with the entire dataset,
2 ### examine which features are included
3
4 ### READ IN DATA ###
5 library(survival)
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6 load("AML.RData")
7 univ.sig <- c("Age.at.Dx", "cyto.cat", "ITD", "HGB")
8 y <- as.numeric(as.character(aml.train$y))
9 AML <- data.frame(y=Surv(y, aml.train$censor), protein, clinical)
10 X <- AML[, setdiff(colnames(AML), univ.sig)][, -1] #penalized predictors
11 unpen <- AML[, univ.sig] #unpenalized predictors
12
13 source("..//discSurvFCR.R")
14
15 fit.1 <- forwardcr.stepwise(y ~ Age.at.Dx + cyto.cat + ITD + HGB, data=AML,
16 x=X, scale=TRUE, epsilon=0.001, tol=1e-04,
17 assumption=1)
18 fit.2 <- forwardcr.stepwise(y ~ Age.at.Dx + cyto.cat + ITD + HGB, data=AML,
19 x=X, scale=TRUE, epsilon=0.001, tol=1e-04,
20 assumption=2)
21 fit.3 <- forwardcr.stepwise(y ~ Age.at.Dx + cyto.cat + ITD + HGB, data=AML,
22 x=X, scale=TRUE, epsilon=0.001, tol=1e-04,
23 assumption=3)
24 fit.4 <- forwardcr.stepwise(y ~ Age.at.Dx + cyto.cat + ITD + HGB, data=AML,
25 x=X, scale=TRUE, epsilon=0.001, tol=1e-04,
26 assumption=4)
27
28
29 sAIC.1 <- which.min(fit.1$AIC)
30 sBIC.1 <- which.min(fit.1$BIC)
31 sAIC.1
32 sBIC.1
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33 beta.nonzero.AIC.1 <- fit.1$beta[sAIC.1, which(fit.1$beta[sAIC.1, ] != 0)]
34 beta.nonzero.BIC.1 <- fit.1$beta[sBIC.1, which(fit.1$beta[sBIC.1, ] != 0)]
35 nonzero.AIC.1 <- names(beta.nonzero.AIC.1)
36 nonzero.BIC.1 <- names(beta.nonzero.BIC.1)
37
38 sAIC.2 <- which.min(fit.2$AIC)
39 sBIC.2 <- which.min(fit.2$BIC)
40 sAIC.2
41 sBIC.2
42 beta.nonzero.AIC.2 <- fit.2$beta[sAIC.2, which(fit.2$beta[sAIC.2, ] != 0)]
43 beta.nonzero.BIC.2 <- fit.2$beta[sBIC.2, which(fit.2$beta[sBIC.2, ] != 0)]
44 nonzero.AIC.2 <- names(beta.nonzero.AIC.2)
45 nonzero.BIC.2 <- names(beta.nonzero.BIC.2)
46
47 sAIC.3 <- which.min(fit.3$AIC)
48 sBIC.3 <- which.min(fit.3$BIC)
49 sAIC.3
50 sBIC.3
51 beta.nonzero.AIC.3 <- fit.3$beta[sAIC.3, which(fit.3$beta[sAIC.3, ] != 0)]
52 beta.nonzero.BIC.3 <- fit.3$beta[sBIC.3, which(fit.3$beta[sBIC.3, ] != 0)]
53 nonzero.AIC.3 <- names(beta.nonzero.AIC.3)
54 nonzero.BIC.3 <- names(beta.nonzero.BIC.3)
55
56 sAIC.4 <- which.min(fit.4$AIC)
57 sBIC.4 <- which.min(fit.4$BIC)
58 sAIC.4
59 sBIC.4
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60 beta.nonzero.AIC.4 <- fit.4$beta[sAIC.4, which(fit.4$beta[sAIC.4, ] != 0)]
61 beta.nonzero.BIC.4 <- fit.4$beta[sBIC.4, which(fit.4$beta[sBIC.4, ] != 0)]
62 nonzero.AIC.4 <- names(beta.nonzero.AIC.4)
63 nonzero.BIC.4 <- names(beta.nonzero.BIC.4)
64
65 data.frame(fit.1$AIC[sAIC.1], fit.2$AIC[sAIC.2], fit.3$AIC[sAIC.3],
66 fit.4$AIC[sAIC.4])
67 data.frame(fit.1$BIC[sBIC.1], fit.2$BIC[sBIC.2], fit.3$BIC[sBIC.3],
68 fit.4$BIC[sBIC.4])
69
70 save.image("AMLfull.RData")
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